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‘Bickering’
over quality

As we left Florence – our home for the past months – 34
degrees Celsius on the car display, we noticed the closer
we got to our destination – and new home – temperatures
to some extent belonged to a climate less continental.
Driving south on Via Aurelia (i.e. road to Rome), in an
old blue Peugeot, with Livorno behind us and the sea
on our right, me and Janine headed in the direction of
frazione (civil parish in Italian) Castagneto Carducci.
Windows open – because the air conditioning was not
functioning – and the first gusts of sea fragrant air
entered our car. My mind was trying to keep up with my
eyes while the Tuscan landscape – hills accompanied with
vineyards on the left and the seaside accompanied with
Tuscany’s iconic Pinus pinea (i.e. stone pine) on the
right – passed by. Following the navigation, we left
Via Aurelia behind and continued our journey into the
hills. Castagneto Carducci, the place which we targeted,
suddenly popped-up in the scenery after kilometres of dry
grasslands, olive- and vineyards. This medieval town, a
settlement on a slope – towering above olive yards – got
all my attention while driving uphill on a meandering
road. Turning left onto Via Bolgherese (i.e. the road
to Bolgheri) signboards with DEGUSTAZIONE or TASTING for
both wine and olive oil passed by every 50 metres. “Turn
right in 50 metres” echoed through the IPhone speakers
and I followed obediently onto a road which let us
further up. Once the road ceased sloping, the navigation
pointed us straight onto a downhill dirt-road and this
got confirmed by a home-made wooden sign with “Mulini
di Segalari” engraved. Following the narrow and bumpy
dirt-road downhill the Peugeot’s suspension creaked and
squeaked while the trees alongside the road slowly merged
their canopy – forming a natural green tunnel. As the
road reached its lowest point we crossed a small stream.
Subsequently the green tunnel opened up on the left and
the trees merged into a structured system of vines.

Several months ago I decided to devote my time to get a better understanding
about Italian viticulture and more specifically the vineyard. Having a
background in forestry and agriculture and currently finishing my MSc.
Development and Rural Innovation, I decided to combine both fields in
an Italian context (i.e. viticulture). First and foremost I entered the field of
viticulture as a novice, having no prior knowledge about the cultivation
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foreword

of grapes or the production of wine. My MSc. programme at Wageningen
University & Research provided me with knowledge and tools to conduct
an ethnographic study but as my background in forestry and agriculture
was more of a natural science character I was simultaneously eager and
nervous to conduct an ethnography independently in a field unknown
to me. Determined to comprehend the vineyard – as a social place – at its
fullest I wanted to integrate in its social life. I registered myself on the website
of the World Wide Opportunities on Organic Farms (WWOOF) and decided
to become a researcher, guest and volunteer all at once to grasp the social
interactions of this place. This meant in these coming three months I would
sleep, work and have food at the vineyard to develop relationships with
everyone involved. The first time I visited the vineyard – for orientation – my
sensory stimulation levels were peaking while observing as many things as
possible. First of all, I just arrived at Mulini di Segalari, the vineyard, after
several months in Florence. The contrast between the vineyard and Florence
– a concrete jungle – where the scenery is subjugated by tourists rather than
other forms of wildlife, is enormous. Second, I grew up in a rural area of the
Netherlands, North Limburg, and never thought of myself as a city person.
The feeling of being in nature and executing fieldwork, made me even more
eager for the period ahead.
Marina, the owner of the vineyard, was the person with whom I had
been in contact after I was introduced to her by Prof. Brunori, expert in this
field, from the University of Pisa. It was then when I realised the importance
of a network and how its tied, especially as an ‘outsider’ from the Netherlands.
Over time, I became part of this network and became more familiar with
its ties. As an ‘insider’ I gained information which eventually became the
blueprint for this study. Becoming an ‘insider’ developed organically as time
passed by. Observations, as ethnographic research technique, would be my
primary tool to understand the dynamics of a vineyard. But simply using
this technique would not bring me any closer to the subjects I was interested
in. This, however, developed from encountering difficulties together with
the people you share life with. Marina invited me to her vineyard, but also
welcomed me – and many other wwoofers (the name adopted for volunteers
registered with WWOOF) – into her life at the vineyard. This brought me in
the position to observe the activities at the vineyard, but also integrate into
the life of the farmer.
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“Wine should not be seen apart from the region, the people and the culture”
said Marina during lunch under the grape overgrown pergola. “In this
globalised world (small) farmers have difficulty with competing on a global
scale because they cannot compete in terms of prices. Local products, like
wines from Bolgheri DOC, are unique in the sense that many factors influence
the taste” she continued. I started considering what Marina meant with
this statement and to what extent this influences Marina and winegrowers
alike. Valuing products because of their uniqueness and quality rather
than competing on global scale for quantity. Associated with the quality
‘turn’ (Goodman, 2003) and the growth of alternative food networks (AFN),
operating as alternatives to the increased standardisation of conventional
food circuits in the agri-food sector (Climent-López et al., 2014), Marina
indicates a fundamentality in this academic debate. Linked to a more basic
idea, yet crucial in understanding the larger debates, is the notion of making
(taste) and how it relates to quality. As biodynamic vineyard working with
wwoofers, this case exemplified perfectly these newly emerging networks of
alternative food supply and the associated quality conventions.
The academic debate on quality convention, associated with AFNs,
in agri-food business has two ‘voices’ (Goodman, 2003) on a wider political
level. On the one hand, some scholars pose that AFNs are the constructed
results of global competition (Murdoch and Miele, 1999), while others (van
der Ploeg et al., 2000) marked AFNs as building blocks for the shift towards
a new paradigm. This research, however, like much other research (Barham,
2003; Climent-López, et al., 2014; Dans et al., 2019 i.a.), complements quality
convention and AFNs to the local by analysing alternative food practices
in relation to a certain place, namely Mulini di Segalari. At this level the
quality convention knows two extremes. One side represented by social
scholars (Goodman, 2003; Winter, 2003), the other considers quality from
a more technical perspective (Ponia, et al., 2018) incorporated in standards
(Ilbery & Kneafsey, 2000). According to Goodman (2003), embeddedness,
trust and place are key concepts to understand the quality ‘turn’ at the local
level (Goodman, 2003). Where the social literature explains these social
constructions of quality, the technical literature mainly measures quality
through parameters and standards (Reynolds, 2010; Climent-López et al.,
2014). According to Climent-López and his colleagues quality convention
are influenced by the ‘turn’ “the agri-food system has recently taken”
and considers “quality to be a complex notion that is defined both by the
physical characteristics of the product and by changing socio-cultural
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factors” (Climent-López et al., 2014, p.148). These statements signify the
duality between the social and technical approaches to quality convention,
albeit not capturing them together for analytical purposes. This (literary)
gap between social and technical approaches to quality convention can be
mended by looking at the intersection of socio-technical practices in attempt
to understand the quality conventions in the vineyard.
Through viticultural practices I started investigating which forces and
process underly quality (performance) in the vineyard. This is the question
that I investigated as I spent three months strolling and climbing through
the vineyard, eating and drinking together with Marina, Emilio and other
volunteers. Answering this question is at the foundation of understanding
the process of assessing quality and uniqueness of agri-food products,
including wine (Dans et al., 2019), and therefore associated with the central
debate about quality conventions and alternative food practices scholarship
and the broader political debate in rural studies about AFNs being the new
paradigm for rural development (van der Ploeg et al., 2000).
Marina and Emilio’s vineyard provides a case study which to consider
the ways in which quality is constructed in a specific location by analysing
viticultural practices. Yet most research, aside from providing information
on the territorial origin of a particular wine or grape, quality emerging from
viticultural practices is often not considered (Dans et al., 2019). It is precisely
the micro-analytical, practices orientated (technographic) design of this
research, that makes its more fundamental, and therefore more interesting
than the majority of scholars involved in this academic debate. In line with
the argument that quality is primarily constructed in the vineyard (Saleh,
2013; Black, 2018), this research provides the next step in the debate around
quality conventions and AFNs at the local level. The next step involves new
lines of investigation that delve deeper into viticultural practices associated
with quality (Dans & González, 2017). Where much research complements the
conceptual touchstones of embeddedness, trust and place or quality standards,
this research seeks quality in socio-material constructs by an empirical
grounded analysis on these practices. Scrutinising agricultural performances
(the making) in the socio-material dimension of the vineyard exemplifies the
human interaction and social organisation around the material, and therefore
the construction of quality. The vineyard as field of study is interesting
concerning quality conventions and AFNs in the wine sector. Studying the
vineyard reinstates the literature to wine’s origin as important aspect to quality.
The vineyard in its quintessential form should produce a wine that realises its
full potential within the ‘situated’ constrains and conditions. Given importance
to the vineyard as field of study, the role of its ‘caretakers’ is tangled to the
‘situated’ and therefore essential in the vineyard’s expression. Interacting with
viticulturalists who devote their existences to produce quality from the green
lush spaces of the vineyard, I could merely imagine that quality originates and
is created from viticultural performances.
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Since I only spend three months working and living at Mulini di Segalari it
was impossible for me to capture all aspects of the vineyard. Wine production
is a year round process (such as preparations of the farm; weeding (or not),
construction work, pruning etc.) and all these activities are equally valuable
related to the end product. However, because of time limitations, June, July
and September were interesting months to conduct participant observative
research because preparation activities are transforming towards preharvest and harvest activities, resulting in a diverse mixture of activities. The
approach chosen in this research is somewhat alternative, for I have chosen
to write in an ethnographic narrative as part of my empirical analysis.
With the introduction being the first chapter, chapter two gives a
general overview of the vineyard as a field of study. In particular, it sets the
scene for the remaining chapters by providing more detailed information
about Mulini di Segalari, its social and political landscape, and the region.
This chapter also provides a historical overviews of past decision-making,
including Mulini di Segalari’s road towards a more natural approach, which is
useful for the reader to understand the bigger picture. The following chapters
provide the academic basis, with the third chapter offering the theoretical
foundation of this research and chapter four which gives a description of the
research design by explaining my ethnographic/technographic description.
In this chapter I will take the reader along in the decision-making process of
this thesis, the methodologies and methods I chose for this specific context
and which issues I encountered as a researcher. Chapter five is the practical
core of this research. Providing the spatial and organisational architecture
of the vineyard clarified by ethnographic snapshots, this chapter links
sociotechnical practices to more abstract notions such as space and time.
On the vineyard these practices ‘make’ space and time through human
intervention (performance). Spaces are arranged according to preference
and practicalities, while time indication forms another layer, on top of this
spatial layer, in relation to these practices. The following chapter, chapter
six discusses these central notions in this research and looks how these are
linked to wider phenomena described in two academic debates: the first
around quality conventions and the second on practices as methodological
choice to navigate between the material and these conventions.
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Setting the scene
vineyard as a field of study

Having visited several vineyards in Chianti during my period in Florence,
I imagined the vineyard being a place where bourgeoisie and proletarians
would congregate for a purpose uncommon. Assuming the bourgeoisie
visiting vineyards for leisure purposes (such as wine tastings, acquisitions
etc.) and proletarians serving this purpose, my prior suppositions about the
vineyard were arguably narrow-minded. The idea of a vineyard – a large
entrance gate followed by a long driveway up to a castello (castle in Italian)
surrounded by many hectares of vines – quickly disappears after arriving at
Mulini di Segalari.
mulini di segalari

	
Instead of driving straight, through another small stream,
17
06
19

we turned left onto a driveway. Another home-made wooden
sign – hammered against a wooden structure – decorated with
“Mulini di Segalari” told us that we arrived on location.
Aside from the sign the wooden structure function as
anchorage for a wide-open wooden gate. As we drove through
the gate and entered the premises the terraced road –
consecutive olive trees every 5 metres on the right and
a drop on the left – let us along the first fields of
vines. After roughly 150 metres a small residence, amidst
European oaks and Populus trees i.a., slowly appeared
in front of us. Escorted by Akira’s barking, Marina
approached us while we alighted the old Peugeot and soaked
up the natural environment. Marina welcomed us at Mulini
di Segalari. In the meantime, Adrien – a French wwoofer 1
– and Chris – a wwoofer from the US – gathered around us
as we walked – fully packed – to the house. We introduced
ourselves to each other on the vine-covered terrace.

The vineyard2, Mulini di Segalari, is one of Bolgheri’s exquisite producers
(see figure 1). On the side of a hill, 8 kilometres from the Tyrrhenian sea and
3 kilometres from Castagneto Carducci, this small vineyard (approximately
5 hectares) located on a coastal plain 90 to 120 meters above sea level has
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an ideal setting to cultivate and produce high-quality grapes and wines
(Decanter, 2014). Following the natural trend of the slope, riding on a hill, red
and white vines are grown consecutively on different patches of land. With a
north-south orientation, the vines are positioned optimally to the sun. With
more than 10 different Vitis vinifera (common grape vines) species, Mulini
di Segalari is home to a high diversity of grapes. The red-graped vines,
characteristic for Bolgheri DOC, are mostly Cabernet Sauvignon, Cabernet
Franc, Petit Verdot and Syrah, in combination with some typical Tuscan
grapes including Sangiovese, Ciliegiolo and Pugnitello. The white-graped
vines are Vermentino, Manzoni Bianco (a cross between the Riesling and
Pinot blanc grapes) and Viognier. Marina’s and Emilio’s vineyard is a place
characterised by the presence of woodlands and by the dynamic energy of
the river that flows along the estate.
Figure 1
Overview of wineries in the
Bolgheri region. Reprinted
from (Decanter, 2018)

Initially when Marina and Emilio bought the property in 2001 these
lands were abandoned for many years. Hundreds of years ago, long
before the commercial exploitation of Bolgheri DOC (denominazione
di origine controllata) as appellation of origin, these lands were
home to an ancient mill and a family who inhabited this place for the
production of another typical Italian agri-food product, grains. In 2002
when Marina and Emilio started recovering this forgotten place, the
ancient mills were in ruins and the lands wild. In the same year the first
vines were planted on the hillside and the vineyard the winegrowers 3
dreamt of became reality. Marina, as full-time architect, decided to dedicate
her time working in the vineyard and becoming a viticulturalist with
assistance of Emilio the oenologist. Marina’s and Emilio’s vineyard is
unique in a sense that they were the first in DOC Bolgheri to produce an
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organic wine certified by ICEA in 2012 and the first biodynamic wine in
2018 by DEMETER. Although nowadays grown naturally, the vines, raised
with spurred cordon, guyot and sapling, were initially cultivated in a more
conventional system (Mulini di Segalari, 2018). Scholars have proven that
organic products are superior to non-organic products in terms of health
benefits (Gomiero, 2018), nutritional content and nutritional value (Heaton,
2002). Nevertheless, the literature is heterogeneous about the direct links
between organic production and quality. Literature on biodynamic farming
has shown that soil quality is better in biodynamic production systems than
their conventional counterparts as well as an increment in yield (Reganold,
1995; Kjellenberg & Granstedt, 2015; Beluhova-Uzunova & Atanasov, 2017).
And although the scientific evidence is meager, retailers and consumers are
driving demand (Chhabra, 2017). Notably in the wine industry catalysed
this flourishment as winemakers noticed that some of the finest wines in
the world are produced in biodynamic vineyards (Chhabra, 2017). These
ecologically oriented certifications provide a set of quality standards
viticulturalist have to incorporate in their practices, and thus important in
the process of making quality.
Straight after lunch, I started walking through the vineyard (see
figure 2). I found myself walking towards the field closest to social hub our
lunch took place. As I walked back in the direction of the driveway I realised
the field I was targeted to was allocated with Sangiovese, a familiar grape
because of its importance to Tuscan wines. As I managed my way through
this lush green space I noticed the difference between this field and the
adjacent field of the neighbouring vineyard. Where the field of Sangiovese
was wild, vigorous and green, its neighbour introduced himself more sterile
and ‘bald’ as the vines were more structured and the soil clearly visible.
Crossing the driveway, I stretched my tour towards the lower lain field at
the entrance. Even more vigorous than the Sangiovese, this field, designed
with 14 rows of Vermentino and Viognier, had a dense growth of weeds and
grasses natural to its location near to the creek. Roaming back, to reach the
other fields of the vineyard, I passed the storage located behind the house.
Tools, machines, (green) ‘waste’ and other ‘surplussed’ stuff either laying
around or piled together in an organised chaos. It reminded me of the farms
in the rural parts of the Netherlands where I grew up, or actually any other
farm I visited thus far. Which made me wonder whether vineyard, like other
farms, are common in their sense of organising spaces.

Continuing my tour, I reached the field of Merlot, the following field from
an aerial perspective. Located next to the winery and Marina’s house, this
field is allocated with Merlot and Cabernet Franc. I noticed that a patch of
vigorous vines followed the borders of this field closest to the stream. In the
middle, the vines were clearly more meagre. Towards the northern border,
the field of Merlot was corresponding to the meagreness of the middle part
for reasons uncommon. Whereas the middle part was seemingly higher in
altitude, the northern part is bordered by a strip of matured oak trees visibly
influencing the growth of adjacent vines. As I followed the track towards the
other fields, a small patch of vines popped up on the right side. Young vines,
experimentally grown on branches/trees characterised by ‘Y’ shaped forms,
covering an area less than 0.05 hectares. Separated by the band of oaks, a vast
field of grape vines succeeds the Merlot field in northern direction. Reaching
a ‘T-junction’, I turned right finding myself clambering a steep hill designed
with terraced rows of vines. As the climb, the view was breath-taking,
giving the perfect overview of Mulini di Segalari. Some of the terraces below,
had the same ‘Y’ shaped structures seen before. As I wondered whether this
was a new method of some sort, I walked down again to continue my tour
towards the far corners of the vineyard. Once I reached the top rows of the
Cabernet Sauvignon, the primary cover of this vast field, I entered the lush
green mass. Off the beaten track I experienced the vineyard at micro-level.
Rich flowering plants, insects of all sorts and other animals living seamlessly
together with noble grape varieties such as Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot and
Syrah among others. It was then when I started to realise that agriculture and
biodiversity can be complementary when in equilibrium. When I reached
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Figure 2
Map of Mulini di Segalari
indicating different
varietal patches.

g rowing

towards natural wine

Emerged through the concept of wholism, alternative agriculture evolved
during the 1900s. Bringing forth philosophies like biodynamic agriculture
in 1924 and organic agriculture in 1943. These forms of alternative agriculture
continued to grow throughout the last century (Harwood, 1990). In the
wine industry, notions of organic wine or ‘bio wine’ also continue to grow
(ORWINE, 2007). Unlike conventional viticulture, organic viticulture
eliminates synthetic chemical engravings and pesticides. These different
methods exhibit distinct preferences for cultivation and more indirectly soil
fertility and the ecosystem around the vineyards. Chemicals and pesticides
may, for example, be used to control diseases that adversely affect crops, but
as side effect kill other organisms with positive functions (such as pollination
or soil fertility) for winegrowing (Power, 2010). Biodynamics eliminates
synthetic chemical engravings and pesticides, in the same way as organic
viticulture. Biodynamics employs a range of soil and plant amendments
called preparations to stimulate the soil and increase the plant health and
quality of products, the principal difference between both farming systems
(Reeve, et al., 2005). On a biodynamic vineyard, biodiversity is on the basis
the production process helping indigenous yeasts to accumulate within the
grape due to the fact that selected yeasts are forbidden (Vastola & TanyeriAbur, 2009).
While sitting around the dinner table, Marina starts talking about
their shift towards organic production and the steps she had the take to
persuade her husband. Emilio, who graduated in the 1980s as Doctor in
agriculture (PhD.), had difficulties understanding Marina’s intentions.
Marina said: “Emilio’s approach was completely scientific and chemicals
were the solution to everything”. In 2006-2008 the vineyard began with the
Sovescio (Italian for green manure), progressively replacing fertilisation. And
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the end of the rows that concealed the outer world and provided camouflage,
I found myself back on a pathway and encountered four rows of Sauvignon
gris encircled by trees on a concaved space of approximately 0.10 hectares in
front of me. Completely shaded, I thought this space allocated for this pinkgrey coloured grape would be inadequate to bring forth wines as moulds
and other diseases would thrive there. Slightly perplexed about the location
of the Sauvignon Gris, I kept on the track as it descended towards the natural
stream. On the left, as shown on the countless signboards, a mixed patch
(with Ciliegiolo, Syrah and Cabernet Franc) overshadowed by oak trees. On
the right, the remains of another ancient mill, although overgrown by plants,
became apparent. Further downhill the stream formed both the natural
border and the gateway towards the ‘new’ field. Freshly planted grape vines,
roughly 80 centimetres apart, in rows planted 220 centimetres at distance,
the vines cover approximately 0.70 hectares of new space.

doc bolgheri

As fairly young label of origin, Bolgheri DOC is one of the most important
wine areas in Italy, and even the world. The appellation is special due to
unique soil characteristics and microclimate. Due to the Mediterranean
sea’s influence, the region has mild winters and a good excursion in
temperature between night and day in the growing season. Historically,
this region had been relatively anonymous and the only wine made was,
as in many others rural parts in Italy, produced as personal staple next to
other agricultural practices. In the 1940s, a wine grower named Mario Incisa
della Rocchetta, started experimenting with noble grape varieties from
Bordeaux (such as Cabernet Sauvignon) in this region. In 1968 the first bottle
of Sassicaia was commercially produced and merely ten years later, a 1972
vintage Sassicaia was labelled best wine award in a blind tasting, beating 30
renowned Bordeaux vintages (Clarke, 2003). This initiated change and more
wine makers followed in the production of this perfect adaptation of the
Bordeaux grape varieties to the Bolgheri climate. It was only in 1994 when
the certification of Bolgheri DOC, as label of appellation, was established. By
the turn of the century, more manufacturers joined the ‘revolution’ and the
total area of DOC Bolgheri expanded fivefold in ten years (Bolgheri DOC,
2013). Today, one of the main features of the microclimate in the Bolgheri
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although the winegrowers always tried to limit the amount of chemicals,
the vines were dependent on a biochemical ‘diet’ and therefore initially
struggled with merely a natural ‘diet’. According to Marina this period
was especially challenging, to keep Emilio enthusiastic about the method
proposed, as the vines were ostensibly in worse conditions than before.
However, eventually Marina’s eloquence made Emilio sway and gradually
the conversion to organic agriculture materialised at Mulini di Segalari. It
was only several years later (2014), once they were already fully converted
to organic viticulture, that the winegrowers got gratified when two of their
2010 vintages (DOC Superiore and DOC Rosso), in the years consecutive
to the plant scarcity, were ranked top 16 of Bolgheri (Decanter, 2014). Even
though the decision to contribute to a greater natural scheme and produce
more ‘natural’ wines was built on Marina’s intrinsic judgement related to
conventional production, notably this extrinsic judgement by professional
‘tasters’ was the confirmation needed to continue this trajectory and
eventually convert to biodynamic production practices. Marina’s thinking,
and eventually Emilio’s thinking on chemical and technical interventions
evolved throughout the years. This trajectory entailed changing attitudes
toward the use of chemical additives, notably sulphites, and the best kinds of
yeasts for fermentation. But more importantly, this changed the vineyard, its
practices, the organisation, and the ‘making’ of quality. In the result section
(chapter 5) this will be further elaborated.

the

( research )

scene

The paragraphs above have set the scene and illustrated the context for the
chapters to come. Mulini di Segalari as small biodynamic vineyard located
in one of Italy’s most prestigious appellations showcases the perfect scene
vis-à-vis research on quality performances. DOC Bolgheri’s expressional
freedom and innovative character combined with Marina and Emilio’s
open-mindedness and experimental approach in winemaking made this
case study contextually intriguing. Its local expression, the embeddedness
in this locality and its parallel ‘turn’ towards more natural and sustainable
viticulture are associated with the quality ‘turn’ (Goodman, 2003) and the
(academic) rise of alternative food networks (AFNs) and quality conventions.
Aside from the spatial proximity between farmers and consumers, the
context shows more indirect connections to theory associated with AFNs.
For example, wwoofers are essentially an alternative way to manage labour
forces and are perceivably another niche within AFNs. These theoretical
notions do not merely suit the non-physical context (network), but exemplify
also the physical context through alternative practices (such as vine
assistance and soil enhancement). Alternative practices are relevant, and
thus scrutinised through a practice theory lens (see chapter 4). However, it
is the agricultural performance of these alternative practices that links them
to the making of quality. Therefore, the research is deliberately linked to the
scene. The following chapters contribute to the advanced clarification of
these theoretical and methodological choices related to Mulini di Segalari’s
context.
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DOC is the wind blowing in from the sea which creates a healthy conditions
for growing grapes. The nearby sea intensifies solar radiation by the way
sunlight is reflected on the water which results in more available sunlight.
These characteristics bring a lot of freshness, vibrancy and aromatic
complexities to these wines which is important to maintain an equilibrium.
And although this regulatory institution is advocating terroir (non-human)
influences on quality, it might be one of the least constraining demographic
regions and therefore most autonomous in expressing the vineyard’s
individual (human) character in terms of quality.
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food net works & qualit y convention

In contemporary Italy, (wine) quality is important. In the light of scandals
regarding fraudulent methanol-tainted wine in the late twentieth century
(Suro, 1986), quality has become of increasing importance. Nonetheless,
the Italian wine industry was compelled to rebuild its goods reputation.
Nearly a decade later the industry is deluged with good-quality wines and
a significant portion is geared towards sustainable and naturally-based
wines (Dans et al., 2019). Encouraging the quality ‘turn’ (Goodman, 2003),
the market ostensibly developed a whole range on alternative food networks
(AFNs) and embedded practices. Functioning on the edges of industrial
agro-food systems, these cutting edge ‘alternatives’ were able to hatch and
incubate due to ‘unsustainable’ events, including the 1986 wine scandal in
the wine industry and more general uproars to genetically modified foods.
Combined with a vogue towards sustainable thinking, AFNs (such as
organic viticulture) and quality conventions developed rapidly in the last
decades (Willer & Lernoud, 2016). For clarifications, AFNs are defined by
Murdoch et al. (2000) as:

“a broad embracing term to cover newly emerging
networks of producers, consumers, and other actors
that embody alternatives to the more standardised
industrial mode of food supply” (Murdoch et al,
2000, as cited in Sage & Desmond, 2003, p.3).
The scholarly debates around quality convention and AFNs are adopted from
rural development literature. Here, these notions of quality ‘turn’ and AFNs
are juxtaposed by European scholars. In general, differences are reflected in
the forms of resistance to globalisation on the one side, and as alternative rural
development paradigm on the other (Goodman, 2003). The latter, posed by
European scholars (Van Der Ploeg, et al., 2000), argues this new paradigm
marks the shift away from conventional industrial agriculture. In contrast,
the opposition claims that AFNs merely are local answers to survive global
competition by strengthening regional relationships (Murdoch & Miele,
1999). However, exactly these wider-scaled debates of interpretation on
alternative and conventional food networks are seemingly less relevant in
this research. While respecting the complex and nuanced analysis of AFNs
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associated with the quality ‘turn’ at meso-levels, this research identifies
quality conventions with the local as the initial scale of analysis. Goodman
(2003) states: “at this level, embeddedness, trust and place are among the
key concepts deployed to understand the quality ‘turn’ in food practices”
(Goodman, 2003, p. 1). Social embeddedness in the local is enclosed by
global interactions and relationships (Goodman, 2003), trust plays an
important role in the development and endurance of AFNs (Krzywoszynska,
2015), and place, widely explored in wine literature as terroir (Barham,
2003; Cisterna, 2013), is seemingly interchangeably referred to as locality.
Orientated through the work of Goodman (2003), which reviews and
draws upon a list of papers which address AFNs at different scales of various
agriculture al goods, I started positioning this research based on the scrutiny
of analytical equivalence in the agri-food industry. Posed as potential
solutions for less-favoured rural areas (Renting et al., 2003), AFNs rapid
development, caused by distrust towards mainstream production (Sage &
Desmond, 2003), catalysed largely due to embeddedness. Advanced by many
scholars (Murdoch et al., 2000; Sage, 2003; Winter, 2003), embeddedness
has demonstrated to be essential to AFNs and the foundation of alternative
initiatives (Sage & Desmond, 2003). Sage & Desmond (2003a) state: “that is,
the embeddedness of the product in a particular place, production process
or sets of economic relations. This attachment to locality allows for the
credibility and trustworthiness of the product to be identified, traced and
verified through short food supply chains” (Sage & Desmond, 2003, p. 8).
Murdoch et al. (2000) argue, while following Nygard and Storstad (1998) that
“quality is coming to be seen as inherent in more “local” and more “natural”
foods” and “thus, quality food production systems are being reembedded
in local ecologies” (Murdoch et al., 2000, p.108). On the contrary, Winter
(2003) claims that quality has different and contrasting stands which are
not singularly defined in local ecologies (Winter, 2003). Yet, Winter (2003)
built his claim based on quality consumerism in the organic food sector
while this in-depth study mainly describes the producer’s perspective of
alternative farmer practices. However, Goodman and colleagues (2012),
as a result of increased integration of both production and consumption
practices in literature, emphases the importance of consumers’ “knowing”
in establishing AFNs (Goodman et al., 2012). The results of Goodman’s
study show producer and consumer interactions verified through short
food supply chains (SFSC) characterised by information exchange about
production place, methods and values of actors (Murdoch et al., 2000; Sage,
2003). Thus, aligning with Winter’s (2003) argument that quality, even in
the local context, is not monolithic, but formed by singularity in meanings
(Goodman, 2003; Winter, 2003). Amplified by Ilbery & Kneafsey (2000)
who argue that quality definitions cannot even be understood without
taking into account the significance of quality meanings (such as trust, safety
etc.) (Ilbery & Kneafsey, 2000). In line with the above, this research enriches
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this often too sociological and meso-focalised statement by materialising
the practices at microanalytical levels. Adopting these regional views could
bring benefits to the construction of quality in the wine industry, after all the
quality ‘turn’ (Goodman, 2003) was inspired by the human and non-human
interventions in wine (Krzywoszynska, 2015).
conceptualising qualit y

Conversations about quality conventions in relation to the associated
AFNs demands an explanation about quality as a concept. This paragraph
conceptualises quality in more general terms. The concept of quality, as
challenged by various actors, is constructed and differently interpreted.
Said differently, quality is a dynamic concept whose definition is socially
constructed and therefore variable based on context. Abstracted from Ilbery
& Kneafsey (2000), this research takes four points into consideration when
conceptualising quality. First, different actors hold diverse perspectives on
quality. For instance, regulatory actors may be concerned with objective
indicators of quality (such as hygiene), while costumers and producers may
be interested in subjective indicators of quality (such as taste and production
techniques) (Ilbery & Kneafsey, 2000). Based on this first point, Ilbery &
Kneafsey (2000) developed a conceptual framework (see figure 3) to indicate
four markers to quality: achieving certification; establishing associations;
ensuring specifications; and generating attraction (Ilbery & Kneafsey, 2000).
Achieving Certification: by
a professional organisation,
government or the other external
bodies. These could include
appellation controlée, organic
symbol, quality mark, or selfregulation

Establishing Asoociation: either
geographically with a region or
locality (e.g. Scottish salmon)
or historically with a tradition
or culture (e.g. whisky using
traditional Scottish production
methods or skills)

�

�
Quality

�
Ensuring Specification: of
production method (e.g. smallscale workshops, ‘authentic’
recipes), raw materials and
ownership

�
Generating Attraction: by tapping
into the subliminal wants of
consumers in terms of particular
designs, texture, flavour, taste,
freshness/appearance and
premium price

According to Ilbery & Kneafsey (2000) these four indicators for quality are
merely useful as analytical concept. Without integrating wider contexts in
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Figure 3
Analytical indicators for
conceptualising quality.
Reprinted from (Ilbery &
Kneafsey, 2000).

projections of qualit y

Quality conventions in the wine industry are depending on labels of origin
(such as brand reputations and DOC labels) of both wine and grapes. However,
these standards neglect differentiation of other qualities, like production
practices (Dans et al., 2019). Black (2018) argues that these labels of origin
cultivate shared notions of taste. Based on her research in Carema DOC
she argues that taste (as part of quality) is constructed via the landscape,
agricultural practices and a local discourse (Black, 2018). Commensurate with
Black’s argument, Dans and colleagues (2019) state, derived from a placedbased case in the Portuguese wine sector, “each actor in the wine sector
plays a significant role in the co-construction of product quality and may
influence taste generation through the provision of symmetric information
for other actors in the value chain” (Dans et al., 2019, p. 141). Both cases example
embeddedness, trust and locality from a micro-analytical perspective in
a specific agricultural landscape, and simultaneously refining meso-level
perspectives. In Black’s case the DOC Carema was forced to unify the taste and
collectively produce a wine conform to international market requirements
(Black, 2018). Whereas the Portuguese case demonstrates that actors outside
the locality and beyond the natural ties associated with the region influence
the quality of wine through an online wine guide (Dans et al., 2019).
According to Saleh (2013) these same DOC’s are essential in the overall
symmetry in production and reputation of quality (Saleh, 2013). These labels
of origin represent quality signals and a geographical indication of quality
(Malorgio & Grazia, 2007). Through the use of standards these labels of
origin govern production practices. In other words, standards are in essence
an expression of the conventions of quality within a certain locality through
appellations of origins (Barham, 2003). Including what varieties should be
planted, maximum yield limits, various vinification practices, and even the
earliest date at which the wine can be bottled or sold (Daynes, 2013), these
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which interactions exist, these analytical indicators are rather empty and
meaningless which is also their second point (Ilbery & Kneafsey, 2000). Yet,
these indicators are useful to navigate through a wide range of dynamics
related to quality and the conventions entailed. Third, the continuous
negotiation of quality standards might enable manipulation of these
standards by powerful stakeholders. And the fourth point, in accordance
with the above, construction and certification of quality are more and more
linked to locality (such as methods of production and material) (Ilbery
& Kneafsey, 2000). Associated with this, Renting and colleagues (2003)
categorises two differentiations to quality conventions: the first relating to
place-based characteristics and the production process itself as primarily
parameters to product quality, the second to bioprocesses symbolising
ecological and natural productions (Renting et al., 2003).

translating terroir

In the wine industry and literature, the notion of terroir is widely debated.
Terroir is more than just a territory or region, whose microclimate and
soil conditions transmit quality to wine (Barham, 2003). The terroirquality relationship mainly refers to the hierarchy of high-quality wines
(Van Leeuwen & Seguin, 2006). Like quality, the notion of terroir has two
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agricultural practices and technique are commonly accepted and at the
heart of regulatory regimes. And although the strength and enforceability of
these systems derives from variations within boundaries (Farmer, 2013), it are
these same boundaries that are strictly technical. In a technical way, these
commonly accepted practices comes in large part from quality parameters.
Standards comprise all sorts of technicalities related to a product’s
characteristics: genetic factors, found in sugar content and acids diversity;
environmental factors, such as soil, water and temperature among others;
and agronomic factors associated with the yield-quality relationship (Ponia,
et al., 2018), as well as processes characteristics that are evaluated. Described
by an optimum curve this yield-quality relationship evokes winegrowers to
better grape compositions per vine (Ponia, et al., 2018). Originally established
in the Bordeaux region, this quality-quantity nexus is linked to the idea that
superior-quality is established by reducing quantity (Ulin, 1996). Quality
characteristics are distinguishable by constraints and conditions (such as
limited yields per hectare, alcohol percentages, acidity etc.) and, therefore,
differentiate labels of origin from one another (Malorgio & Grazia, 2007).
As shown in an earlier section DOC Bolgheri is referring to
quality transmitted through an ideal microclimate and soil conditions.
And although this relation is eminent in the wine sector as expression in
terroir, this paragraph is meant to back up these claims, related to technical
parameters of quality. Van Leeuwen and colleagues (2004) suggest,
based on a five year study in Bordeaux, that quality characteristics are
mainly due to the physical soil properties (such as texture, water supply,
drainage etc.) rather than the chemical compound in the soil as long as
these are in equilibrium (Van Leeuwen et al., 2004). In fact, quality can
more easily be achieved if the “right cultivar is growing on the correct
place” (Ponia, et al., 2018, p. 457). Albeit, these advantages resulting from
better terroir can be damaged by improper practices (Ponia, et al., 2018).
Another marker pertaining technical literature with respect to quality
are organic and biodynamic standards. The certification standards regulate
a different range of winemaking practices, including vinification practices,
the use of chemical fertilizers and soil amendment. Without denying the
importance of these regulatory systems in sectorial organisation (Malorgio
& Grazia, 2007), both social constructions and technical parameters of
quality production are yet to be organised and materialised in the vineyard.

conceptual framework

With the above taken into consideration, this research investigates how
quality expresses itself as a convention in the vineyard. Here, analytical
and discursive conceptualisations are comprised in the conventions in
which actors operate on the vineyard. This involves Ilbery & Kneafsey’s
(2000) conceptualisations of quality (such as the specification of production
methods, association with the region and certification etc.) combined with
the quality conventions proposed by Renting and colleagues (2003) (such
as place-based characteristics, the production process and bioprocesses),
and particular importance given to terroir. In line with other scholars, this
research suggests that quality begins in the vineyard (Saleh, 2013; Daynes,
2013; Black, 2018). This requires performance of viticulturalists and therefore
must not be neglected. Here, strategies are materialised through the
classification of regions, land lots, the hierarchical quality of grape varieties,
and in accordance with nature. It is, therefore, obvious that wine companies
are keen to keep focus on organising and controlling production despite a
significant role of non-human elements (i.e. terroir) in quality wines (Saleh,
2013). By and large, research on quality should not merely be seen through
parameters and as social construction. What matters is not just what is done,
but in how it is done – or the aesthetics of practices as (Daynes, 2013) calls it.
How well viticulturalist can work their lands through practices, creativity,
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cohabitating dimensions: a physical one and the human construction of
this notion (Daynes, 2013). According to Cisterna (2013) it is a geographical
indication in which “the intersection of the physical environment,
agricultural techniques, economics behind production and the symbolic
representation” take place (Cisterna, 2013, p.65). Swinburn (2013) argues that
the notion of terroir is evocative – or the social beyond terroir as (Demossier,
2011) calls it, and therefore has no precise definition (Swinburn, 2013). While
for scholars terroir is rather a lens through which to explore major themes
(such as power, politics, globalisation etc.) and develop a better understanding
of social relations and localities (Black & Ulin, 2013), Swinburn (2013) states
that wine growers use terroir as a representative of nature (Swinburn, 2013).
And Demossier (2011) speaks of these “wine-grower as the mediator in the
expression of terroir” (Demossier, 2011, p.685). Daynes (2013) presents three
ways in which terroir is used by winegrowers in the Bordeaux region:
magnified terroir, friendly terroir, and borrowed terroir (Daynes, 2013).
Zooming in on magnified terroir, it portrays physical terroir merely as a
point of departure rather than of arrival by emphasising the importance of
human intervention. Or as Daynes (2013) states: “an exceptional terroir will
not automatically give an outstanding wine either” (Daynes, 2013, p. 18). Here,
“winemaking is thought of as a magnification of physical terroir” (Daynes,
2013, p. 18).

Achieving
Certification

Figure 4
New conceptual framework
Quality in the vineyard

Social

Technical

Embeddedness

Establishing
Association

Quality
Ensuring
Specification

Generating
Attraction

Trust

Socio-material dimension
Making of Space and Time

(Making of)
Quality in the vineyard
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skills, and knowledge. Linked to the methodological concept of performance
(see next chapter). Therefore, I pose new conceptual framework (see figure 4)
on how quality is constructed, considering all the above along, with quality
performances in the vineyard.
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questions

The aim of this research is to understand the forces and processes
underlying quality at Mulini di Segalari. At the same time, it tries to engage
in the practices of everyday life at the vineyard and display the performance
required to make this quality. Using Alternative Food Networks (AFNs) and
quality conventions, derived from conventional theory, and drawing on the
abundant literature of terroir, this research tries to answer the following the
research question (RQ):

“Which the forces and processes underly quality
(performance) in the vineyard?”
More specifically this research tries to answer the RQ by dissecting it into the
following sub-questions (SRQ) adopted from Jansen & Vellema (2011) three
dimensions of technography:
	
S
RQ1 What skills, tools, knowledge and techniques are used to establish
quality?
	What
S
RQ2
organisational structure and culture are shaped by the contents
of these quality tasks?
SRQ3 Which rules and routines are followed to shape quality?
research design
what is technography ?

This descriptive research is ethnographic in nature as it tries to understand
forces and processes underlying quality. Quality, as socially constructed
notion, and the forces and processing underlying it, requires an illuminative
account of the social life in the vineyard based on observations. Rather than
just giving a descriptive account of human interaction which is on the basis
of ethnography, this research also integrates a technical dimension (such as
soil structure) with a socio-economic dimension (such as crop selection and
management of work forces) to encounter the interaction between humans
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and technology. Referring to technography (Jansen & Vellema, 2011), this
interdisciplinary methodology was chosen for its contiguity with both
context and theory. As methodological framework, ‘technography’, hatched
and hibernated at Wageningen University in the interdisciplinary science
groups to offset inadequacies in other interdisciplinary approaches (Jansen
& Vellema, 2011). According to Vellema (2002) the method proposed includes
a review of the coordination of productive activities, management styles,
division of tasks, risk management and uncertainties, and the effectiveness of
prescribed techniques and the accessible knowledge (Vellema, 2002). Hence,
giving more insight in the vineyard. Drawing on the three dimensions of
technographytheabove-mentionedSRQsformthemethodologicalfoundation
of this research and are fundamental in addressing quality in the vineyard.
The first dimension encompasses the process of ‘making’, based
on the concept of performance by Richards (1989), which is relevant to this
study because it formulises the most direct link to quality. Richards (1989)
describes agricultural performance as the agriculturalists’ ability to cope and
adapt to unforeseen events (such as droughts or heavy rainfalls) through the
use of skills (Richards, 1989). In order words, the concept of making analyses
what people actually do to create the best growing conditions for grapes in a
given situation (Jansen & Vellema, 2011). As stated in Jansen & Vellema (2011),
“research within this dimension may start with a description of the material
and social circumstances of technological practice and their relationships”
(Jansen & Vellema, 2011, p.171). The second dimension relates to the concept of
distributed cognition (Hutchins, 1995) addressing the idea that knowledge is
not singular within organisations but a multilateral notion that is distributed
between different people and tasks. Drawing on the concept of task groups,
this dimension tries to shift the analysis from individual knowledge to group
knowledge. The third dimension relates to rules and regulations involved
in establishing quality (i.e. standards). Technography investigates in these
professional associations that influence technologies and innovations
through the role of regulations, protocols, routines and rituals (Jansen
& Vellema, 2011). Moreover, technography proposes a comprehensive
methodological approach to generate insights in small-scale settings for
in-depth study. Fieldwork includes studying people’s actions vis-á-vis
technology in everyday contexts in a holistic manner. The methodological
challenge, however, is that observing and analysing concepts like ‘know
how’ entail issues around documentation since it is not easily transmitted on
paper. Therefore, technography is not exclusively based on interviews, but
promote the idea of (participant) observation (Jansen & Vellema, 2011).

The ‘technographic’ orientation of this research is combined with ‘practice
theory’ and advocating opposition between society and the individual.
Practice theory tends to transpire the social through and amid a nexus of
social practices (Nicolini, 2011). Nicollini (2011), drawing on Schatzki (2002),
initiates the concept of ‘site’. More specifically, practice as the site of knowing.
What is meant with ‘site’? According to Niccolini, all human phenomena
are situated and have a specific location (including non-spatial locations
such as scenes and positions). According to Schatzki (2002) “a site is, in fact,
a particular type of context in which at least some of the entities in it are also
part of it” (as cited in Nicollini (2010), p.604). And Nicollini states “a site is thus
the location where entities can be shown up and made sense of” (Nicolini,
2011, p. 604). Hence, regarding the concept of site in relation to knowing and
practices, the following definition was given by Nicollini (2010):

“Practice is thus the site of knowing both because
it has to do with the way in which we engage with
the world and because the material and linguistic
practices into which we are socialised provide
a background understanding of what counts as
an object of knowledge, what counts as knowing
subjects, and in the event what counts as possible
(and “real”)” (Nicollini, 2010, p. 204).
This research will follow Nicollini’s practice-based view on the relationship
between knowledge and practice, using the concept of ‘site’, as it can assist in
determining the relation between the material and the abstract.
methodological choice

Part of the ‘process approaches’ in social science, the combination of
technography and a practice theory lens helped me navigate through this
rather complex context. Practices are seemingly a perfect entry point to
describe ‘human x technological’ interactions in the vineyard. Hence, the
methodological choice for practices was a strategical one to explore space
and time. Centralising socio-technical practices illuminates how human
action is associated with constraints and conditions in which quality is
materialised: working with wwoofers in AFNs and responding to standards
and market dynamics, and how one finds a working configuration (Rip &
Kemp, 1998) within the specific locality in which they operate. And although
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not all practices are incorporated, the social-technical viti- and vinicultural
practices embraced in this research enlighten the materialisation on how
quality is made in the vineyard.
data collection methods

As described above, three data collection methods were used: participatory
observation, semi-structured and informal interviews and secondary data.
The subjects involved were not previously selected as this case study was
presented to me by a university professor from Pisa. An intuitive approach
helped to naturally delineate the context and collect the data required.
Inductive reasoning according to the theory helped to focalise the data as a
case study cannot consider all potential data for obvious reasons and it was,
thus, impossible to describe everything. Triangulation of data collection
methods was used to overcome the weakness of a single case study at the
vineyard. Yet, creating triangulation of researchers and sources in a single
case study at the vineyard was troublesome as most actors were viticulturalist
and I was the only researcher. I triangulated as much as possible. In
terms of sources I observed and interviewed Marina, Emilio and Alin 4
(all viticulturalists), ‘the boys’ 5 as employees and wwoofers who were ‘new’
to this type of work, yet all in the same context of the vineyard. Concerning
triangulation of researchers I stayed four month at Mulini di Segalari
together with Janine, my girlfriend. She helped me to confirm or disprove
findings. The paragraphs below concentrate on each data collection method
individually.
participant observation

This research adopted participant observation as primary research method
to observe socio-technical practices in the vineyard: from vines protection
practices to pruning techniques to the control of water levels to arriving
to the perfect ripe of grapes. I chose this method because it allowed me to
study and analyse processes on the vineyard without needing the ability
to speak in Italian. My lingual level of Italian was good enough to have
everyday conversations about weather, food and other day-to-day ‘chitchat’ topics, yet it was nowhere near perfect. To cite Richards, “‘speaking’
is having a licence to perform” (Richards, 1989, p. 43). And although
Marina’s English was perfect, other actors at Mulini di Segalari merely
spoke Italian. Not having a common tongue for communication a disability
for both researcher and the researched, and would have influenced the
research quality. Besides, the research of performance and action begins by
thoroughly observing activities (such as weeding, pruning or harvesting),
and engaging in these practices gave me a better understanding. Or as
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4. Alin is Mulini di
Segalari’s part-time
contractor
5. This is a reference to
two Albanian boys who work
under contract at Mulini
di Segalari

interviews

Interviews and observations were complementary to one another.
‘Interviews’ happened spontaneously as Marina’s nature was open and
explanatory towards the wwoofers. Meant to supplement the observations,
I initially decided to merely use semi-structured interviews. But under the
pergola, while having dinner, Marina tended to talk very much about the
vineyard. While enjoying freshly cooked meals and sipping wines, I started
recording these dinner conversations and noticed that, due to the wwoofers’
present, these instinctive and naturally formed informal interviews were very
useful. Eventually I used these informal interviews to develop the intentional
semi-structured interview questions. Whereas most informal interviews and
semi-structured interviews were recorded by a recording device (i.e. mobile),
some informal interviews happened while performing a task and therefore
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stated by Jansen & Vellema (2011) “it is the process of making and doing
itself that is the starting point for research, rather than the intentions before
the act or the rationalizations thereafter” (Jansen & Vellema, 2011, p. 171).
Between June 2019 and September 2019 I stayed approximately
eighty days (including two weeks of harvest) at Mulini di Segalari to conduct
my fieldwork and participate in the above-mentioned daily activities. In
exchange for accommodation and food, I worked 33 hours per week, 6
hours per day (Monday till Friday) and 3 hours on Saturday. Recordings of
actual behaviour in mundane everyday activities required more than just
participation. I had to be wide awake on everything involved to grasp the
spatial arrangement and social interactions in the observed. In terms of
documentation, videos and pictures (see appendix 3) were taken throughout
the day and I used a mini pocket notebook and pencil to take notes on the
spot. This field notation method, using scratch notes (i.e quick notes), helped
me to document observations before these fresh memories faded away. These
scratch notes were merely to document variables (such as location, date, time
of the day) combined with quick sensory observations (such as what I saw,
heard, and smelled). However, these scratch notes functioned as reminders
to the full field notes (i.e. analytic notes) which I updated and digitalised on
a daily basis (after lunch). Full field notes were more elaborate and some
the building blocks on how you interpret the observed. I followed Bernard’s
(2018) ethics (Bernard, 2018), and everything happened in accordance and
to the satisfaction of the observed. This means that prior to the fieldwork
period I discussed the scope of this research with Marina and informed
all actors involved. So, as I strived for transparency between researcher
and researched, the wwoofers, ‘the boys’ and Alin were notified about my
presence and purpose in the vineyard. Throughout the research: from
data collection to data analysis to thesis writing, the transparency between
Marina and me stayed and we kept each other updated.

secondary data

Secondary data was acquired via Mulini di Segalari’s Google Drive and
informational notes and signs included in the physical architecture of the
vineyard. This data included organisational records and data collected
by Mulini di Segalari related to the vineyard (such microclimate data, soil
samples), oenological data (such as chemical compositions and a map of the
winery), managerial data (such as labour distribution sheets and working
calendars) and economic data (such as cost analysis per year). In terms of
triangulation of research methods it was important that these secondary
sources were consulted and analysed because this in-depth case study
involved merely one single vineyard in the Bolgheri region. Therefore,
secondary sources from other case studies are less relevant due to case
specific characteristics. These secondary sources provided assistance to this
specific case in becoming more complete.
data management
data analysis methods

When I returned from the field the end of September 2019 I started
organising all the data. All data was qualitive, uncoded and spread out over
multiple recording devices and notebooks. This made me realise that data
collection was hectic and unorganised, but in line with the natural sequence
and rhythm of the farm. Sequencing on date (earliest to latest) I started
transcribing the unstructured interviews. This interpretive process was the
first step of data analysing and helped me to navigate through this rich data
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were documented in keywords on scratch notes to be digitalised at a later
moment or recorded on video. During my time at Mulini di Segalari, I
recorded twenty two interviews with different actors involved. Starting with
on-farm practitioners, seventeen interviews were conducted with Marina in
an informal setting while only three were conducted formally. In contrast
to Marina’s interviews, the interviews with Emilio and Alin were recorded
in Italian under assistance from Marina’s son, who helped reducing lingual
error. Also, some conversations in the vineyards, with ‘the boys’ (in Italian)
and wwoofers (in English), were not recorded but either noted down or
recorded on video. In terms of research ethics, the interviews were done
in compliance with the academic code of conduct and in accordance with
the subjects under study. This means that all the interviewees were prior
to the actual interview informed and asked whether they wanted to be
interviewed, and more importantly updated after data collection and data
analysis whether my interpretations were corresponding to what has been
told during the interviews.

positioning and weaknesses

I struggled with the positioning as a researcher in a situation where I was
expected to conduct work as well. Therefore, I questioned myself: how does
a researcher position oneself in a situation where you, as ethnographer, live
together with the subjects of interest? In the Mulini di Segalari context the
social life is concentrated around Marina’s house, which meant being in the
same physical space with the majority of the people you are working with.
In the beginning I volunteered – mainly due to lack of housing – to sleep
in a (small) chalet on the vineyard 150 metres distanced from the centred
structure (i.e. the rest). Planting myself outside the crowd I imagined it
would be easier take the role of observer/researcher. In particular because
the average age of wwoofers is about the same as my age. Was I willing to
be treated differently? After all, I was registered as wwoofer and planning to
equally integrate in the farmer’s life and participate in everyday practices.
Wwoofing is about living and learning together with the farmer to engage in
their daily activities and lifestyle (WWOOF, 2020). Would this conduce more
ethnographic issues? And why should this be a problem when executing
an ethnography? Initially I thought that my position as ethnographer
would be jeopardised by working and living together with other wwoofers
(i.e. engulfed by conformity). After some days I realised this was the first
misunderstanding about these relational connections and perceived it as an
opportunity to learn more about and from these peers. It was, however, not
these peers who resisted me as a researcher. The most important limitation
was my tendency to get involved too much. I wanted to know everything,
due to enthusiasm and assiduousness towards the job, that I, thus, limited
myself sometimes in the ability to zoom out and see the bigger picture. This
reflected on my positionality and personality as I have the tendency to stray
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case. Four months in the vineyard meant, aside from the noted data, that I
collected numerous “side” data which needed to be organised. Starting to
transcribe with date ascending conversations with mainly Marina helped me
wind back through these four months. Instead of selecting and interpreting
straight away, I initially listened back and transcribed these unstructured
interviews to reinvigorate my memory. Once the timeline became apparent
to me again, I started selecting and interpreting this data based on the
processes and practices it incorporated. Selection and interpretations
happened based on the digitalised fieldnotes and transcribed interviews, but
were rather different than normal selection. For me it worked most excellent
to immediately put in writing after this reinvigoration. This meant a surplus
of literal manuscripts which could possibly be used as potential results with
selection towards the actual writing phase. Furthermore, I commented on
my own transcribed texts and field notes as I found something of importance
for the upcoming discussion.
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off in details. Nonetheless, I believe this ‘eye for detail’ might even have been
an asset as this scrupulous attention to detail can strengthen an in-depth
case study. Due to my enthusiasm for the seemingly almost utopian life at
Mulini di Segalari (such as good food and wine, weather and a nearby ocean),
my personal bias could have been a potential limitation as well. Especially in
the beginning when everything was new I might have had difficulties with
adopting a realistic lens in observing. This changed, however, after several
weeks (acclimatised) after I got a better overview and a sense for the social
life in the vineyard.
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As I walked around on the vineyard and felt that the vineyard was clearly
constructed in various patches of space and time. The fields had different
traits, distinctive and almost idiosyncratic to their character, forming
conditions unordinary to one another at different times. Natural barriers
surrounding the perimeters gave a different sense to each field. Some
encircled by trees of all sorts, while others are partly fenced by the natural
stream in the lower parts of the vineyard. Created by moist, light and dark
patches of soil and vegetation alternate in this idyllic landscape. Rich and
vigorous shapes alternated with meagre and frail vines, which made the
landscape a varied figure. Shaded by trees, some parts of these fields were
‘protected’ against weather conditions in early mornings or late afternoons.
Other bits reaped the climatic benefits at full brunt. Life on the vineyard surely
experienced the seasons: in spring, summer and early autumn the vineyard
is a vibrant place where the heat of the sun triggered vividness in any form,
while in winter this energy was tamed making it a ‘hibernating’ space. This
natural cycle of seasons precipitated on, and even defined, the social life on
the vineyard. And although life on the vineyard was seemingly ephemeral,
most of the vines were long-lived, some of which were already 17 years old,
and able to grow up to 120 years of age. Blend seamlessly, in my experience
time and space were inseparable and relevant as dimensional features to
the vineyard’s character. Hence, I will feature the dimensional elements of
space and time into this result section as they form the framework and the
foundation for situated action at Mulini di Segalari. Clarified by ethnographic
snapshots, the result section below shows my understandings of the process
of making space and time.
spatial architecture of the vineyard

Characteristic for the spatial architecture of the vineyard was the physicaland the non-physical space. The physical space on the vineyard was
considered the tangible dimension composed by the material, and visible
for the observers’ eye. The non-physical space was considered intangible
and immaterial, and concealed in Mulini di Segalari’s spatial arrangements.
Therefore, while I conducted my fieldwork at Mulini di Segalari, I initially
started looking around how this physical space of the vineyard was
constructed and how it was connected to the non-physical space it
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The making of
space and time

mulini di segalari ’ s physical architecture

The physical space (see figure 2) at Mulini di Segalari stretched – in the
shape of an hourglass – from the dirt road approximately 800 metres
north alongside a small stream as natural border. As a hourglass has
a bottleneck, at Mulini di Segalari this metaphorical location was
designated for housing, the winery, storage and tastings. Its social life
was concentrated in the centre of the vineyard. Strategically chosen,
this central position on the vineyard was the operating base for
exploration and discovering adjacent fields. As roads and pathways
originated and ended here, the spatial architecture of the vineyard
also laid its foundation in this specific location. The infrastructure,
represented by these physical networks, not only formed the foundation
for everyday logistics it also facilitated tours around the vineyard.
Marina and Emilio bought the property when these lands
were abandoned. Referring to the story of their children who
described the place when bought as mucchio di sassi (a pile of rocks in
Italian), Marina and Emilio imaged and acted upon the spaces in this
geographical location. According to Marina, it required specialised
knowledge from Emilio, as oenologists, to eventually select this
specific location for the vineyard accordingly to its characteristics for
production of grapes and wines. Combined with Marina’s knowledge
as an architect, Mulini di Segalari was collectively and gradually
constructed within the constrained and conditioned spaces of this
specific location.
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encompassed. Spatially, the network of this place connected it to the rest
of the world. Without considering the ties between these global sites,
studying the vineyard was nearly impossible: international wwoofers
assisted with daily activities; (European) distributors in- and exported
the wines; tourists visited the vineyard for tastings; (regional) systems
of labelling (such as DOC Bolgheri and IGT Costa Toscana) assigned
to the wine’s territory; (international) university students researched
the vineyard. Seemingly the network of Mulini di Segalari had a global
foundation. These global ties are to be found in agricultural performances
and an inherent part in the process of ‘making’. In terms of the ‘making’
of space I have described three different themes I would like to explore
further here which illuminate the physical and non-physical spaces. The
first dimensions articulates the architecture of the physical vineyard, the
second mode is expressed through the architectonic characteristics of the
soil, and the third incorporates the architecture of the vine.

19
06
19

I have the ambition to physically expand as a vineyard
for several reasons. Currently we are undertaking a lot
of work for a reasonably small vineyard. Growth on the
physical level should increase the returns and decrease
the amount of work in terms of intensity.
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During my research I observed the continuation of this construction
process. As Marina and Emilio devote their lives to produce goodquality wines, I took this opportunity to observe the practices it
encompasses. One of the things that became apparent to me was that
Mulini di Segalari, as small vineyard, was lacking space. Lasts year’s
expansions of the new field and terrace allowed Marina and Emilio
to become a less smaller vineyard, yet production of wine from these
new spaces might last for another two years:
Informal
Interview
Marina

Indicated by Marina, the ambition to physically expand as a vineyard
was primary. Growth on physical level (i.e. more space) should both
balance and amplify the ‘work/return’ ratio at Mulini di Segalari.
Having these ambitions for future implications at the vineyard were
interesting for me as a researcher, however, I found myself even
more interested in how Marina and Emilio were adapting to these
imperfect socio-technical conditions.
Adaption to limited space was exemplified perfectly in the
winery. This small air-conned cellar was furnished with bottles,
barrels and other vinicultural apparatus. One time, while cleaning
bottles in the winery, Marina explained that cleaning bottles on
the spot was not an act of quality but rather a lack of space. Due to
spatial limitations in the winery, bottles were collecting dust on racks
instead of being in boxes in a storage place. Marina later said:
26
07
19

In other (big) wineries a bottle of wine is produced
mechanically and merely touched twice by human hands. At
Mulini di Segalari every bottle is picked up at least
thirty times before being boxed.
Amplified through bottling practices, this lack of storage constrained
the winegrowers to bottle a batch entirely. Mulini di Segalari’s wine
was ‘harvested’ twice from the (bigger) oak barrels, which meant
that after bottling the barrel remained filled (half) with wine.
Consequently, the first batch were younger and ‘rawer’ while the
last batch spend a longer time in the barrel and therefore were more
intense in flavour and higher in quality. Singularity in quality and
flavour between identical types of wines (i.e. batch), stemmed from
imperfect technical conditions as it was impossible to bottle all the
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wine at once due to lack of space.
In the first week of the research I was asked, together
with the other wwoofers and ‘the boys’, to work on the ‘new field’
and the terrace under the supervision of Marina. It required tasks
which served the purpose of expansion of the physical architecture,
yet it also meant the migration of tools. The transformation and
restructuration of the material was present in these tasks. Performed
by different task forces, we initially set up an irrigation system on the
‘new field’ 6. The female wwoofers together with Marina hung and
attached agricultural hoses alongside the ‘pre-trellis system’, while
I accompanied ‘the boys’ collecting agricultural hoses from nearby
fields (such as Cabernet Sauvignon). I noted that Marina oversaw both
activities as this ‘new’ physical space was shaped and constructed
according to Marina’s architectural preferences. Similarly to other
fields, the trellising structure of the new field was build with wooden
posts and wires. On this field, however, Marina initiated bamboo
stakes as sustainable source as attachment for the young grapevines
and reduced the wires to a minimum in order to ‘liberate’ the vines.
I saw that viticulturalists, like Marina, embodied viticulture through
sensory experience. Not only did she show managerial skills and
innovative knowledge in line with sustainable agriculture, Marina
showed empathy towards the grapevines.
The same empathy could also been found towards the
wwoofers as they fulfilled an important role in the vineyard’s
existence. During a conversation with Marina about wwoofing, she
told me: “wwoofers are responsible for little more than ten percent
of the work on this vineyard. I cannot solely rely on wwoofers to
perform more work as it would be an unpredictable labour force, yet
I need them because else this ten percent required salaried labour
forces”. With this in mind I started looking around whether traces
of wwoofers’ influence could be found in the physical architecture
of the vineyard. Did Marina design the vineyard in such a way that
it was customised to serve wwoofers? As time past by, I started to
note that structures existing prior to Mulini di Segalari’s wwoofing
epoch gradually became adaptive to them. The house which initially
functioned as a home to Marina and Emilio’s family including two
children and a dog, slowly transformed into the social hub of the
wwoofers. The former bedroom of the children turned into a guest
room able to accommodate three wwoofers, and even the upstairs
bedroom in winery occasionally functioned as lodging space for
wwoofers. During the harvest (i.e. ‘high season’ at the vineyard)
housing had to be found outside the vineyard’s physical boundaries
in order to live up to the wwoofers’ capacity. Aside from this, I found
more traces of wwoofing at Mulini di Segalari: the fields had signs

6. ‘New field’ refers to the
most upper north field
constructed and planted in
2019 (see figure 2).

subterranean architecture

Out of sight from my observing eye was the architecture of the soil. I knew
that the relationship between soil and quality was most important in the
wine industry. More than other agricultural sectors the notion of territory,
emphasised by its characteristics in soil and climate, the wine industry is
both positively and negatively linked to this concept. Referring to terroir,
with its microclimatic and deep conditions of the soil, I was wondering how
this was linked to Mulini di Segalari? But more relevant, which practices
are involved in the making of this subterranean space? One time when I
was talking with Emilio about terroir he said something remarkable: “for
me quality is also the representation of the territory where the vineyard is
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with names of the grape vine variety on them, house rules and
detailed instructions of the agricultural practices coated in plastic
laid around the house, and books everywhere to learn and read
about organic and biodynamic agriculture/viticulture (see appendix
3). I also noted that heavy machinery, which wwoofers were not
allowed to use according to the wwoof principles, were out of sight or
stored. Consciously or unconsciously the physical architecture of the
vineyard turned out to be constructed and designed to fit its workers.
One evening during dinner, Marina explained to the wwoofers
the meaning of IGT and DOC, and how every certification tried to
safeguard its territorial quality by imposing winegrowers to conform
to certain rules and regulation. As I sat there listening to Marina’s
story, I realised that these institutional provisions impacted the
vineyard’s architecture as well. To begin with, the selection process
of grape vine varieties. Marina and Emilio were initially ‘confined’ by
the spatial categorisation within discourses present in DOC Bolgheri
that some Vitis vinifera were too impracticable or unlikely to merit
within these regional constrains. Instead Vitis vinifera with French
origin, such as Cabernet Sauvignon, Cabernet Franc and Merlot,
became the building blocks for this regulatory DOC Bolgheri and
the vineyard alike. These rules and regulations determined that in
Bolgheri Rosso and Bolgheri Rosato, Cabernet Sauvignon, Cabernet
Franc and Merlot may be utilised up to a degree of hundred percent
and other local red varieties up to thirty percent, and therefore defined
the conditions for the varieties planted, and the spatial architecture of
Mulini di Segalari. Although selection of grape vine varieties required
knowledge of both the technical (such as soil fertility, water supply
etc.) and the social (such as regional market strategies, labour etc.), I
realised this required more than just knowledge. It required skills of
the winegrowers to work around these constrains and conditions in
order to pursue uniqueness and quality.

09
08
19

Insects are drawn to the wildflowers by their scent and
colour brightness. This will keep the insects away from
the grapes and at the same time spreading seeds naturally
throughout the vineyard. I (Marina) am also interested
in working together with Prof. Duccio Cavalieri from the
University of Pisa to research the impact of animals
(mainly hornets) on the production of natural yeasts on
the grapes.
Dissemination of natural yeasts by animals combined with seed
dispersal made it interesting for Mulini di Segalari to plant a flower
mixture in between the rows as these wildflowers seemingly
attracted countless animals. Required technical knowledge of all
sorts (such as microbiological, biodynamic etc.) this exampled
Marina’s inclination to protect the grapes from getting eaten and
simultaneously increased the naturalness of their wines. In relation
to space, new interactions were generated on the micro-level of the
vineyard which caused modifications in other on-farm practices.
As I experienced, working at Mulini di Segalari obliged one to
perform all activities with the right set of materials. Protective bright
clothing was preferable since the burning sun in combination with
unprotective and dark clothing seemingly attracted some animals
(mainly insects). Especially because many of the activities were done
at knee height, with matched levels of length in undergrowth. The
undergrowth, however, had as primary goal to enrich the soil and
therefore increase the potential of the vines. Emilio said the following
in relation to this:
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located. For instance, in a region if you have a difference in location, then
that difference is a quality”. He continued: “and it is our role, as producers,
to identify wine quality within the territory where the wine is produced”.
In the beginning I seemed to struggle what Emilio meant by that, but after
some time this became more apparent to me. Some activities at the vineyard
showed prominent connection to the soil and increment of quality, and this
seemingly required both human and non-human resources to reap the full
potential.
The vineyard is characterised as lush green space, yet this lushness
was given by something other than the vines. Where neighbouring
vineyards were sterile and excluded from other vegetation, the fields at
Mulini di Segalari came with (heavy) undergrowth. Wildflowers and other
weeds were main contributors to the vineyard’s high biodiversity. Aside
from their vegetative function, these ‘weeds’ were growing at the vineyard
as both protection and stimulus:
Semi-structured
Interview
Marina

These vines are less dependent on rainfall and less
vulnerable during dry periods, because the vines are
deeply rooted and therefore independent (i.e. collecting
water from deeper parts during dry periods) from weather
conditions. Vine roots can grow up to 6 meter in depth
and because of the undergrowth the vines roots at this
vineyard tend to go even deeper.

Fieldnotes

Leading up Emilio’s explanation it meant that irrigation was hardly needed
at Mulini di Segalari. Where only new plants got irrigated to survive as
seedlings, once grown older the vines were responsible for their own survival
by naturally competing with nearby vegetation. As a result, the deeprootedness of the vines increased which made the vines more resistant to
drought. Identical to the avoidance of irrigation was the farm’s strategy to stop
using fertiliser. I noticed that Marina always talked about her vines as if they
were able to sense. Marina seemed to believe in the intelligence of plants. Later
she told me that she had been reading up on the work of Stefano Mancuso,
a professor of the University of Florence, who studied plant intelligence
(Mancuso & Viola, 2015). And evidently this affected the farm’s strategy
towards the caretaking of its vines. No external sources of nourishment
meant that the vines had to explore this subterranean architecture in search
for both minerals and water. Marina once said to following:
09
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For me a quality wine is a wine that is connected to the
soil and coming from the soil. For that reason I do not
fertilise. I appreciate uniqueness which can be found in
our wine because it is a product of our lands. The vines
are choosing what they like to eat and the grapes are a
product of this unique diet. Therefore, you will only
find this wine here.

According to Marina, scarcity even led to quality as the vines had to work
harder to obtain all the nutrients required. Following this philosophy, no
fertilisation meant harder working vines and thus a more minerality and
complexity due to a more balanced ‘diet’. Marina and Emilio got gratification
for their strategy when in 2014 two of their 2010 vintages were ranked top 16
of Bolgheri by a famous magazine (Decanter, 2014) in the years consecutive
to the plant scarcity. Scarcity of the soil, however, did not match the scarcity
found in the plants. Every three years they tested the soil by taking samples
randomly in the fields. And every single time the samples were taken the
quality of the soil was increased. It was believed by Marina and Emilio that
the vines in those years (i.e. transition between fertilising and non-fertilising)
were simply struggling to provide for themselves. The willingness to
understand and get scientific confirmation characterised Marina and Emilio.
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As a result from a study done at the vineyard in 2012 by Dr. Stefano Carrozza
from the University of Florence (Carrozza, 2012), Marina and Emilio got more
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The sun is burning on the dry rocky soil. While one of the
Albanian boys is watering the soil with an agricultural
hose and simultaneously holds an iron pick, the other
carries a sledgehammer. Sweat is dripping of his face as
he lifts the hammer above his head and drops the hammer
on the iron pick. Sliding one hand down the grip to
ultimately make use of the gravity and increase energy
efficiency, both boys are battling the stiff terrain.
I noted that the terrace was seemingly more difficult to treat due to
its sloping character. The hose used by the Albanian boys needed
to be extended multiple times to reach all the way up to the top as
the water ascended entirely from the stream downhill where it
was pumped naturally. Aside from the extra labour it entailed,
the vines were growing in special conditions up there. On the fifth
terrace the seedlings were even growing on soil merely composed
by rocks. Accordingly the minerality was high and Marina told me:
“I will produce a special wine made only from the terrace”. This
diversification of the subterranean conditions demonstrated that
particular attention has been placed on the development process
to improve the uniqueness of the vineyard. Singularity driven by
decisions can differentiate vineyards from one another in how spaces
are arranged.
architecture of the vines

Although Marina and Emilio shared similar goals, their expertise and
strategies differed due to various knowledge backgrounds. Where Marina’s
discourse seemed to emphasise the natural characteristics of the land in order
to pursuit quality, Emilio seemed to be more technically focused towards
making good-quality wine. Producing the right kind of wine, according to
their preferences, required complementary knowledge of both the natural
environment and the right set of technicalities. One late-afternoon, as we sat on
the table outside, I asked Marina how decisions are made in the vineyard and
why there are difference between her vineyard and neighbouring vineyards.
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familiar with the subterranean structures of the place. Soils with clay and
limestone characterised the bottom of the valley, while I noticed that the
rockiness of the soil increased significantly further up the hill.
The terrace structure erected similarly to the Etruscan ones on a
steep part of the hill. I observed that this area was seemingly more rocky
compared the lower parts close to the river. This was noticeable in the practices
conducted at the terrace. The soil required wetting while positioning of the
‘y-shaped’ Acacia branches:
Fieldnotes

01
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Mulini di Segalari is different compared to other vineyards.
Decisions in the present are a result of experiences from
the past combined with new knowledge. Throughout the
years we kept changing as a result from new knowledge
flows. Sometimes you read something in a book but do not
use it immediately. This knowledge is stored in a part
of your memory and you do not know if you are inventing
something new or you are simply applying something that
you read sometime in life. These ‘Y-shaped’ branches on
terrace are a result of my educational background. Last
year I introduced this system of vines and this year
we continued growing vines in this way on the terrace.
It is an experiment to grow vines in conditions less
constraining and more natural to them.

Informal
Interview
Marina

Marina’s architectural background resonated in the creativity and interests
to amplify uniqueness and diversify in the ways in which vines were
grown. Spatially, growing vines in diversifying ways changed the vineyard’s
architecture. Where normally the vines were grown with common vine
training methods (such as single or double guyot), this ‘Y-shaped’ method
(see figure 5) was, according to Marina, to replicate natural ways of growing
only then with noble vine varieties like Cabernet Sauvignon, Cabernet
Franc and Vermentino. Emilio’s knowledge determined which Vitis vinifera
actually cultivated well in these conditions so that the right type of grape
varieties were used in this ‘Y-shaped’ method. Again resulting from Marina’s
empathetic skill, this eccentric way of cultivating vines mimicked the treebased system in which vines were originally growing (i.e. climbing in trees).
Yet it might involve productional complications. Where common vine
training methods simplified the harvest of grapes, this ‘Y-shaped’ method
possibly complicates the acquisition of the berries.
This way of innovative thinking became apparent to me at the dinner
table. Aside from being passionate about good wine, Marina had a lust for
good food. I called myself and the other wwoofers lucky after yet again a
wonderful meal prepared by Marina. After several weeks, I started wondering
whether Marina would ran out recipes as most wwoofers stayed on average
between two and four weeks. On the contrary, Marina kept varying in meals
she served for her voluntary work forces. And albeit dishes sometimes were
inherently similar, she managed to give a twist which resulted in a dissimilar
dish to its predecessor. When I asked her how she managed, Marina reacted:
09
08
19
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I am a person that is easily bored. That is why I need
a constant change in my life to keep interest. Here, in
the kitchen this constant change is important. But in

Semi-structured
Interview
Marina
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Marina explained:

Figure 5
Architecture of vine with
‘Y-shaped’ method.

The usage of innovative ideas to transform the architecture of the vineyard
came natural to Marina. Her educational background as architect served as
the foundation for the vineyard’s physical architecture, yet also as a skill to
sway and shape the structures of the vines. Shaping the vines was the most
important preharvest activity.
In pursuit of production quality, Marina merely assisted the vines in
optimising growing conditions. And although these preharvest activities
were examples of human intervention, these processes were supportive
in nature. In many ways, these activities were almost biocentric as Marina
tended to treat the vines as equals. And although these activities were of
guidance, one of the activities actually involved physically guiding the vines.
Marina necessarily wanted to ‘guide’ the branches by hand. For her this was
the only proper method to gentility treat the vines without causing stress or
energy loss. As the vines grew vertically they tended to unceasingly climb
skywards. At Mulini di Segalari this unceasingly growth was impeded by
spiralising the vines around the uppermost iron lines which impelled them
to diverge energy towards the grapes. As I was talking with Marina about
quality practices in the vineyard, she said this related to the above:
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the vineyard it is crucial. Variation in a landscape is
a good indicator for innovation.

Arriving to the harvest under the perfect conditions is
preferable. Here we do that by using natural products. It
is important to order the vines instead of cutting them as
this would be pure energy loss. As the vines growth they
start losing the first leaves in July and August, meaning
that the grapes are liberated. Some do it automatically
while others need assistance. Removing foliage is an
important task because leaves can function as wet towels
that keep the grapes in moisturised conditions and avoid
them to properly dry. This is very important for the
quality.

For this reason wwoofers functioned as coiffeurs for the larger part of the
preharvest which kept the canopy and therefore the grapes healthy. One
morning I observed the process as the wwoofers prepared themselves with
rubber/plastic clips in the storage space next to the cantina (Italian for wine
cellar) after breakfast. Collectively they moved towards one of the adjacent
fields. Experienced wwoofers upfront and the newcomers sheepishly
followed the pack. At first their movements were ham-fisted, but gradually
improved by doing: one wwoofer took several branches at once with his left
hand to stabilise the middle part of the fragile vines and with his right folded
the top in a direction most natural to the branches. Afterwards he pushed
the overgrown branch tops back down on one side of the uppermost iron line
and passed them into his left hand. This hand pulled the lush mass back up
on the other side of the iron line and handed it back to the right hand over.
This ‘under-over’ technique was repeated several times and spiralled the tops
around the iron line. Another wwoofer fundamentally did the same, but she
was (physically) not able to push the heavy tops down at 1.60 meter height.
Accordingly, she pulled the tops down from underneath and pushed them
back just above the ironing with results alike. As a group they operated on
the same task, yet the folding involved various techniques developed from
scratch in line with the constrains and conditions of each worker.
Another important phenomenon Marina told me about was the
evolution of the bunch. Over the past 5 years, according to Marina, the bunch
became more widened, meaning that the grapes were less packed together.
And although the bunches were smaller with less grapes, the risks of getting
bad grapes or bad bunches was also lower because the wind dried them.
This evolution of the vines that happened in the vineyard was observed by
Marina and Emilio.
mulini di segalari ’ s spatial architecture

The three themes delineate the spatial architecture of the vineyard. Consisting
of physical characteristics, each architecture represents the ‘making’ of
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space. Through agricultural performances by Marina, Emilio and other
labour forces spaces were arranged in accordance with the constrains
and conditions of this specific place. These constrains and conditions
correspond to physical and non-physical spatial characteristics which are
conceptualised within these architectures. Driven by decision-making (such
as varietal selection, experimentation etc.) vineyards can differentiate from
one another in how spaces are ‘made’.
managing time at the vineyard

Subsequent to the spatial layer, I experienced the time layer as transposed
and taped over the making of space. Without a time dimension the ‘making’
of space would not cohere. The eminence of this mutualistic relationship
between space and time became evident to me once I started analysing
Mulini di Segalari’s data. In terms of the ‘making’ of time I also divided time
into three subdimensions. The first dimensions expresses time management
on a daily basis, the second is expressed through seasonal time indications,
and the third includes managerial time arrangements over a period of a year.

day - to - day life at the vineyard

Marina per se wanted to give instructions to the wwoofers and ‘the boys’
before everyone started the day. For her this was the proper way to organise
the work. This meant that Marina had to wake up early (5:45am) to provision
her labour forces with the right understanding about what they were doing
and more importantly why they were doing it. When I asked Marina about
her motives she said:
09
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This morning I spent 5-minutes to make you understand
what kind of work you were doing. In my opinion it is
important that everybody working on this farm understands
what to do. Not only manually but also why they are
doing it. What is the effect of the work. Therefore
they can personally take part to the process of the
vines and understand better the consequences of their
doings. Hopefully afterwards they will think along
and even incline work more favourable for the plants.
For instance, in 10 days the work forces will notice
themselves when and how to cut an offshoot. The finality
is always take care of the vines in the best way.

Subsequently Marina went ‘down’ into town to organise various things,
while the wwoofers and ‘the boys’ were taking care of the vineyard. Marina
was trying to organise her day around scheduled tastings, which she also
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First I have to make a planning in Google Calendar about
all the activities that have to be done. Then I know
which activities that I need to do in a week, a month and
a year. On a daily basis, I consider the overall planning
and decide whether I respect this planning or change it
on the spot. And naturally changes in the planning are
made as (weather) conditions also tend to change. The
day is different every season. For instance, more or
less light and warmth may alter the planning completely.
Therefore, I can only provide an overall planning as
there is no fixed plan per day.
After some time I understood that as the visits intensified, Marina’s
time in the vineyards lessened. Intended to take care of the vineyard,
Marina’s daily educational providence did not limit to merely the
visitors. During the course of lunch and dinner Marina continued
her role as ‘educational farmer’ and distributed her knowledge onto
the group of wwoofers as she gave ‘lectures’ while everyone was
consuming her delicious food complemented with wine.
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had to prepare. A role reserved and designed for Marina, she let visitors
around the vineyard prior to a degustazione (Italian for tasting). Marina
prided herself sometimes on the accomplishment of a successful tasting
since tastings were, according to Marina, an important part of the vineyard’s
revenues and thus opportunities to develop further. Varying in consistency
some days Marina had up to five tastings in a single day: a tasting lasted
between ninety and one hundred fifty minutes depending on the type of
tasting and the visitors. On average two hours per tasting, this basically
meant that on a busy day she spent approximately ten hours talking to, and
persuading visitors to purchase her wines while at the same time educated
them about Mulini di Segalari’s approach. One late afternoon when Marina
finished her fifth tasting that day, I came to realise this ability to inspire
and ‘conquer’ visitors was an exceptional performance. It required skills to
interact at various levels, adaptability, integrity, business savvy and so forth.
Marina knew when to speak and when to listen, how to read her visitors,
and how to sell her wine.
Aside from the tastings, Marina was responsible for food used for
both the tastings (some included savouries) and the wwoofers which she
acquired during the daily ‘downtown’ visited. She had to wake up early
morning to organise the daily work of her labour forces, did groceries in
town, prepared and gave the tastings, and somewhere between she found
time to prepare and serve the best Italian cuisine for her voluntary labour
forces. Another activity in Marina’s daily schedule was assigned to work
behind the computer. When I asked her about it she answered:
Semi-structured
Interview
Marina
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When all the bellies were filled, Marina briefly informed tomorrow’s
schedule and went off to summarise to day with her husband before
going to bed. By and large this fifteen hour daily routine repeated
itself during the preharvest season (i.e. growing season).
Marina per se desired to manually treat the vines instead of cut down
mechanically. For her this was the only proper way to take care of the vines
without causing unnecessary stress to them. Up to the harvest the vines at
Mulini di Segalari were folded five times and the offshoots cut three times.
Mechanically this activity could be done in one day, yet Marina persisted
obstinately folding the vines manually as it was better for the quality of the
plants to avoid energy loss. This meant that Marina had to get out of bed
with sunrise and continued working till sunset. On the farm, weekends were
non-existent, and Marina hardly remembered the last time she had a day off.
And yet she kept working these long days as she lived up to this ideology: she
spent hours behind the computer recruiting new wwoofers. Unmistakably
this unconventional method in the vineyard was laborious and required
organisational alternatives. Mobilising labour forces around demanding
activities was one thing, working from dusk till dawn another to live up to
her own ambitions. Marina explained:
23
07
19

Organising the work in this way costs a lot of extra
time. However, imagine doing all this with paid work
forces, that would cost a fortune. Thus, I need the
wwoofers. They work for about 600 euros per month. In
comparison with living costs (such as food, electricity
etc.), working with wwoofers is therefore financially
appealing.

These socio-technical imperfections pushed Mulini di Segalari to
compromise. Marina knew that a small vineyard unwilling to automate
would burden the farm in terms of labour. Yet it characterised Marina (and her
management style) not to recoil from challenges. Committed to her ideology,
Marina found answers to these challenges as she initiated wwoofing in 2014.
Marina and Emilio treated the wwoofers with care up to a point that
most of them felt spoiled. This is what I experienced related to how wwoofers
were treated: because voluntaries they were free to do whatever work they
aspired most, good food and good wine were served on a daily basis, and
daily trips to the beach or nearby towns were part of the management
flexibly as long as the wwoofers delivered work in exchange. Purposed by
Marina, the wwoofers initiated an activity in vineyard most urgent in respect
to the plan.
This is how I experienced an ordinary day at the vineyard:
collectively decided the previous evening to meet at a given time (varying
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Not because wwoofers are lazy, but because they are
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between 6-7am) we (the wwoofers) had breakfast together before they went
into the fields for different activities (e.g. folding vines, binding clips, making
posts etc.). Every so often we joined ‘the boys’ in whatever activity was most
pressing at that moment. In Marina’s absence ‘the boys’ became main contact
in case of unclarities. Knowledge and know-how were diffused through
verbal communication in basic Italian and gestures or mannerisms (i.e.
non-verbal communication) as their English was limited. During the work
we communicated with one another once another wwoofer was working
nearby (i.e. everyone had a different working pace). Convenient techniques
were shared amongst other topics to easen the activity. Further apart most
wwoofers listened to podcasts or music to alleviate some of the monotonous
activities. After three hours of work we went to have some fruits, coffee and/or
cold water under the grape overgrown pergola in front of the house. After 1520 minutes everyone collectively returned to the fields continuing the work.
June and July were warm, too warm for voluntary labour forces to work in
the fields after noon according to Marina. As of summer holidays the farm
encountered constant visits, and it required frequent supplies in the tasting
to refill the shelves. Cared after by Marina, the wwoofers were transferred
as a group for remaining hours to the refreshing winery where other tasks
awaited them: cleansing bottles, putting the foil at the top of the wine bottle,
labelling, and packaging (if needed). In the winery the work of the wwoofers
reached their full potential as these different tasks needed teamwork. This
change, from individualistic to collectivistic work, was clearly appreciated by
the wwoofers and impacted the ambience within the group: music tastes were
shared over a vintage radio and topics about foreign language and cultures
were leading the conversations. In the meantime, we worked together like a
well-oiled machine. Knowledge and know-how was primarily supplied by
Marina, but the more experienced wwoofers dispersed skilfulness. Velocity,
precision thoughtfulness were required to operate smoothly since we were
working with expensive goods and the winery was jam-packed. Time flew
and before we knew it Marina called us in at approximately 1:00 pm for lunch.
Collectively we set the table while Marina gave the finishing touches to the
lunch. The table was the physical space where everyone discussed today’s
work with Marina, but more importantly enjoyed the food. After the table
was cleared the wwoofers fulfilled the agreed six hours and were allowed
leisure. Synchronised with Marina’s schedule a time was set to have a late
Italian dinner (around 9:00pm) where the last task of the day awaited the
wwoofers: listening to Marina’s varying lectures about farming, the vineyard
and wines.
Whereas Mulini di Segalari, like other farms, to the advantage
of the vines, could have expected the wwoofers to work eight hours
instead of six hours, Marina explicitly said:
Semi-structured
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I interpreted Marina’s carefulness over the wwoofers as a managerial skill to
make the wwoofers more connected to their temporary home. This made
sense to me because I felt connected with Mulini di Segalari, which resulted
in an increased compassion towards the place. Marina’s excellent care paid
off in way most convenient for the vineyard and its vines. This resonated
with what could be noted as a pursuit of quality in the vineyard. Or as
Marina would have said it: “the finality is always to take care of the vines in
the best way possible”. And her enthusiasm about nature and sustainability
was contagious which served the aspiration to educate the wwoofers.
The Albanian boys worked to a rhythm antithetical from the
wwoofers. These salaried labour forces were accustomed to the physical
work and were frequently set to conduct tasks too heavy for their voluntary
counterparts. Working at Mulini di Segalari for about three years, ‘the boys’
became accustomed to the routinised work in the vineyards. Marina had
been teaching them to work independently in order to think along in the
managerial process as they were Marina’s second set of eyes in the fields.
Their tasks were often more specialised (in comparison to the wwoofers) and
needed equally specialised knowledge and prior know-how to be executed.
Either the day before or before work information about today’s activities was
provided by Marina. Marina said: “the boys’ already work here for three
years so to them I can easily say go and conduct a specific task (such take
off two branches of the Merlot) and then in one day they make all the work.
They work like machines”. Seemingly managed in a different way, ‘the boys’
started the day early (6:00am) to conduct a specific task. Around 10:00am,
at the same time as the wwoofers were recessing, ‘the boys’ enjoyed their
well-deserved break after four hours of physical activity. Halfway down the
day ‘the boys’ continued the activity for another four hours. During lunch
(around 2:00pm) one of them conservatively joined us under the pergola to
summarise today’s doings with Marina, while the other awaited observative
at a fair distance. Together they concluded the day as they drove off the
driveway. I observed that Marina’s management style towards ‘the boys’ was
seemingly more insistent and strict in contrast to the wwoofers.
Alin, Mulini di Segalari’s contractor, has been at the vineyard since
the beginning. Working mainly on Saturdays and evening hours, Alin’s
work comprised a great variety of specialised tasks including: the treatment,
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inexperienced. But working together with wwoofers is
working with different cultures. For me it is not only
about payment in shelter and food, I try to consider it as
more. Personally I appreciate being accompanied by young
people and give them an experience of nature combined
with the production of high-quality wines. Educating
wwoofers that respect for nature and the production of
high-quality agricultural goods coincide.

09
08
19

I like everyone working in this vineyard to take part
in the vineyard. Alan especially because he is already
working here for a long time. In the morning, before
he starts, I make a list of things I would like to do
that day and then collectively we decide which tasks
have priority at that moment. So together we make a time
planning of the tasks. I believe it is very important
to not dictate while managing a vineyard, but take all
ideas into consideration and decide together with others.
Because it is wonderful when you work in a good team and
everybody is gratified.

Semi-structured
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seasonalit y as performance

Where the previous section contained mainly personal observations of dayto-day life during the preharvest, this part encounters seasonality in the
vineyard based on observations, secondary data, and informal and formal
conversations with the people involved. Including the preharvest I found four
major seasons distinguishable at Mulini di Segalari: pruning, preharvest,
harvest and hibernation.
Pruning, as we follow the year-calendar, was the first seasonal activity
succeeded the vineyard’s ‘hibernation’. January until March were the
months in which pruning took place. Every winter Marina went out in the
fields, packed with thick clothes, and pruned the vineyard singlehandedly.
She explained:
09
08
19

Pruning is one of the most important tasks in the
vineyard and therefore I preferably conduct this alone.
Specialised knowledge is required to perform this task
with precision and care as one has to select the best
branches. Only Emilio and Alin are experienced enough
to be trusted with this important task since he (Alin)
helped pruning for many years.
Pruning season necessitated selection. Selection which required
specialised knowledge about vine training methods, techniques
entailing these methods and a ‘trained eye’ from experience. Marina
ostensibly distrusted unexperienced assistance which opted out ‘the
boys’ and the wwoofers. Alin, as most experienced member of staff,
or Emilio aided Marina with this time consuming task. Separated
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wine bottling, among other technological tasks. Co-advisor to the farms
management, Alin was included in the technical decision-making process. I
asked Marina about shared decision and management:

17
07
19

‘The boys’ were conducting a different task today, namely
weeding. Both working separately with bush cutters on
different parts of the vineyard in order to weed the
borders of the vineyard. One was weeding the (natural)
border alongside the stream, while the other worked the
other border edging the forest.

Initially I found it puzzling this activity was conducted at that point in time
since the wwoofers were consumed by the workload given by the vines.
However, in retrospect I came to understand this clearance was preparatory
in protecting the vineyard. Nature showed its vigorousness and now it was
time to tame it with the purpose of protecting to grapes. I encountered
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from social life, aside from their assistance, Marina spent most
winters alone on the farm. One afternoon as I walked through the
fields I imagined the intensity of the task. Pruning approximately
3,5 hectares of vineyard (12.000+ plants) meant that Marina had to
conform this workload, aside other preparatory activities, before
winter turned into spring.
It is therefore not astonishing that Marina once reacted annoyed when I used
her pruning shear while I worked on the terrace. Marina said, while she
approached me on the terrace: “sorry, but that is mine. I was already looking
for them. They are like extra fingers to me and it therefore makes me envious
to see you work with it”. Amazed by Marina’s candid approach, I wondered
why this was considered important to her. Only after I realised the workload
inflicted by the pruning season I began to understand that Marina seemingly
cherished this tool and appreciated the work they collectively achieved in
winter. The arrival of spring meant ‘new life’, fertility, and thus planting and
replanting on the vineyard. Last years the vineyard substantially expanded
with the ‘new field’ and terrace. This meant extra labour and according to
Marina this year ‘the boys’ worked more than ever.
As ‘pruning season’ transformed in ‘preharvest season’ the vineyard
metamorphosed into the energetic hub I grew accustomed with. This season
characterised by preparatory activities, warm days, a cooling Mediterranean
breeze around high noon and cold nights swayed upon the farm as a warm
blanket. Although these preparations needed completion, I experienced
this season as even-tempered due to its ancillary and auxiliary nature to
the actual harvest. This preparatory season lasted from midspring to late
summer (April till September) and as Marina told me its objective was to
support the vines wherever needed: leave removal, branch folding, cutting
offshoots, and protective tasks. Moving towards the harvest, the seasonality
was protecting the vineyard and more importantly its berries. Over time
tasks complemented one another to collectively reach this higher goal. I
observed one of these tasks:
Fieldnotes
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that protection was constructed in many different forms. Avoidance of
chemical products resulted in increased problems with animals. Marina
once told me that at some point they lost 30% of their grapes through animal
damage. This catalysed the introduction of new tools and technique to
protect the vineyard. The objective to produce a good-quality wine did not
conform with the loss of grapes. As more organisms, pests tend to eat the
tastiest treats in the vineyard, which inevitably led to loss of good-quality
grapes. Gradually constructed in August, nets and an electric circuit were
used to avoid animal damage and decrease grape loss. Materialising these
‘alternative’ strategies, served to exclude animals from entering the vineyard
and sweeping tranquillity in anticipation of the harvest, showed persistence
and patience in Marina’s management.
Subsequent to summer’s peak and the tranquillity of August, the
farm awakened. Fuelled for the most important season of all, the harvest,
Marina, her family, ‘the boys’ and a new batch of wwoofers were ready for
‘high season’. It required more time and attention organising the harvest,
and Marina ostensibly pursued perfection. One day, prior to the actual
harvest, the wwoofers tagged along on Marina’s routinely tours through
the vineyard and this is what I experienced: primarily the white grape
varieties were checked, we tasted the white and some red grapes, and these
varieties were critically assessed on colour, sweetness, and eventually on
Brix7. Due to unexpected rainfall the ripening was delayed with the sugar
content fluctuating around 21 degrees Brix. Overwhelmed by doubt Marina
informed Emilio by telephone about her findings. Later that evening Marina
said: “Emilio thinks we should start the vendemmia (Italian for Harvest)
of the Manzoni”. Towards the harvest Emilio’s role became increasingly
apparent to me. As oenologist, Emilio expertise was the biochemical aspects
of winemaking. Marina outwardly advocated Emilio’s knowledge above
hers and acted upon his decision.
During the harvest time was shaped by nature. This meant that
we started once the morning dew evaporated and stopped when it
started raining.
There were no Sundays, which meant that the second day of harvest was
imminent (i.e. Sunday or not). Everyone prepared themselves the following
morning to harvest the Sauvignon Gris, a white grape variety. While the
wwoofers finished up the Sauvignon Gris, Emillio and Alin pressed the
first batch, yesterday’s Manzoni, of the 2019 harvest and later pumped into
one of the stainless steel tanks. Compared to the preharvest season when
he mainly worked in the wine-bar in Florence, Emilio’s physical presence
in the vineyards increased during the harvest. Later I joined Emilio on a
routinely tour through the vineyard. Unlike Marina’s tour, Emilio targeted
red varieties, tasted them and seemingly picked the ripest grapes. Suddenly,
while in the Merlot field, Emilio said: “there are too many grapes”. I did not
understand what he meant by this and asked whether he could elucidate.

7. Collected separately in
cups we brought the grapes
back to the house where
they got measured with a
refractometer (i.e. brix
meter) to determine the
sugar content. Marina and
Emilio strived to get
the grapes between 22-23
degrees Brix.
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He continued: “this year there are too many grapes because the vines are
too rich. The grapes are not ripe, because the sugar content is still too low”.
Apparently Emilio’s tasting capacity gave him the ability to taste grapes and
indicate the amount of grapes were too numerous to reach a good ripe. Since
the vines produced more bunches than it could ripen, the quality per bunch
was lower. Based on Emilio’s observations earlier in the field I later overheard
Emilio and Marina ‘bickering’ about the Merlot and its quality. At some point
they mutually decided to collect the surplused bunches and use them to
make the Bolgheri Rosato (Italian for rosé wine). Instead of deserting these
pre matured bunches in the fields (seen in other vineyards) they decided to
use these berries to produce the Bolgheri Rosato, a wine that required less
ripened grapes. Richness in terms of vines signified more bunches and extra
wine, but also additional labour. I noticed the importance of this decision
as Marina and Emilio kept bickering about their prior judgment. Hitherto
naturalness based on the farm’s ideology had led most decisions making.
Once more I understood the need of human intervention to pursuit quality
in the vineyard, but also how these same human’s were prone and compliant
to nature’s rhythm. Or as Marina stated: “nature is something that you follow
and with technology you can control and have a system to make a deep
analysis”.
Late autumn fell and everything at the vineyard became more easygoing. Finishing up the fermentation processes of the last harvested grapes,
the Superiore8, went simultaneously with other concluding harvest activities.
The nets and electric circuit were dismantled by ‘the boys’ and green manure
was prepared and sowed. Related to the soils architecture, in this period
tillage with the tractor was needed to avoid soil compaction and unevenness
in the structure caused by a year’s work. Phytoremediation plants are used
to restore and rebalance the soil and groundwater where needed. Overall,
this ‘hibernation’ season signified cleansing, restoration and reflection.
continuit y

This was Mulini di Segalari’s fourteenth year, yet only the third year since
becoming biodynamic. I wondered what knowledge Marina and Emilio
catalysed to make the decisions involved, as I could not imagine they
dealt with all different possible scenarios. ‘Ideological’ alterations (such as
conventional – organic – biodynamic) amended practices, and resulted in
alternative decision-making alike. According to Marina the winter period
was a time for introspection and contemplation. Marina explained:
27
01
20

In winter, when the plants are hibernating, you can
perfectly see the structures of the vines. The plants are
leafless in winter time which makes their architecture
more visible, and thus more structural observable. During
that time I can read the plants’ history and almost make
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8. Superiore, Mulini di
Segalari’s flagship, is
produced from the highest
quality grapes of Cabernet
Sauvignon and Merlot which
are selected in the field
using precision agriculture
through drone images.
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a prophecy. As though I am working with the past, present
and future.
Catalysed by knowledge drawn from these tenses, Marina implied that time
itself was the impetus in developmental processes at Mulini di Segalari . Both
Marina and Emilio detected ‘mistakes’ made in the past by observing the
present vines. Marina explained one time during the harvest that she had
been too generous in the pruning season (i.e. late winter/early spring) that
most vines were too densely branched. Consequently, the bunches were
equally too numerous, especially the Sangiovese. Numerous bunches were
normally prevented by selection in the growing season. It became apparent
to me that in viticulture decisions in the past strongly affected the vines’
present and future. This year, compared to others, the harvest reached the
upper limit authorised by DOC Bolgheri. Where the Bolgheri rosso was
constraint to 2 kilos per vine and the Bolgheri superiore to only 1,8 kilos, the
Bolgheri rosato came without limits per vines. Collecting the surplus berries
for the Bolgheri rosato (as mentioned before) was seemingly a strategic
decision. Although momentary to the harvest, it diminished the impact
from earlier (seasonal) deficiencies. It became clear to me that at Mulini di
Segalari these viticultural deficiencies were needed to engender change and
brought edification to its owners over time.
Similarly, the vinification process differed every year due to
dissimilar growing conditions. While I observed Emilio transporting the
wine again, I asked him about blend selection and the avoidance of mistakes.
He explained:
10
08
19

All the wine is separated in tanks per variety and the
blends are made at the end. We try to optimise every
step in the process. Every now and then we try something
completely different depending on the quantities.
For instance, next year we want to make a wine only
with Cabernet Franc. Therefore we try to optimise the
characteristic of Cabernet Franc to make a good wine with
only one variety. Until now I have a large amount, we try
to optimise on that we have in the cellar.

In line with Emilio’s statement, it showed that driven by optimisation the
vineyards resources were tested and pushed to its boundaries. Yet they
ostensibly kept acknowledging the ideology vis-à-vis naturalness. As nature
gave them an abundance in Cabernet Franc, their intervention optimised
the conditions and reduced constraints to deliver a good-quality wine
from merely one variety. Driven by singularity Marina and Emilio tried to
experiment within these constraints and conditions. The wine was tasted
around the beginning of the year that followed the harvest. This meant the
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‘ making ’

of time at mulini di segalari

Time in this context is conceptualised as a scarcity, through seasonality
and as continuity. By delineating everyday practices I illustrate that time
in the vineyard is scarce. Visits, the wwoofers and ideological pathways
burdened time, and revealed its preciousness. Combined with seasonality
and being compliant to nature’s dominance and rhythm it required even
more management flexibly and better overall performances by Marina,
Emilio and the other labour forces. This paragraph proved Marina and
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committee gathered and privileged the first sampled of the wines. Driven by
quality, Marina once told me that based on their first impressions she would
develop an overall planning for the year to come. What I got from this, is that
identifying the taste of wine was a two-way process, or even a cycle. They
improved their wine through the vineyard, but also develop the vineyards
through their wine. In other words, singularity in viticultural conditions
seemingly impacted vinicultural conditions and vice versa.
The winegrowers introspection and the overall reflection on last and
past years echoed in their vintages and served as a reminder to contemplate
constraints and conditions from these earlier years. Emilio and Marina’s lust
for good quality was limitless, but it required continuity in performance to
maintain it. Based on experiences, this meant that agricultural practices
were organised accordingly in the short term, while simultaneously serving
long terms visions. Here, this meant supporting the vines and grapes in the
best possible way. This is what could be called the aesthetics of practices in
the short terms to preserve quality in the long term. Non-fertilising in 2008,
for instance, was justified rationally in the short term (as it allowed the vines
to flourish independently) and in the long term (as it avoided exploitation
and overproduction). For Marina and Emilio this was the ‘humane’ way to
support the vines over longer periods of time. Marina even told me once
that normally vines, due to fertiliser use, were overexploited to the point of
diminishing returns within twenty five years when planted. Yet, she believed
and intended to handle the vines with care to avoid overexploitation and
stimulate sustainability and continuity for the vineyard, enabling them to
grow up to 120 years of age.
Continuity as bench-mark for ‘making’ quality became even more
apparent to me via Marina’s quest to contract Alin as main collaborator at
Mulini di Segalari. As mentioned before, Alin had served the vineyard from
the beginning and knew the place, including its constraints and conditions,
thoroughly. Marina once said: “I want Alin as manager in the vineyard
because he already worked here for 13 years. So, everyone else will be less
adequate compared to Alan because he already knows everything”. No
wonder Marina was eager to sign Alin permanently, as this was the best
answer to continuity (see figure 6).

Figure 6
Marina, Emilio and Alin
in discussion during the
harvest
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Emilio’s capacity to navigate through these seasonality’s. And continuity
in these performances to balance between change and stability which
was exemplified in Marina’s quest to connect Alin’s expertise to Mulini di
Segalari. Therefore, time is not just time, but through these conceptualisations
functions as benchmark in the ‘making’ of quality in the vineyard.

64

This section translates two scholarly debates: one around quality conventions
and Alternative Food Networks (AFNs), the other about practices as
methodological approach and its ability to navigate between the material
and the convention. The stance I take with regard to quality is that I look at
quality from an integrated perspective in which the social and the material
are inextricably linked with one another. In line with Vellema (2002), in
which he argues that quality, instead of the linear outcome of one agricultural
metric, is established through particular work processes embedded in the
social (Vellema, 2002). This means that a correct configuration must be
found between labour relations and (internal and external) management
of the vineyard, but simultaneously also those specific material dimensions
that emerge in the results.
Examining Mulini di Segalari’s case we see that the context is very
specific (including wwoofers, AFNs and standards). Regulatory regimes
(such as IGT Costa Toscana and DOC Bolgheri) govern conventions of quality
by controlling them (Barham, 2003; Sage, 2003). An equal controlling
performance is given by organic and biodynamic regulatory systems (such as
ICEA and DEMETER) to maintain and preserve specific quality indications.
Hitherto this research is consistent with the literature. However, my findings
suggest that quality entails more than solely categorising conventions in
a standardised regional and ‘certificational’ context. Although quality is
socially co-constructed and seized in technical criteria, I complement the
literature by proposing a more integrative perspective to quality by studying
the socio-material dimension. Therefore, I argue that quality is ‘made’ beyond
political ideological engagements and also exceeds compliance to technical
criteria, because it needs to be materialised as performance in the vineyard.
This human pursuit of quality is in general embodied by the findings, but
exemplified perfectly by Marina and Emilio’s relationship in their ‘bickering’
over quality. Considering Marina and Emilio reading many literature,
engaging (as vineyard) in academic spheres and having conversations
concerning quality at the vineyard (see figure 6) is constituent to the practice
presented in this research. Bickering as concept, especially when it involves
couples, is often portrayed negatively. Here, it examples the ‘making’ of quality
as ‘bickering’ is part of human activities (performance). Such discourse
ostensibly demonstrates that quality is not solely technical (nonhuman and/
or natural) because it is interpreted and thus generated (human). Therefore,
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the socio-material dimension gives insight in how this can or cannot be
manipulated through human management. The making of space and time
represents the socio-material dimension in ‘making’ quality. It became
apparent to me that the abstract notions of space and time entail something
rather different a this dimension. Both the making of space and time describe
a trichotomy in conceptualisation. Here, space illustrates practices through
the physical, vine and subterranean architecture. Time represents practices
based on units (such as every day, seasons and years), but is conceptualised
as: something scarce (in day-to-day life), prominent in the demanding
day-to-day schedule; compliant to nature (in seasons), shown in seasonal
performance; and continuity (in years), apparent in Marina’s quest to secure
expertise in the long term.
Unraveling the spatial side of the vineyard has shown that physical
soil properties (such as water supply) in relation to quality are affected
through decision-making processes associated with the spatial architecture
(such as access to water) of the vineyard. Similarly the vine’s architecture
is seemingly influenced by Marina and Emilio’s managerial competences.
Here, we see a more direct link between the ‘making’ of space and time in
the vineyard. Where generosity in earlier seasons (such as limited pruning)
led to more vigorous vine architecture (such as numerous branches, leaves
and grapes), sequentially inducing an agronomic metric associated with the
yield-quality relationship. The ‘making’ of space, therefore, delineates sociotechnical components of quality construction. Linked to Emilio’s quote: “it is
our role, as producers, to identify wine quality within the territory where the
wine is produced”, which illustrates the importance of nonhuman factors
but at the same time embodies agricultural performance achieved through
human intervention, and thus the management of the vineyard. Confirmed
by Saleh (2013) who states that: “despite the significant role of nonhuman
and/or natural factors required in the production of quality wines such as the
right location, the right weather conditions, and the right kinds of grapes, it
is apparent that wine enterprises seek to maintain a focus on organising and
controlling production” (Saleh, 2013, p.248). Pointing to Daynes’ definition
of magnified terroir (Daynes, 2013), the ‘making’ of space offers this insight
of human activity (such as labour, creativity, skills, and knowledge of the
winegrowers) and its magnification to what is given by nature.
As shown in the sections above quality in the wine industry is a
complex composition which is socially constructed through social and
technical parameters, and vice versa. At the same time, these qualitive
parameters are therefore never static and ever-changing. This dynamic
convention precipitates through in the material dimension organised
through agricultural performances at the vineyard. The dimension of time
described in terms of time scarcity in everyday practices, seasonality and
continuity has shown that Marina and Emilio continuously seek the correct
configuration which emerges throughout the year, seasons and every day
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life. Eminently shown in the section about seasonality and how time is
shaped by nature, after a heavy downpour prior to the harvest Marina and
Emilio had to anticipate and respond to this. This involved ‘bickering’, about
technical criteria (such as sugar content) and how these criteria are interpreted
and generated (human). Another descriptive account on human x material
interaction is given by how Marina and Emilio’s tasting capacities enables
them to select and produce a wine accordingly to preference. This skill, used
to navigate amid the convention and the material, is a prime example on
how complicated it is to organise the material dimension around a notion as
dynamic as quality. The fact that managerial competences are oriented by
their conception of quality (Daynes, 2013), indicates the interaction between
human and technology.
Through conceptualisation of space and time, I was able to scrutinise
these dynamics at different levels and get a better understanding about quality
in the vineyard. Which evokes a subsequent discussion associated with the
method of analysis featured in the paragraph below. Portrayed in the results,
this ever-changing and dynamic convention of quality is realised by means
of equally dynamic practices. Looking at these practices provided me with
insights into how human activities deal with the conditions in which quality
is made in a specific context, albeit not all practices were covered. Stating
that at the local level, embeddedness, trust and place are the key concepts to
understand the quality ‘turn’ (Goodman, 2003) is seemingly oversocialised.
The premise of such an argument is that quality is merely a social construct,
and thus neglects and undermines qualities and weaknesses found in
viticultural performances (such as labour, creativity, skills, knowledge). On
the other hand there are purely technical criterial to quality (Ponia, et al.,
2018) frequently found in standards. Proposing an argument about quality
with merely analytical indicators is rather empty and meaningless without
integrating a wider social contexts (Ilbery & Kneafsey, 2000). This case
presents a methodological insight between both the social and technical
approaches to quality, because the ‘making’ represents this integrative
perspective.
In conversation with Nicolini’s (2011) methodological approaches to
practices as ‘site’ of knowing, I would invigorate this approach by the applied
method of analysis in this research. So as to time I initially used Mulini di
Segalari’s year calendar which resulted in an unequivocal time perception.
Eventually, through a ‘síte’ lens I was able to conceptualise this ostensibly
unequivocal concept of time. Apropos, space was conceptualised identically
via initial analogue mapping of the vineyard. Providing a new methodological
insight, this instinctive approach which began with a practices methodology
eventually gave a comprehensive insight in the socio-material dimension
of a vineyard. Perhaps this results in a methodological argument that I
have taken the socio-material more seriously because I have exposed the
human x material interaction on a deeper level, which translates knowing.

conclusion

This research has sought to find out which forces and processes underly
quality performance at Mulini di Segalari. The case has shown that
conceptualisation of the making of space and time through practice in the
local context of the vineyard combines the social and technical literature.
The social literature tends to seek and relate quality convention through
socially embedded parallels in the meso-levels, while the technical literature
merely looks at microanalytical parameters to define quality. In this research
I tried to combine both scholarly disciplines through exposure of the sociomaterial. The making of space and time signifies the dimension where
notions as embeddedness, trust and locality as well as soil and microclimate
are materialised. Conceptualisations of space and time are associated to
quality performances in terms of architectural designs and adaption to time
scarcity, submissiveness of nature and overall continuity. Negligence towards
the socio-material, and thus the making of space and time, is therefore
theoretically unjustified when analysing quality. The making of space and
time embodies and symbolises quality in its quintessential local expressions.
To ensure continuity in quality, Marina and Emilio plus the labour forces,
make constant adjustments in the vineyard. The results delineate Marina and
Emilio’s continuous engagement to maintain and improve quality (material)
in an ever-changing context (social) through the making of space and time.
Therefore, while normally almost being antonyms, in this context continuity
almost symbolises change. Another juxtaposition is how this case shows
that time as a scarce resource determines quality. Invigorated by Marina
in relation to the making of space and time, she once told me: “it is during
times of stress that we come up with the most brilliant ideas. And change is a
tool to remain openminded and avoid narrowmindedness”. This examples
how the making of space and time are conditioned to quality at the level of
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This approach represents a richer understanding of knowing compared to
exclusively looking at artefacts. Nicolini (2011) argues that “the knowing is
in the patterns of use and in the alignment between them” (Nicolini, 2011, p.
611). I have done this by looking at patterns of use in order to achieve certain
ends. These achievements embody the making of space and time, and thus
the socio-material dimension. The tools and techniques used indicate
these patterns of use in the material dimension. A
 nd although I used case
related artefacts (such as a map and calendar) to understand the knowing,
it could be interesting to observe the patterns I used as method of analysis
to understand ourselves as researcher. Put differently, the artefacts studied
in human x material interaction are able to operate as commencement of
analysis to better understand the context. Perhaps, thinking through case
related artefacts might engender altering manifestations of this material
dimension.
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the vineyard. Hence, working with wwoofers, responding to standards and
market dynamics, and how they eventually find a working configuration
in this specific location in which they operate. Therefore the vineyard is
a “configuration that works” (Rip & Kemp, 1998). On a concluding note, I
believe producing a good-quality bottle of wine is vulnerable to improper
practice and mismanagement, and therefore needs qualitative human
interventions to be safeguarded at all time. For that reason a bottle of wine
is the expression of a place in time (Daynes, 2013). It is therefore that I, based
on this case, consider quality as primarily made in the vineyard (Saleh, 2013;
Black, 2018).

Volunteer World Wide Opportunities on Organic Farms (WWOOFer)

2.

In this thesis ‘the vineyard’ is a reference to Mulini di Segalari.

3. 	In this thesis ‘the winegrowers’ is a reference to the owners of Mulini
di Segalari: Marina and Emilio.
4. 	This is a reference to two Albanian boys who work under contract at
Mulini di Segalari.
5.

Alin is Mulini di Segalari’s part-time contractor.

6. 	‘New field’ refers to the most upper north field constructed and planted
in 2019 (see figure 2).
7. 	Collected separately in a plastic cup we brought the grapes back to the
house where they got measured with a refractometer (i.e. brix meter) to
determine the sugar content. Marina and Emilio strived to get the grapes
between 22-23 degrees Brix.
8. 	Superiore, Mulini di Segalari’s flagship, is produced from the highest
quality grapes of Cabernet Sauvignon and Merlot which are selected in
the field using precision agriculture through drone images.
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Branches are strong – even the new one’s are hard to
break. Branches grow very fast – 5 centimetres a day.
Many bugs/insects – more than the first week. Close to
the water (stream) branches are more dense. Middle of the
row often less dense. Sun side denser than shadow side.
There is social control amongst Wwoofers which is seemingly
effective for the productivity. Marina and Emilio break
branches on stem while Wwoofers are not allowed to do
this. When I asked why we do not do this work at the
same time, Marina answered that Emilio is the boss and
knows what he does. Marina explains during the work the
activity to me. In other words, why we are doing what we
are doing? This task (closing vines) is done so that the
grapes are freed so that wind and sunlight are able to
reach the grapes. Ergo a prevention of mold (botrytiscinerea?) since this disease development is increased
in wet and humid environmental conditions. Furthermore,
closing the vines make the rows more accessible with the
tractor without breaking to much of the branches while
doing the treatment (copper, sulphur and natural herbs).
Marina shows that she is proud of the new field. She
tells me she planted yellow flowers in between rows
(i.e. alternately) because she did not have enough flower
mixture (i.e. seeds) to plant them in between every row.
The other fields are just natural spread which gives a
high biodiversity.

Fieldnotes
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Fieldnotes

During making the holes for the posts (on the terrace),
Erdkan drops the hammer on the iron pick. He starts with
the hammer on the iron with the left hand at the of the
hammer and the right hand at the bottom of the handle.
This is probably done for aiming. Afterwards he lifts the
hammer above his head and at top he slides his left hand
down. This is probably done to make use of the gravity
and to reduce the cost of energy and optimise power.
Chefski and Erdkan switch tasks (between weeding and
hammering) halfway during the day because the hammering
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The teams of Wwoofers (Emma, Janine and Robbert) and ‘the
boys’ are seemingly slightly less motivate (although I
might be biased being part of a group) about the work
and the weather. Temperatures are very high and more
small (water) breaks are taken during the work. This day
I did heavy lifting work, taking branches from one side
of the vineyard (behind the house) to the terrace over
a distance of 250 meters and a steep climb. After Adrien
left today, the dynamic of the work is gone. Before we
would do this together switching between carrying and
helping one of ‘the boys’ with hammering. Helping with
hammering was far more relaxing and less heavy, that’s why
the contrast between the carrying of heavy branches and
this tasks was more in balance. Janine and Emma did less
physical work (Marina often devices the work between male
and female Wwoofers) of binding and ‘opening’ the vines
on the branches (robinia pseudoacacia) that we carried
up to the terrace. Selection of the right branches with
the right vines and holes requires knowledge and insight.
Today we decided, after one of ‘the boys’ suggestion,
to move the branches with Marina’s truck. Janine and
me had this idea as well but then with tractor. This
shows that efficient thinking is present during the work.
Marina drives the truck to the storage spot (outside)
and we start loading the acacia branches. After a while
Marina starts selecting the branches herself, because
she knows exactly which branches are suitable as posts.
Since Marina is the one who came up with the idea to
grow vines in this way, she might have an advantage in

appendix 1

task is heavier. But after Marina joined the work at
the terrace they switch back again after 10 minutes.
Is this a result of order/preferences or did the boys
switch on own initiative without consultation? Team of
Wwoofers struggles with hot weather and accordingly the
atmosphere is different. Enthusiasm is lower as normal
and the length of the day feels longer than other days.
This was also the last day of Adrian (French Wwoofer),
who was until then the wwoofer who had the longest stay
at the vineyard. Perhaps less interested to work hard on
the last day? And like mentioned before the dynamics is
the group of Wwoofers is based on social control. When
the person, which stayed there longest, is less motivated
this might effect the rest of the Wwoofers?
Fieldnotes

Yesterday evening Marina had to go to Florence for a
delivery/meeting and stayed in Florence afterwards at
their house in Florence. So, we start this morning at
8:00 am with folding the vines in the Merlot field. The
work involves, folding the vines in between the lines in a
direction which feels most natural for the plant. Marina
specifically emphasised that the direction is important
to the vines. It means, taking a vine while detaching it
from other vines (because they are often connected with
their ‘little hands’) and fold them under the iron lines.
However, it is not always possible to fold them under
the iron lines, meaning that this task is open for own
interpretation. In other words, the use of knowledge and
skills are needed in order to perform this tasks in the
best possible way. The work is done by wwoofers and each
wwoofer takes one side, meaning that they are working
together on one row. The work on the shadow side of the
Merlot is slightly easier and in general towards the end
of the rows (terrace side), the vines are less dense.
Density and less dense parts are in sequence with one
another (even without one row). Wwoofers often listen to
music or podcasts during the working activity. *Drawing
of the field of Merlot which shows one row of Cabernet
Franc (on top) before the Merlot field starts. Why did
they design this field in that way? The Merlot field
has in the beginning of the third row a device which
measures the micro climate on the vineyard. At 12:15 pm
the Wwoofers decide to stop the work and continue later
in the afternoon (around 5:30 pm) because of the heat.
Marina had no problem with this. Besides, I like the idea
because than I have more time and energy for taking notes
in between the work. This idea resulted from the feeling
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the selection process. As architect even more feeling
for design? On the terrace I showed Marina the pruning
shear I was using she said with a passionate and frowing
face: “oh that’s mine. I was already looking for it. I
am jealous because you are using them and they are like
extra fingers to me”. Marina tells later in the winery,
as answer to my question whether cleaning bottles just
before delivering/labelling, that cleaning bottles on
the spot is not an act/task of quality, but rather a lack
of proper space. Are these the socio-technical imperfect
conditions? Lack of spacing and due to what?
Fieldnotes
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that I had no energy left to take notes after the heavy
work of the days before.
1:00 pm – lunch table
During the lunch we start talking about the architecture
in viticulture or more specially on Mulini di Segalari.
Marina tells that the branches on terrace are a result
of her educational background.
5:47 pm – winery
Marina explains that the labels of the 2017 Rosso and
2018 Vermentino have more orange colours on the label
because of the biodynamic certification logo of Demeter
which is also orange. Marina explains that she likes to
connect these colours so that it feels more natural.
Marina tells: “we touch our bottles at least 20 times
before they are sold. A conventional wine production
process, which includes heavy machinery, the bottles
are only touched twice. Furthermore Marina explains that
folding the vines is an activity that is time consuming.
Imagine that with conventional production methods a
field like the Merlot only takes approximately 1 hour
to finish. Yet, the difference is that in conventional
production they use heavy machinery that cut the vines
once they are too high instead of folding them. However,
according to Marina the cutting of vines with heavy
machinery is not good for the vines because after cutting
they need to grow again which at the end only costs the
plant extra energy. Is this a trade-off between small
scale vineyards and larger vineyard where folding the
vines would be even more time consuming?
09
07
19

8:54 – new field
We (wwoofers + boys) are finishing up the last tasks on
the new field. While Erdkan and Robbert made holes with
an iron pin and a hammer, Chefksi placed the bamboo sticks
in the holes to set up a new farming system. Janine and
Emely knot a rubber cord to the bamboo in order to attach
the plants to the bamboo. Marina asks us whether Chefksi
can come back for more information.
9:35
Chefksi asked Marina to get the car in order to transport
the acacia branches again to the terrace. The reason why
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11:03
After the break, which the wwoofers coordinated
simultaneously with the boys in order to work more
efficient, the boys and me continue with bringing up
acacia branches up to the terrace. Janine and Emely are
binding the young vines on the 4th terrace (Syrah).
12:05
Another small break is taken on the terrace by the boys,
because the freshy made acacia branches from before are
finished again. Janine and Emely are finishing the 4th
terrace (Syrah). Both are having blisters on their hands
as a result of the binding work. Binding the vines to the
new branches for a long period of time means doing the
same action over and over again.
The work is almost “finished” on the terrace because
there are no new acacia branches anymore. Emely tells us
that Marina went down to the town, but told her that we
can continue in the winery once the work on the terrace
is “finished”.
12:45
Wwoofers starting in the winery after Janine and Emely
are finished with knotting. Because the boys placing
the acacia branches on terrace, the one’s knotting and
binding them together are dependent on and behind the
one’s bringing them up and placing them. The boys continue
on the 5th terrace. The pace of work is seemingly more
relaxed now that they know that Marina is not on the
vineyard. More productive when Marina is there? Or less
motivated because they feel purposeless with the work
they do?
23:15 – conversation during dinner
Marina starts talking after I asked her about the wine
that stays longer in barrels because at Mulini di Segalari
they bottle the wine in batches. For instance, the first
batches are more raw while the last batches are the best
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he needs to get Marina is because the last couple of days
Marina is more and more working behind the computer.
Marina tells Erdkan to start making pointy ends again on
the acacia branches in order to fill up the car, while
Chefksi and Robbert start on terrace 4 and 5.
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quality because they spend a longer time in the barrel
and therefore became more intense in flavour. The reason
why the have this difference in quality and flavour of
one single type of wine is because they are unable to
bottle all the wine at once due to imperfect technical
conditions. Lack of space in the winery/storage makes
it impossible to bottle all at once and as a result the
bottling happens at different points in time. Marina
starts talking that she has to pay to the authorities
every time she takes a new batch from the barrels as a
process of sampling, unlike the big vineyards who just
give 1 sample for 100.000 bottles because they have big
tanks and plenty of space. On a complaining note she
continues the story that she bought a software programme
(approx.. 500 EUR) only to inform the authorities with
different kind of data (e.g. liters per tank, map of
vinery, information about the grapes etc.). The superiore
DOC 2017 (march 2017 placed in the barrels to mature)
was already one year in the wooden barrels, however
Marina forgot/did not know (manage) to ‘move’ the wine
to the barrel virtually. In other words, when moving to
the wooden barrel in real life, you should also move
the vine virtually in the software programme (mentioned
above) so that the authorities can keeps track of every
movement of wine on the vineyard. Since Marina forgot to
pass down this information in the software programme she
was unable to ‘test/register’ the wine after one year of
maturing as official registration in the system. As a
results, the vineyard had to pay a 86 EUR fine in order
to adjust this mistake. Marina tells with furiosity and
passion that in her opinion the system is stupid and that
she feels stupid for following it/has to follow it. The
story continues because this has to be done twice, one
time for the Italian authorities and another time for
Denominazione di origine controllata (DOC) Bolgheri and
for the Indicazione geografica tipica (IGT), which are
both different classifications of wine recognized by the
government of Italy. And although they are recognized by
the government, they are not connected/interlinked with
one another causing a lot of frustrations amongst farmers.
Marina afterwards starts talking about the small and
medium viticulturalist associations. Marina talks a lot
with ‘we’. This association is for vineyards with ground
cover between 2 and 10 hectares. They are slowly getting

8:08
After giving orders for today’s work Marina says that it
might be good for me to change the folding activities
instead of continuing systematically. The reason is
because the different species of vines have are also
different in terms of shape and forms (e.g. Petit Verdot
is short and ‘fat’ on the hips, while Merlot and Manzoni
are long and slim). Maybe also because Marina prefers
that ‘the boys’ do the heavier work? Division of tasks/
labour?
8:30
Marina says again that it (the Merlot) is more difficult.
After we (the wwoofers) tell her that it is fine, but
just slightly more difficult than (the species we
worked) before. Marina answers: “of course they grow 10
centimetres a day”. Light overstatement?
Then she says: “in agriculture we work with time, time is
important. We need to work fast and if we lose a week, we
need to work double as fast”. In terms of time management
it is smarter/faster that Albanian boys do the heavy work
(Merlot) because they are more experienced. Marina seems
a bit stressed to finish the folding activity in time.
10:07
Manzoni leaves are more fragile compared to Merlot. It
requires more subtileness and perfection of workers to
fold them. I broke quite some vines while folding them,
especially after the prior, more rough/heavy folding in
Merlot. Janine noticed there are a lot of grapes compared
to the amount of leaves. Different skills and knowledge
for the same activity is needed for different species?
11/07/2019
09:55
Just finished the second row of Petit Verdot and Syrah after
1,5 hours of work. This morning, sometimes on Fridays,
wwoofers from Bridget help Marina in the vineyard. This
time, two wwoofers from the USA joined us. In total, 5
wwoofers and ‘the boys’, 7 people are working on folding
the vines. This activity seems to have high priority
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things done regionally and nationally. They almost seem
to function as a social movement?

15:41
Everyone just left. Lunch was amazing and the atmosphere
was relax. We tasted lots of different wines (all of
them); starting with the Vermentino 2018 and Rosato 2018;
and finishing with cheeses and meat in combination with
the reds (Solo terra, Rosso, Superiore and Mucci di
Sacci 2006). The Agent, Niccolo, just started working
for Adriano, Marina’s distributor in Florence. Niccolo
will be responsible for the Pisa region and therefore
was invited to this lunch. Adriano wants to celebrate
10 years of collaboration with Marina by organising some
festivities in Livorno or Pisa.
During dinner
Marina tells about the importance of today’s lunch. Many
because this lunch was an opportunity for Marina to show
the distributors that she is still full of energy after
10 years of collaboration at the age of 61.
Besides, Marina has told Adriano that the wholesale price
will increase from 7,10 EUR to 8,10 EUR. Because of
this reason the lunch had an additional dimension of
importance for the vineyard. Through enjoying amazing
food and tasting the wine Marina was able to convince/
conquer the distributors that her wine’s are worthy in
both quality and price? Satellite images of Mulini’s
transition from conventional to biodynamic. Marina tells
that she deliberately organises these lunch meetings
together with wwoofers in order to show the distributors
the way she works. “Together is the slogan of wwoofing”.
Afterwards Marina tells that this year, having wwoofers
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now. Syrah is super fragile/easy to break so normally
Marina solely works in the Syrah. Row 51 (Syrah) had
some disease (phylloxera) in the middle part. First we
(wwoofers) were not allowed to work in the Syrah because
they are fragile. Now due to lack of time (?) Marina
allows us to work there. Compromise (in quality) due
to imperfect conditions (e.g. ‘deadline’ with nature)?
We are allowed to stop the working activities earlier
in order to prepare the table for the lunch with the
distributor(s) and agents. And although the time schedule
for finishing the folding activity is tide, Marina is
seemingly relax. Italian culture (e.g. extensive lunch/
dinner, Siësta) in trade-off with a tide schedule.

appendix 1

and ‘the boys’ working on the same activities together
is the first time in 3 years (boys are working at Mulini
since 3 years). “Before the boys did not want to work
together with wwoofers, but I told them they need to
work together with wwoofers”. As final story she tells
a personal story about her family house in Firenze. Her
daughter called one day, crying on the phone, that the
cellar in their family house in Firenze caught water.
Marina is/was always at vineyard and her daughter told
her that she had the feeling that Marina abandoned her
and the rest of the family. From that moment onward,
also being a former architect, Marina took on this extra
project and to take care of the family. Extra stress?
Extra costs? Does this influence the management on the
vineyard?
Janine’s notes about the lunch.
Marina is presenting herself full of energy. She explains
to the distributors that the high quality comes from the
quality of the vines. She believes the vines communicate
(also the reason why she leaves some of the mold). The
distributors let her speak and say ok, but by the looks
of it they do not completely understand the story told by
Marina and quickly change the conversation to the taste
of the wines.
12
07
19

09:01
Together with Marina and Emilio, I am going to a workshop
in Pisa about sustainable viticulture. We are late so
Emilio is driving 150 km/h while Marina is making some
phone calls in order to fix some logistical problems.
9:36
After the workshop was introduced (at 9:00 am) all
participants were split up in different groups. Each groups
represents a different part (sub-topics) of the vineyard;
cantina/marketing; vineyard; diseases. Also here Marina
is eager/dominant in participating and also knows a lot
of people. Within each sub-group the representatives of
the farms write down 3 central points which are relevant
for their farm. These central point (i.e. objectives) are
divided in opportunities and problems.
I missed the first round (i.e. cantina/marketing) because
I was not sure if I was able to enter the room. But
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in the second round Marina writes down as problems:
“ottimizzazione sistemi distribro fitofarmaci” and
“ricerca e legata a industria fitofarmaci”. Meaning she
is not satisfied with how pesticides are distributed and
how research nowadays is often linked to the pesticide
industry. As objective she wrote down that she wants
to bypass these diseases and above mentioned problems
by using resistant vines. In the third round (i.e.
vineyards) she wrote down (on a sticky note) that Mulini
di Segelari would benefit from a research which analyses
the nutrients in the ground in search for an equilibrium.
11:11
Marina takes a lot of notes during the presentations,
especially during the presentation by Riccardo Velasso
about resistant vines Marina is alert and participating
intensively.
13
07
19

Fieldnotes

07:32
During the weekend I did some interesting observations:

Fieldnotes

9:40
On Saturday’s Alin often come to help at the vineyard.
This Saturday a large container with gravel arrived
at the vineyard. Together with the boys and under the
supervision of Marina, Alin helped spreading out the
(white-coloured) gravel on the entranceway in order to
fill up potholes and smoothen the road. Supervision is
clearly hierarchical, whereas Alin gives orders to the
boys when Marina is not there. While Marina is there she
discusses with Alin and gives direct orders to the boys.
15
07
19

Friday evening (12/07) Marina becomes super angry
after I told her that we (Janine, Emely and me) drank
a “biodynamic” wine (Campo al Coccio) from Bolgheri at
Bolgheri Green without the Demeter certificate. Marina
explains that this pisses her off because she invested a
lot of energy in order to become biodynamic, while others
(i.e. Bolgheri Green) just tells that Campo al Coccio is
biodynamic while it is not officially certified.
Friday evening (12/07) During dinner we discuss a planning
for a drone/satellite based map which can detect the
quality and quantity of the vines.
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8:00
During breakfast we discuss today’s work. Due to heavy
rains and the power was cut that resulted from these
rains, today’s schedule is slightly different. First of
all because we cannot work in the field when it is wet.
Second, because without electricity we cannot work in
the winery either. Marina explains about the absurdity
of today’s world that everything is dependent/reliant on
internet. “Without internet, you cannot do anything”.
Therefore, Marina wants to become independent from the
grid by using solar panels and batteries. Besides,
Marina submitted a plan at different institutions (e.g.
agrarian, local etc.) for the development of the vineyard.
Marina tells: “I want to be independent, but still being
connected to the grid in case I have system failure”.
Marina is always full of ideas and innovations. As a
result she even invested in the expansion of the vineyard,
because apparently 2,3 ha was not enough accordingly.
Furthermore, she has plans to build two new houses. One
for wwoofers and another which will be made by all natural
ingredients and functions as an underground winery next
to the current house.
22:35
Due to today’s rain the work was changed. In the morning
Janine and me started to formulate a list of all the
insects at Mulini di Segalari. Today’s catch, 48 insects
in 3 different languages (Latin, Italian and English)
all written down in an Excel document and some include
pictures. Halfway through Guido starts helping us.
Together we start looking for insects in the fields. Just
before noon we (Janine and me) are about to start in the
Cabernet to work there till 2:00 pm. Because of the wet,
it is more difficult to work. The vines are more fragile.
During dinner, Guido starts again about the map that we
are trying to make. Guido (more scientific) argues with
Marina (more intuitive). I had the feeling that I need
to function as a mediator in these kind of situations.
Result of discussion: field results are already there.
The only thing you need to do is finding a method/index
which resembles real life in the best way.
15:08
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During dinner
Marina tells us, as a result of a leakage of the quad’s
sprinklers, that she had a check from a (biodynamic?)
certification agency on the way she makes the treatment.
According to the last check-up Mulini di Segalari met all
the requirements perfectly. However, Marina is somewhat
frustrated by the fact that organic certification does
not include these aspects in their check-ups. According to
Marina everyone should follow her example of production.
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Today we worked in the Cabernet Sauvignon between 07:30
am and 12:45 pm. After this Marina called us back from
the field in order to work in the winery for about the
last 30 minutes. During the morning Marina joined us (the
wwoofers) to explain the work (folding the vines) to Ben
& Julia, two new wwoofers from the USA. When Emely was
there, Marina let us (Janine and me) do the explanation
without joining us in the field. During the explanation
Marina tells Ben & Julia that smaller branches are less
relevant/have less priority: “do not spend too much time
on small branches because sometimes they do not stay”
Vines are more wet and therefore more fragile, especially
the Syrah is extremely fragile and difficult to fold
(i.e. bring in shape). During Lunch Marina tells us that
she received a voice message from Alin. He needs to bring
his daughter to the hospital. Marina is seemingly worried
about the entire situation. Not only because Alin will
not be able to do today’s treatment, but also because
Alin is like a son to her (working at the vineyard since
the beginning). Besides, the treatment is already late
(every 7 days treatment) due to yesterday’s (Monday)
rain. Marina bought a quad several days ago for this
purpose. Alin is the only person who can operate the
tractor for treatment purposes (i.e. has the skill and
knowledge) Marina can drive the tractor, but making
the treatment is a somewhat more difficult. The quad is
equipped with a tank and sprinkles to spray the treatment
on the vines. Therefore, Marina and Guido would like to
test the quad as a replacement for the treatment with
the tractor. Compromise due to imperfect socio-technical
conditions? Guido stays at the house, while first he was
planning to join the wwoofers to the beach. Not sure
whether Guido stays back home to help Marina with the
quad or because he had some unfinished work.
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23:00
Today I felt a substitute stress from Marina. This
morning we continued in the Cabernet Sauvignon till 10:00
am. After a short break, we continued in the winery in
order to refill the shelves of the tasting. As a result
of the many tastings these past few days, most of the
shelves were empty. Afterwards we started with the order
(i.e. 60 bottles of Bolgheri Rosso) from the distributor.
Although the distributor originally asked 480 bottles,
Marina is not able to deliver more than 60 bottles at the
moment due to the frequent visits/tastings of the last
week. Besides, this batch is almost finished. Therefore,
Marina can only supply 60 bottles. Marina works, together
with Guido, on the quad in order to fix the sprinkler
problem. However, something needs to be changed to avoid
any leakage. The boys were conducting a different task
today, namely weeding. Both Chefki and Erdkan are working
separately with bush cutters on different parts of the
vineyard in order to weed the borders of the vineyard.
Chefki is weeding the (natural) border alongside the
stream, while Erdkan is working on the bush side border.
In retrospect; already as preparation for the electric
circuit?

Fieldnotes
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Fieldnotes

9:00
The first day since where back since the wedding in the
Netherlands. Janine and me are both still recovering from
the wedding. Chefki just delivered some black rubber

Fieldnotes

11:01
After a longer break, together with Ben & Julia we had
some fruits while watching the slideshow in the tasting,
we switched from activity. Before the break we were
working in the Cabernet Sauvignon ‘folding the vines’
till row 27. After the break we started in the Pugnitello,
a young field of an ancient vine species from Italy),
between the terrace and the Vermentino. According to Ben,
Marina told him that we need to do this work so the boys
can continue the weeding here. Probably as a result of
yesterday’s work, they were not able to weed this part
without damaging the vines.
22
07
19
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Yet, if everyone produces in the same way Mulini di
Segalari becomes less unique?

7:13
Marina asks me how my research is coming about. After
discussing this same topic with Janine the last couple of
days, I noticed I want too much. As a result I hardly have
any time to properly work on my thesis (e.g. interviews,
digitalising etc.). After telling this to Marina, she
suggests to split the day in several hours. For instance,
3 hours working together with the other wwoofers and
another 3 hours on my thesis. Subsequently, I tell her
that I would like to interview Emilio and ‘the boys’.
Marina’s looks somewhat difficult and answers that she
will be able to help me. A reaction as result of language
barrier between me and the interviewees? Personally I
believe, its better to interview them without Marina’s
presence. According to Marina it would be better to focus
on my thesis instead of the work at the vineyard, because
the work at the vineyard will become less intensive
towards August: “still one entire month to prepare for
the harvest”. Therefore, Marina advises me only (not
Janine and Nate) to partake in different activities.
For instance, visiting other vineyards to compare them
with Mulini di Segalari. Marina finds it very important
to point out the difference between Mulini di Segalari
and other vineyards. As a result, Marina tells the story
about the strength of vines in biodynamic viticulture
and especially her vines. According to Marina: “do
not imprison the vines in (agricultural) structures”.
Meaning, the use of chemicals. Answering on my interests
for Marina network, Marina tells me that 1st and 2nd of
August the vineyard will receive a check-up from the
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thingies to the field of Viognier which we will use
to attach the vines at the bottom. Chefki explains the
work to Janine and continues with whatever he was doing.
Janine, in turn, repeats/shows the instructions given
to the rest of the group (Nate and me). Viognier has,
probably because of its location (i.e. close to river),
heavy undergrowth (i.e. weeds). Walking through these
rows almost feels like walking through a forest where
vines and weeds simultaneously in equal conditions. In
this field new and old vines alternate in random sequence.
New vines are planted after the old vines were, according
to Marina, destroyed by either hunters or wild boars.
Planting as a result of destruction.
Fieldnotes

8:02
“If I could change one thing, it would be to work together
with other people. Now I work alone” – Marina? Project
with Guido is interesting for both me and Guido to sell
and bring to the market. Starting in the wine region of
Bolgheri (“lots of money there”) and afterwards connecting
the project to different regions and fields. Project not
yet connected to the University of Pisa (UniPI). Marina
will send prof. Brunori an email to ask for the contact
details of prof. at UniPI specialised at GIS projects in
viticulture. This prof. also participated in the workshop
at the UniPI. Marina is eager to think along. Besides,
Marina wants to invite prof. Cavalieri to the vineyard,
after meeting him somewhere, to initiate a research
project together with the UniPI on natural yeast. Prof.
Cavalieri is specialised in studying natural yeasts.
8:29
Marina explains the new activities of the day. Afterwards
she tells me that I can also work on my thesis, but
emphasises the importance of understanding the work. At
Mulini di Segalari they need to fold the vines (5x) and
cut the offshoots (3x), while in organic and conventional
they often use a machine to cut everything at once. “Do you
realise how much extra time we need to arrange everything
in this way? Imagine doing all these activities with
payed work forces, that would cost a lot. Thus, I need
the wwoofers”. According to Marina, the wwoofers work for
about 600 EURs per month. In comparison with living costs
(e.g. food, electricity etc.), working with wwoofers on a
voluntary basis is therefore cheaper. Trade-off because
of imperfect socio-technical conditions? In addition,
Marina had a lot of (extra) different activities in
order to protect the grapes against wild animals. In
conventional viticulture these problems are less prominent
because animals do not feed on these grapes. “Half of
September is most convenient to return for the harvest,
because then you will be able to see everything (e.g.
fermentation process, wine tasting etc.). Contacting
Stefano Mancuso.
9:36
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organic and biodynamic certification agency.
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9:58
Marina told us (Janine and me) that it was fine if we
would want to extend our stay at Mulini di Segalari.
Normally the month August is designated for family and
no wwoofers. First of all because August is often less
busy in terms of work (i.e. pre-harvest finishing touch)
and therefore wwoofers are less needed. Second, because
August is less busy Marina decided this month to spend
some time with family and friends. Probably to ‘reset’
and relax before the harvest? Family is very important
in Italy as well as at Mulini di Segalari. According
to Janine the Boys cannot work with heavy machinery/
tools (e.g. bush cutters, chainsaws etc.) while Marina
is not there. Is this set by law or decided by Mulini di
Segalari? Rules and regulation.

Fieldnotes
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10:35
Marina is mowing the weeds in the Sangiovese on a rideone lawn mower. As preparation for the harvest already?
I am working, together with Guido, on our drone project.
Today we are trying to spot red objects through the
use of drone imagery. Janine and Nate (only wwoofers)
are working in the last couple of rows of the Cabernet
Sauvignon (till row 30), because the first couple of rows
(row 1 till 30) only received the treatment yesterday.
Alin did the treatment yesterday, yet was not able to
finish the entire treatment. Starting from Sangiovese,
he was able to treat the Vermentino/Viognier up to the
lower part of the Cabernet Sauvignon (i.e. row 1-30).
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Folding/closing the vines 2.0; controlling the rows and
identifying offshoots. Once found it was our task to
keep them without the iron framing (i.e. farming system)
to avoid that they will get damaged by the tractor. The
offshoots at the bottom of the vines are skipped and
later removed by the boys, because they cost the plant
a lot of energy. Energy at the expense of the grapes.
Therefore it is more important take them of before as
fast as possible. In my opinion, Marina is already quite
late with this task. Because of time pressure or lack of
work forces? Marina told this morning that, despite the
folding (5x), the vines continue to grow in July. “Plants
have loads of energy and seemingly more and more by the
year”.

appendix 1

12:03
Marina was forced to stop the mowing activity because the
ride-on lawn mower was not functioning anymore. According
to Marina this is the second time in a short period of
time that the ride-one lawn mower dysfunctional. The
problem occurred underneath the mower where the blades
are located. According to Marina a particular piece (i.e.
ring) was missing and therefore not working properly
anymore. However, the Sangiovese is nearly done, aside
of the first row next to the olive trees.
26
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8:49
The boys are down, close to the main road, logging acacia
trees together with their father. This field is the
property of an acquaintance of Marina living down the
road. According to Marina removing the trees was mutual
beneficial, because the acquaintance needed them removed
and Marina can use them for posts in the new field. Marina
joined them in the field for supervision and transport,
because the pick-up truck is used to load and transport
the acacias back to the vineyard. Nate is working on his
own in the Cabernet Sauvignon to finish the rows in the
lower part (row 1-30). Marina tells us that we (Janine and
me) are free to go with Petra and Rosil (Bram still needed
to do some work on his computer) and join/guide them on
a tour through the vineyard. Marina is seemingly relax
with us not working today, might be the family importance
again? While on the other hand, she is planning to ask
Nate, who is already working in the field all morning, to
conduct some heavier work (i.e. carrying posts to terrace
5). Sufficient use of resources? Nate is a tall, strong
fellow from Sweden. Does Nate need to overcompensate for
us working less? Marina is playing a ‘role’/ using an act
to ‘conquer’ her visitors during tastings. Laughing a lot
and showing them a lot of energy and passion. In other
words, giving them a good time at Mulini di Segalari.
Seemingly she still had this role during dinner when
Petra, Rosil and Bram were there. Does this cost a lot
of energy? Marina worked 13 hours today and therefore is
completely exhausted. This morning she woke up at 6:00
am to assist and supervise the boys and their father
in the new field. Bram, Robbert and Guido are testing
the automatic drone flight together. Everyone is very

Fieldnotes

8:45
The Boys are finished with cutting the acacia branches
‘down’ at the main road and started working on the
terrace today. I explained to Nate the work done by the
boys; cutting acacia trees/branches of the right size,
bringing them back to Mulini di Segalari with the pick-up
truck, making pointy ends with chainsaw etc. At Mulini di
Segalari it is often the case that ‘old’ wwoofers (i.e.
more experienced wwoofers) explain how things are done to
the ‘new’ wwoofers (i.e. more inexperienced wwoofers).
Transition of knowledge and rules. Due to the current
weather conditions Marina told us that we will start
working on the terrace on Monday. Because of the rains
most of the field are wet and therefore it is better to
work on the terrace. Planning in accordance with the
weather. Dependent on weather? Wwoofers are working in
the winery today in order to fill the shelves again. Since
several days Mulini di Segalari got a new technical tool,
namely a night vision camera. And since we (mainly Guido
and me) started using the camera we recorded several
wild animals (e.g. badger, porcupine, wild boar etc.).
However, the badger seems to return on a nightly basis and
according to Marina the badger is causing lots of damage.
Marina thinks/knows (i.e. intuition) that the badger
is eating the grapes as well. But what to do against
the badger? The protection nets are only established in
late August. Marina is extremely proud that Osteria del
Tasso, restaurant of Guado al Tasso, ordered 12 bottles
of Superiore. Guado al Tasso is the biggest vineyard
in the Bolgheri region and is part of Antinori, one of
the biggest wine companies in Italy, whose innovations
played a large part in the “Super-Tuscan” revolution
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enthusiastic about how the automatic flight is working.
Good vibe in the group. Nate and Janine finished the
work (i.e. folding the vines) in the Cabernet Sauvignon
around noon. Marina pays the father of the boys in cash
after they finished the activities. And although the
positive results of the automatic drone flight, project
Buzzard (i.e. analysing the drone images) is not working
properly in the afternoon. The images are crooked after
post processing them, even though they are georeferenced
properly. Yet, the (plastic) red plates used as on ground
reference are visible on the images and in the program.
Fieldnotes
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22:36
Today it is Sunday, a day of rest according to the catholic
church and likewise at the vineyard. Due to another power
cut caused by the heavy rainfall this Sunday feels even
more like a classic day of rest. With no internet and
limited power this day turned into a day of reading
books and drinking tea. Marina, together with Emilio and
Guido, asked whether we could be her personal assistant
by answering the phone when somebody calls. In their
absence I received two phone calls which I had to answer
in Italian, which is not perfect. However, I managed to
tell them that Marina, the owner, is not present at the
moment and kindly asked them to give their number so that
Marina can call them back. When Marina came back, after
an hour, she immediately called them after I informed her
about the telephone conversations I had. Consequently,
Marina planned a tasting with a man called Claus at half
past two, as a result of Claus’ demands to come as fast
as possible. However, this conflicts with our lunch time
and Emilio and Guido are both (unpleasant) surprised
by the fact that Marina planned this tasting during
lunch. I believe that they (Marina, Emilio and Guido)
had a conversation about this while doing groceries. And
apparently they agreed upon something that eventually
got neglected immediately by Marina? Trade-off between
family and tastings (i.e. money)? During lunch time Emilio
tells us, as a result of my observations and subsequently
my question, that other vineyards along the via del
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of the 1970s. Antinori, a big player in Italian wines
industry, recognises a small vineyard, like Mulini di
Segalari, for their high quality wine. Contradiction
with the fact that Marina sometimes despises the way
these ‘bigger’ vineyard work in relation to nature? This
afternoon Marina had a visit. A young Italian couple
with a child. During the tasting Marina mainly focusses
on the man, because he is the only one who is tasting.
Marina explains to the man how the wine is made, which
grapes are used and how they came up with this blend,
how many bottles Mulini di Segalari produces on a yearly
basis. Furthermore Marina explains the workforces in
this vineyard and how Mulini di Segalari is organised.
Besides, Marina tells extremely proud about the work that
Guido and me are conducting at this moment.
Fieldnotes

7:47
Day 4 without any internet. According to the power
company it will get fixed today. In the meantime Marina
tells a story that last year the vineyard had two major
power cuts (i.e. no internet). One time they had two
weeks no internet and another time for more than 7 days
without internet. The problem however is the rules and
regulations in Italy. According to the Italian law you
do not need to fulfil your payment with your providers if
you get two (or more) power cuts per month. However, more
impact has to rule/regulation that another provider can
take over the client at this point. According to Marina,
these rules and regulations are causing providers to
sabotage one another by blocking each other from proper
internet provision. Besides, Marina tells that having
no internet brings along complications and especially
nowadays (i.e. digital age) makes you ‘handicapped’. For
instance, unable to send invoice nor to answer emails.
Therefore, she went to down to the beach yesterday to
use the WIFI and answer some emails with priority. Also,
Marina tells us that she is annoyed by the fact that small
municipalities (i.e. majors), like Castagnetto Carducci,
do not interfere in these issues around provision of
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Bolgherese – vines are looking less healthy – the vines
are rooted superficially and therefore are dependent on
fertilisers. These vines are more dependent on rainfall
and more vulnerable during dry periods, especially in
comparison with the vines at Mulini di Segalari which are
deeply rooted and independent (i.e. collect water from
stream during dry periods). Jokingly I tell Emilio that
it would only be positive in terms of competition if there
would be a period of drought. Not only financially, but
also to show other produces in the region that biodynamic
production methods are favourable in these conditions.
Both (Emilio and Guido) seem to agree with this. Marina,
Emilio and Guido are not present during dinner because
they decided to have dinner at Osteria del Tasso. It is
the first time they will be having dinner there, but
because they had to deliver 12 bottles of superiore (see
previous notes) anyway, they decided to combine this with
an evening out. Probably having dinner there will have
(positive) influence on their business relationship. Is
this the reason why they went there?
Fieldnotes

8:16
We are missing 32 more Acacia posts at the 5th terrace
in order to finish it, but Marina decides to leave the
remaining ones down at the terrace to use them for the
‘first’ (i.e. actually row 0) terrace. According to her we
need new Acacia’s anyway, so they will be made somewhere
next week to finish the entire terrace. Chefki is weeding
the first terrace (row 0 - Vermentino) with a bush cutter
while in the meantime hammering the iron pick into the
soft soil. Meanwhile Erdkan is making points again on
the stacked Acacia branches just behind the house. Marina
brought along the wwoofers (Janine, Robbert and Nate) to
the 5th terrace to finish the binding activity.
9:04
Marina invented the y-shaped posts structures on the
terrace by using Acacia branches in a way similar to
how ancient vines were growing in the forest. The first
2/3 years these vines are not getting pruned. The vines
grow along with the tree structures and therefore grow
easier. Consequently, the grapes are at eye height
and more easily to manage/work and more importantly
free (i.e. too high) from wild boars and other wild
animals. These Acacia trees/branches are used as posts
in heavy conditions (e.g. wind, salty soils, rocks etc.),
because they are most time resistant. Interesting how
architectural knowledge and ancient methods are combines
to meet the best results possible. This conversation is
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networks in rural areas. According to her these rural
areas are extremely important, even more so than urban
areas, because the reliance on internet is even higher
‘here’ (i.e. in areas where agriculture is conducted).
“In a city you can easily go to a friend, while here
there is nothing”. Result of Marina living in Firenze
(i.e. having a bigger network there)? Marina is looking
forward to internet through satellite for rural areas.
According to Guido, SpaceX has a side project named
Starlink that will launch 12.000 satellites into the
three orbital shells and will be ready in two years
from now. Another option would be fiber, but this is not
as promising because of the high costs and needs to be
arranged by neighbourhoods votes. Technical advise and
knowledge exchange between Guido and Mulini di Segalari.
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10:56 - Winery
This morning Marina and Alin are together bottling the
new batch of Rosso. In order to make wine Mulini di
Segalari is using 10 grams of Sulphite in 500 litres
of Rosso. Marina says: “when we are moving the wine
it becomes oxidised and therefore we need 2 grams of
Sulphite per hector litre of wine. Which compromises are
made with this decision? Alin cleaned all the pipes, taps
and the pomp with water and Sulphite before using them
to move the wine because of hygienic reasons.After some
bottles Alin asks for a glass and after Marina tapped
some into the glass we try the wine together. The wine
tastes different. According to Marina the wine needs the
bottle in order to change (see video). Marina is working
in front of the machine/tap that fills all the bottles
with wine. The machine has 4 taps next to each other
and is filling the bottles automatically, the only task
Marina has to conduct is to remove the full bottles and
replace them with empty bottles. The full bottles, in
turn, are moved to the table behind Marina (in front of
Alin). In turn, Alin takes the filled bottles and places
them on a machine/tool to manually add the cork to the
bottle. The bottles are placed on a small plateau which
Alin pushes down (i.e. spring loaded) in order to get the
bottles neck into a small opening. Alin places the cork
into the opening (top side), followed by a small iron
‘thingy’ on top of the cork. Afterwards he pushes down a
handle, which hits a pin onto the small iron ‘thingy’,
to get a leverage effect and push down the cork into
the bottle. The iron ‘thingy’ is used in order to avoid
damage to the cork. The bottles are thermo pack bottles.
These bottles are more expensive (couple of cents more
per bottle) than normal bottles, but because of lacking
in space Mulini di Segalari is obligated to buy these
thermo pack bottles. Normal bottles on the other hand
are not possible to store outside the winery because of
hygienic reasons.
11:26
Marina fills the bottles till 7mm above the bottle neck.
The tap automatically stops when the bottles are almost
full. Manually the pomp is swift on/off every minute.
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also recorded (on Janine’s Iphone).
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Transfer of knowledge on how to harvest is a complex
process. In the first place it is open for interpretation.
Marina explains how it is done, but because this transfer
of knowledge - her knowledge - is mainly about harvesting
techniques, and most of the wwoofers have non to little
experience in harvesting the grapes, everybody struggles.
As a result of selection processes and different situations

Fieldnotes

Harvest Mulini di Segalari
Marina shows a token of appreciation of the work of today.
First day of harvest brings something special to the
ambience in the group. Marina, while opening the Rosso
and Superiore 2014, salutes everyone before drinking
the wine together. Marina tells she has goose bumps on
her arms, probably because she appreciates the work and
company of the wwoofers, who decide while working to
continue to work together with Marina in order to finish
the Manzoni harvest. I have the feeling that Marina is
more confident with managing the wwoofers because the lot
(Janine, Robbert, Adrien and Jack) are already familiar
to the vineyard. More trust in the wwoofers, especially
Janine and me, gives Marina more time to take care of
other tasks (e.g. doing groceries, taking visits etc.).
17
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Apparently the pomp normally should work automatically,
but this function is broken and therefore done in a manual
way. Marina and Alin are talking (mainly Marina) about
the vineyard, yesterday’s wine and the wine (promotion)
market in Sassetta. Alin is trusted with thinking along
on vineyard? 500 litres (of 1000 litre tank) are more or
less equal to 700 bottles of wine. This amount of bottling
takes about 3 hours in total. This is the second batch
of a 1000 litre tank. After the bottles are corked Alin
places them into a (iron) box able to carry 550 bottles.
The bottling activity is a heavy on, especially for the
one placing the corks (in this case Alin). Decrease in
quality due to heavy workload? According to Marina in two
years Mulini di Segalari will acquire a new machine and
possibly also a new winery. This transition will increase
the automation of the vineyard on productional levels.
Manual to automatic. Why only in two years? Production
work by work forces is inevitably loss of quality? For
now, Mulini di Segalari needs to compromise due to lack
of space (i.e. imperfect socia-technical conditions).
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Notes Janine
Marina is seemingly very busy. She has four tastings today
while at the same time the harvest has to be organised
and the groceries (i.e. 10 man-meal course) downtown
are waiting for her, resulting in a stressful appeal.
Chiara, an Italian sommelier in her late twenties or begin
thirties – seemingly in love with Jack (a wwoofer), came
out to help. And although Marina says she takes a lot of
energy because of a continuous demand for answers (i.e.
asking loads of questions), Marina would like Chiara
to assist her during tastings. Alin is present today,
together with Alexandro – the new ‘future’ substitute
for Alin – who will be working at Mulini di Segalari
during the weekends (and evenings?). Alin decided to
stay with Antinori, even after Marina offering him 200,00
EUR more on the monthly payroll. Marina is bummed by the
situation and does not understand his choice. However,
Alin was promised by Antinori to work exclusively in
the winery in a couple of years. Alin’s aspirations and
passion are with this kind of work and therefore he has
chosen Antinori’s offer above Marina’s. In general the
atmosphere is chaotic the last couple of days and Marina
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in terms of grape and vine structure, every situation
(i.e. every bunch on every vine) needs to be analysed
differently. Therefore, work forces (e.g. wwoofers,
boys, Alin and Emilio) developed a different method
to interpret this knowledge given by Marina. Wwoofers
share techniques and interpretations amongst each other
resulting in continuing alterations in knowledge flows.
For example, Grace (wwoofer from the US), just arrived
yesterday and acknowledged that, as a rookie, she did
not immediately got Marina’s explanation. Afterwards she
was informed by another wwoofer, which resulted in a
better understanding of the tasks to be done. Marina
noticed that there was a lot of misunderstanding amongst
the wwoofers during her absence, while taking the dog to
the veterinarian and doing groceries. Did this result in
to much responsibility for the wwoofers? Do they miss
leadership and if so, who developed the new leader? Often
the other wwoofers were looking at me and Janine because
we were staying there longest. Anyway, Marina gave a long
explanation during dinner about the harvest tasks and the
reason why we are doing it.
Fieldnotes
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is a bit snappy towards everyone.
During dinner Marina tells that she invited Alexandro
to help during the harvest in order to make Alin a bit
jealous. Marina strongly hopes that Alin will rethink his
decision and eventually come work for Mulini di Segalari.
According to Guido Marina is already hoping for more than
2 years Alin will start working full-time for Mulini
di Segalari. Guido said that Marina already could have
introduced so many new people to the job, but continued
to stick with Alin. Innovative in terms of ideas, but
tenacious and persevere in terms of who to trust? Today’s
visitors, two Russians who were referred by Mulini di
Segalari’s distributors from Arezzo, only bought two
bottles of wine. Marina, due to lack of time during the
harvest, is quite frustrated by the fact that Mulini di
Segalari’s distributors are sending people during the
harvest and not buying too much wine: “they wasted my
time during the harvest”. Of course Marina is the one who
accepted their visit in the first place. Blaming others
for her decision? Something Jack referred to before.
30
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Vermentino North is harvested first today. Apparently the
grapes with mold are still tasty and therefore are left
on the bunches instead of being separated. Afterwards the
Merlot Superiore is being harvested. Today was a long and
intense day at the vineyard. Most of the wwoofers worked
about 10 hours today, from 9:00 till 19:00, which is most
than the standard at Mulini di Segalari. Normally wwoofers

Fieldnotes

Today, Imke and me (Janine) are having a day off and
decided to leave the farm. Once back during dinner,
Marina and Emilio are discussing together about the
management of labour. Together they are deciding whether
to hire external labour forces for the final stages of
the harvest. Marina rather sticks to the current approach
using merely the normal labour forces (e.g. the boys and
wwoofers). Emilio on the other hand believes these other
external labour forces are needed at this stage of the
harvest in order to avoid grape loss. According to Emilio
the ripening process is going too fast at the moment and
therefore the vineyard is losing more and more grapes
by the day. Division of labour and simultaneously the
provision of labour and dealing with the lack of it.
01
10
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Our final day at Mulini di Segalari and also the final
harvest of the Superiore. This weekend everything – Petit
Verdot, Cabernet Sauvignon and Sangiovese – needs to
be harvest within the next 4 days. Because Imke and me
(Janine) are leaving tomorrow, 4 external payed labour
forces and some family members from Florence might come
help out this weekend in order to finish the harvest.
Marina needs to be in Florence for private matters (i.e.
housing issues) and therefore travelled to Florence. She
will be back tomorrow morning.
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only work 6 hours every day, but due to yesterday’s
dinner conversation the wwoofers collectively decided
to provide more help with today’s harvest. Marina and
Emilio are extremely grateful for this collective effort.
Feeling connected to a place like Mulini di Segalari, may
result in an increased compassion towards this place.
Marina’s excellent care for her wwoofers pays off in a
moment of need?
Fieldnotes
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Visiting the farm for the first time
Years in which I was more determined to make natural
agriculture. Natural agriculture means, organic and
biodynamic and also my agriculture. The interpretation
of myself and my experience. I found that the life of
the vines is every year more easy because they become
stronger. First they are waked up, because they are not
waiting me for the fertiliser, so they are working and
finding the resources so they are active. This activity
of the vines also moves a system to defence themselves
against insects or mold. Also from the cold or the dry
period in the spring when they are growing. Therefore,
the strange climate is not so dangerous if they are grown
in a natural way.
Growing in a natural way they are able to accept every
kind of climatic problem because the vines become smart.
My vineyard is auto-responsible, I try to make them able
to defence by themselves. And growing them in organic and
biodynamic ways, vineyards ability to defence themselves
increases. For instance, year to year I see the grapes on
the bunches located further from each other and therefore
they can dry more easily. When they are too ‘close’ the
grapes are more vulnerable for mold inside. In this case
they are free and can grow without problems. The grapes
are adapting to a new climate and new way. I think they
feel that if I spray chemical products – they go inside,
in the lymphatic system – so they know that there are no
more problems because there are chemical products to safe
them. In my way they do not know this, because nobody is
using chemicals and so they are more active.
Another very important change in my vineyard is the
thickness of the skins. Year by year I find them more
thick, meaning the size of the skins is more thick. As
a result the grapes can grow bigger without breaking the
skin. When they are fertilised, they grow a lot but do
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Everything is starting from the vine. This thing with
the skins, that they are more thicker is very important
for the quality. Because the skins are containing the
colour of the wine, the flavour of the wine. A lot of
quality. If the skins are 1% higher, more quantity of
skins gives more quality of wine. I am not a scientist,
but I appreciate not only the thickness of the vines but
also that they are able to defend the berry. Increase
the berry without breaking but also they release more ……
Another thing when you fertilise the vineyards, you
produce a lot of grapes and you need to cut some of them.
If you cut in the first moment there are some problems
in nature that can destroy your fruits before they are
ripe. So you need to leave them and cut them when they
are already violet. This is a mistake, because this is
not sustainability because the vines has already used
the resources for it. So the problem is the equilibrium,
do not fertilise too much to cut and to lose energy.
The problem is to finalise low quantity of energy and
trying to reach an equilibrium/rhythm between vines are
resources, this is the best. Because in that way they
begin to produce only what they know and bring this to
the ripe. Intelligent vines? Vines as a real living
organism.
I like to make them live in harmony with nature. Year by
year they understand how many resources they find in the
soil and then they begin to produce the number of grapes
that matches with the number of resources present in
this land. This is going towards an equilibrium and high
sustainability, because you use only what you have and
not more. And you can see – it’s ten year that I do not
fertilise – how much energy they have. Why? It’s because
they do not only uptake resources from nearby, but their
system of roots is big and they are exploring what is
underground. They take what they like. And of course we
are in a valley, probably if we were on a hill it would
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not take care of what they can do to become stronger. For
instance, when there is a rain in July they absorb the
water and when the skin is not thick enough they break
on the berry and the mold is coming. And so you have
bunches that are rotten in two/three days and therefore
not usable for the wine.

I think we must be more open and understand everything
(i.e. less anthropocentric). Some of them are more smart
and understand everything, I do not know exactly the
elements of the roots but this is a sign, a way to
communicate like a message, and the others understand
there is a problem (e.g. insect that is eating the
leaves), so they begin to produce a hormone, something
smelling bad for the insects resulting in the insect
not going. So, reaction. But this kind of reaction is
coming in the vineyard only if it is organic, not if it
is conventional agriculture because in the conventional
agriculture everything is sleeping and waiting the man
(i.e. human interference). And although they live without
problems, they only live 25 years because they are forced
to work a lot and produce a lot and then they are cut.
For instance, we do not cut the vines. While some vines
can grow as old as 500 years. Naturally the vines produce
the best grapes when they are 20-30 years old, like a
man, and then becoming older they produce lower quantity
but higher quality. We like to have them living longer
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have been more difficult. We have plenty of water and for
them it is easy to drink. But if there is no water, in
conventional viticulture the system of roots is only on
the surface (first 30 centimetres) - because you take of
the grass and you do not need to go down. Everything is
in report of what they find, and if there is grass they
need to go under. But I am sure, because year by year
I see them full of energy so they are much bigger than
what I see. They are deep, I think 5/6 metres. I read
something that they found vines that grew 6-10 metres.
Do you know Stefano Mancuso? You must know him. He was
one of the 17 men last year that was able to change
our lives, because he is studying the plants. He is
saying they are more evolved and mobile than we humans
are thinking of them. So they need to evolve because
they are covering 99% of our world, so you can imagine
how smart they are. They can speak together. In the
vineyards there is a little society there is some of them
smartest, more sensitive and they can communicate with
the others and I read it in this book. Marina referring
to Stefano Mancuso’s research on the plant intelligence
and communication. The vineyard as social space for both
plants and humans?
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than our life, because I do not believe it is good that
you take of a vineyard after 25-30 years and put a new
to have a new for production. I prefer to treat well
what I have planted to see if they can life after me and
then someone after me will decide. Naturally they will
become older easier and faster if they are bad treated,
for example with chemical products.
The chemical products is not natural and so if you
spread on your skin something chemical you can have some
reaction. So, you must imagine to be a vine and spread
on it and feel to be spread with chemical products they
do not like at all. And then the birds do not like it,
because they are not eating the grapes and then they do
not need to put the nets. The bird are also coming here,
but here they can eat better. Then in the conventional
viticulture they cut on the side because they need to cut
on the side and over to go with the tractor to spread and
this is the finality and so they, the vines, are obliged
to produce more branches. But you imagine that a vine,
when it is cut, has about 15-16 cuts over the head and
15x15 cuts on each side, 40 point in which the branches
are cut and then the plant losing liquid. You can imagine
the stress, if I cut your finger or something that can
lose blood you need to cicatrise immediately if not you
are losing too much liquid. And then this is in May, June,
July, in a period where there is a lot of evaporation and
losing liquid is a problem. Losing energy and stress that
is causing a negative emotion to the vines. I know they
do not have emotions, but I believe they have something
similar to emotion and he (prof. Mancuso) is studying
it. I read it, Mancuso, because I want to work with
vines respecting their life and sensibility also. And
only working at this level you can understand want is
happening making natural agriculture.
Growing bigger
�	
Conversation starts after Marina is working on the
computer and the WIFI drops dead.
�	
Marina tells me that nowadays she has two software
programmes to work with for the production of wine. If
the WI-FI is not working that means she cannot do her
work.
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�	One programme (no name yet) is an administrative one to
online do you administrative work. The other programme
(no name yet) is a software programme used for/by the
Italian authorities to control how many bottles of wine
are in stock. That means that Marina needs to online
list all her sales.
�	
According to Marina this takes up many of her time
(observation: she said it on a complaining note), while
she told me that there is so much other important work
to do. Especially for smaller vineyards (like Mulini)
this take a lot of time.
�	
This leads to the next topic that Marina wants to
point out. Namely that she does not have enough time
“sometimes I need 14hours per day” to make all the work
on the farm. Therefore, her interest is in growing
as a farm step by step (no large steps) to become
bigger (min. 5 ha). According to Marina, in mediumsized vineyards the ‘work-revenue’ ratio is higher.
So, she will have the money to hire someone to do some
managerial work on the farm so she has more time for
other tasks (e.g. administration, tastings etc.). She
offered Alin to work full-time at Mulini, but he is not
sure yet.
27
06
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Growing towards organic
Marina We go on organic, I do not want to you any
chemical product. So, if you do not like you go away, I
find another partner. You sell your part and naturally
we go different ways. Marina is talking about the steps
she had to take to convince Emilio to shift towards
organic. Emilio’s response according to Marina: “how can
we do this? We had the debt with the bank. We cannot
use the organic agriculture because we lose half of the
grapes, because we are in a valley with a river. He was
completely negative, because his university was 40 year
ago so you can understand that the approach was completely
scientific and chemicals were the solution to anything.
And so naturally he was not ready to understand. So I
said, do not worry we will do it step by step. So I began
to stop using chemical products and chemical fertilising
and started using organic fertilising and coper and
sulphur. They are chemical but the origin is mineral so
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Robbert Did you take some soil samples?
Marina Yes, every three years we make it to see if the
organic substance is increasing. From the beginning. I
can give you. I would like to study a bit if the changing
from organic agriculture can increase the organic
substance naturally. But it is important also to know,
having the live of the vineyards, if the soil is poorer
than the year before. To see all the elements (e.g.
carbonium or nitrogen). If you want one day, when it too
warm and the work is done (which is rare), we can take
the analysis of the soil that we are obliged to do for
the contribution for the organic until last. Since last
year the European community has stopped the contribute
to organic agriculture, I do not know why but it is a
mistake. They said that it is impossible to obtain the
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it is different and then they are not going inside the
vines, meaning they are not systemic. Normal chemicals
go inside the wine and therefore you will find residue
of these chemicals also in the wine. So I began in 20062008 with the Sovescio, green manure. Beginning to not
fertilise anymore, neither with organic fertiliser they
began to be active. They (the vines) began to chose what
they eat, they go deep with the roots. A new life at the
vineyard and naturally all the animals came back. And
now every year the biodiversity is increasing, not only
because of the vines but also because I planted a lot of
herbs in the vineyards so that the insects can find the
house and the nutrients they need. My husband was curious
but not too much and always thinking that the vineyard
needed to go back to the treatment with chemicals. And
for sure we had some years very difficult, because every
time you make a new work you do not know. I studied a
bit and a took a course and I read a lot, but it is the
experience that can help you to find the right way.
Simon the wine forum, the man who visited the vineyard
yesterday, is a geologist from the UK living in the US
and was very interested in what was underneath the vines.
Marina told him that they can make a joint venture, why
do you not come I am opening my vineyard to you. So he
could also understand that I cannot spend money to hire
a proper research institute, but I would like to study a
bit more step by step.
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contribution anymore. Generally when we finish a bottle
in this house we first ask if someone wants a bit. Sorry,
because this is a rule that we share everything and also
the last bit of the bottle. Marina being strict/pointing
out an ‘offense’ of one of her house rules. In a winery
or a Tuscan house wine is like a guest on our table. For
sure the wine is a sense of friendship, it is giving/
joining everyone. We emphasise probably too much, but we
like to be passionate about the wine. The table (tavola)
is done for share, the food, and respect everyone. This
is very important because this is the beginning of a way
to consider the others and to feel with the others, to
live with sympathy (in Latin: sim pathos – with pathos).
Explanation of cultural rules and regulations to foreign
wwoofers. Foreign wwoofers exchange story about their
own cultural habits in relation to food. So, when we
decided to change the first years, 2010 and 2011, were
very difficult. First because without using chemicals
the wild animals (e.g. wild boar and birds) began to
eat our grapes, which they did not do before because we
were using chemicals. The first years, 2007 till 2009,
we could have good harvest. But then 2010, I did not
fertilise anymore in February so the vines were a bit
poor and living with a bit of stress. But there was the
year that we were with the 16 best wines (source: decanter
magazine 2010 – (91/100pts)) with two different wines.
This means that the poor vines, produce good wines. The
vines not rich, produce good wines. The is a book written
by Ruggero Mazzilli about organic viticulture in this
region. I read them often and had some part of them that
are very important. So, one of the problems was to safe
the grapes from animals – not using chemicals. At some
point 30% of the grapes were eaten by animals. And the
second problems was to safe the grapes from the mold,
especially in September there is the Botrytis cinerea –
the mold that can make the grapes completely matured/
rotten from the inside. In the Sangiovese we find this
sometimes when the bunches are full and compact. In the
last ten years the bunches are changing, having the
berries more distant from each other. In other words,
an evolution from our vineyards to resist. So we began
to be more able to defend the grapes against animals.
For instance, with the electric circuit against the wild
boars and the nets are helping again the badgers and
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smaller wild boars, which are able to penetrate the
electric fence. The net is human work and therefore
artificial. Most animals stay away from this artificial
work, except for badgers. Badgers are still able to
destroy the nets and eat the grapes. Every year we are
able to safe more grapes. Some years we some problems
with the Lobesia botrana, the European grapevine moth,
which laid some eggs in the grapes and then the when the
berries are growing the worm is coming out. After the
berries are broken the mold is able to attack the grapes
more easily. Therefore Lobesia botrana is a hard problem.
Professor Luci, professor of entomology at the University
of Pisa, asked me what problems the vineyard faces with
the grapevine moth. Marina answered that they have a lot
of earwigs (insects with pins) and they are predating/
eating the grapevine moth. We made the hormone traps to
count how many insects there are trapped afterwards. If
the amount is above a certain number a treatment needs
to follow. However, we never arrived over the limit and
every year we get less and less grapevine moths. And every
year the harvest is perfect without too many berries with
holes, meaning there are enough predators at the vineyard
to control the population. I saw in the year always
increasing the natural fighting between the species and
a good equilibrium in the in vineyards. Marina talking
about animals with him and she. This might be due to the
Italian language, but in any case this is an interesting
way to approach organisms. Almost biocentric instead
of anthropocentric? The vines cannot produce too much
grapes. The vine have a finality to reproduce and to make
the fruits for the seed. If they are not enough sweet
the bird will not eat the grapes. They know that they
must produce grapes very sweet to be eaten and disperse
the seeds. This is their philosophy, so they are able
to understand that if they do not have enough energy/
find enough resources, they produce a limited number of
grapes. Thus, they have enough energy to ripe those. But
if they have a lot of energy they make a mistake because
they produce a lot of grapes. And then if the season is
not wet but dry, the vines stop growing because when it
is too hot the vines cannot life well. The perfect season
is rain every ten days, so the elements (e.g. minerals)
can be absorbed from the soil.
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Janine you never give water to the vines?
Marina If give water, but not to the old ones only the
young ones get water. Today I begin giving water just to
the Cabernet Franc because the last of them the leaves
were starting to get yellow. This is a sign that they
need more water and therefore I wet them.
Robbert Do you reduce the amount of grapes by removing some
bunches?
Marina No, normally we only reduce the Sangiovese and
sometimes a bit of the Merlot. But this depends on the
season. If the season is not too hot or too dry we can
leave them. And then the risk is always coming with the
grandinata (Hail in Italian). They destroy everything.
Last year in Vinci, near Empoli, they produce a lot of
good wine, they had on one hill a big hail. As a result
all the vineyards were destroyed only leaving branches
without any leaves or grapes on them.
Robbert I think it will be very interesting to conduct a
biodiversity study here.
Marina Why not? When it is too hot, you can spend some
time to work on the insects of Mulini di Segelari. Well,
tomorrow morning I need to work from 6 o’clock with the
boys watering the system in the new field. When you want
you can come to help us. Marina always give a briefing/
heads up for ‘tomorrow’s’ work just before she goes
to bed. Emma tells that she prefers to do a different
activity, namely tying nots at the terrace. Marina tells
her that Emma is free to do whatever she likes. Marina is
showing flexibility in the management of the wwoofers.
Emma suggests to work 4 hours in the morning and 2 hours
in the afternoon, because we still need to do some winery
work. Discussion follows between Marina and wwoofers.
Afterwards we tell Marina we help her with delivering
some bottles to the wine museum in Donoratico, so she can
focus on different tasks.
Growing towards biodynamic
Marina If you are a mother you have the sensibility to
take care of your kids or your puppy, but it is different
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Robbert This knowledge is something you get from
experience, right? It is not that you read it in a book?
Marina It depends, sometimes you read a lot of things
that you do not use immediately. This knowledge is stored
in a part of your memory and you do not know if you
are inventing something new or you are simply applying
something that you read sometime in life. So it is really
difficult to say, but you must do it and go. What I
decided to try after I quit using chemicals, was to make
a game with them. Watering in a special way. In the fields
I began immediately to understand. I am a woman and a
mother and I believe that the sensibility of a woman is a
bit more special. Because I began to imagine and trying
to understand what they need. Things that they do not
find in the soil. Just in the beginning I saw that they
were passive and not working. Just beginning to give less
fertiliser it was better, I began to see that they were
working a bit more. This is the right road to follow.
That was the year, in 2010, that we received a price
with 2 wines in the top 16 (source: decanter magazine
2010). It is nice to understand how little vineyard can
be important. Marina is showing her pride that Mulini di
Segelari, as a small vineyard, can compete with largescale businesses.
Robbert This was the first year you decided not to
fertilise. Why?
Marina Because I was following the advise of a friend
of my husband. He was selling the fertiliser and I was
following his instructions without thinking it through
whether the plants actually need it or not. And then
during the cycle, it was a year in which Alin and me
had to cut so many branches on the Merlot because it was
a jungle. At that time I was still working in Firenze,
as an architect, and did not manage to come back to the
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to take care of a creature that cannot explain itself. I
try to see the shape of the plants, I look to the leaves
if they are up or down and I look to the colour. I know,
for instance when you have a little plant of Basil,
whether it is suffering or not. And so you can begin to
associate some image of the plant to its life.
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vineyard for 2-3 weeks. When I came back it was a jungle
and the vines had so many energy but only in green. This
is also the problem because you need an equilibrium in
the vines because they need to make a lot of leaves but in
the meantime also save some energy and resource to make
grapes. So like a mother I thought, you have eaten too
much. Then you have a full belly and you get problems.
I was making a relation with my experience as a mother,
because when you eat too much you have a lot of power
but cannot work well. Then I was thinking that a lot of
energy was wasted. So I said the way of conventional or
organic system in which you think the vines absorb energy
and you must give back fertilisation is not so efficient.
I want to see if I can give less fertiliser and see what
they do. And they began to survive very well I had to work
less because I had less of a jungle and I could folder
them without cutting. Then also with cutting I saw that
they continued to produce leaves. An example of trial
and error at the vineyard. I read this somewhere and I
started to apply what I read, so it is not immediate
what you apply in your vineyard. Before you need to put
everything in your brain and then elaborate it and find
a way to make an experiment or trial. In agriculture you
can think, make and then you see it. And then I thought
the best concept was to go in equilibrium with everything
around. And so I was looking to the vegetation around,
many big trees were blooming, thinking why are they able
to grow that well without fertiliser. And so I thought,
probably they find their resources because the trees’
roots go deep down, so if I give fertiliser they remain
with the roots superficial. It is like a baby that does
not to leave alone or to go out of the house. Applying a
biocentric thought of mind Marina is started to increase
her sensibility to understand the vineyard. Learning by
mistake while applying prior acquired knowledge. And
also you need to read a little bit about Niccola Giuli, a
professor specialised in biodynamics who has a vineyard
with good wine as well. I read a lot of books between
2007 till 2009 to understand. Reading was a way to gain
knowledge outside of my network. And if you are working
in viticulture and just copy other vineyards which are
working in another way, most of them do not consider the
life of the vines but to the business. But the quality
is for me given from the good life of the vines. I think
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Robbert What is your role in Mulini di Segalari?
Marina I make about everything here. My husband is taking
care of the wine and winery. And I’m taking care of
the vines in the field and I live with them about all
the year, only when they sleep I am free. At Mulini di
Segalari there is a lot of work to do. Not only taking
care of the vines, but also taking care of the olives and
the green manure that I seed after the harvest. There is
to think about how to increase the farm; buy new land,
plant new vineyards. So, the work is a lot. We also have
a new activity to host people to make tastings about
our wines and some other foods. This is some work that
I do myself because people coming here like to speak to
somebody who’s working in the vineyard.

Robbert How does an average day for you look like?
Marina First I have to make a planning about all the
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that a person is gratified in his/her life, they can work
easier and better. I made an experiment also with my
wwoofers. Giving them good food, having a good relation
in the house, good wine, make them appreciate my life
that is what they what to share life. I am a bit special
farmer, not normal farmer. Therefore, the wwoofers will
understand that the life here is very nice when they are
cared for. But it is the same concept with the vines, so
taking care of them to make them life without problems
etc. Also pruning is very important. There are a lot of
things to take care of but the most important one is not
giving too much fertiliser. Because they need to work a
bit to go explore with their system of roots. And the
bigger their root system the more energy they can use. If
you give them fertiliser the first thing they do is not
move because they have the food just near them. And that
is a terrible thing with both vines and children because
they are spoiled and not doing anything and still living
with their mother. In Italy it is even worse, some people
are 40 and still living with la mama and they are not
able to chose a woman. Another reference on how Marina
is treating the vines the same way as treating children
or human-beings.
Semi-structured
Interview
Marina PART 1

Robbert Today you had a tasting. You wake up to prepare
for the tasting, what then?
Marina I went down to organise something important for
the winery to measure some Brix. But of course, first
you need to organise the people that are working for you.
They must know what to do, either the evening before or
the morning itself. This morning I spent 5-minutes to
make you understand what kind of work you’re doing. I
think it’s important if people work together with me that
they understand what to do. However not only manually
also the why questions very important. What is the effect
of the work? So that they can take part personally to the
process of vines. And understand better what they are
doing and following the consequences of their doings.
So that they can control what their doing for instance
and in 10 days that they can notice themselves that an
offshoot is coming off and they can cut it themselves.
So the finality is always take care of the vines in the
best way. Helping them to live well without stress and
without problems using the limited resources that they
have because we not don’t fertilize them at all. Using
them in the best way and finalise the energy. So, this is
the work of this morning because taking of the branches
means finalise the energy for the ripe. In this moment
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activities that I need to do. I know which activities that
I need to do in a week, a month and a year. Naturally I
see what is the plan and then every day and see whether I
respect this day planning or whether I will change it. So
naturally you changed you’re planning because conditions
also tend to change. The day is different every season,
so for instance there is more or less light and more or
less warmth. I can give you an overall planning as there
is no fixed plan per day. The work is done especially
taking care of the vines. What do they need from us? For
instance today we decided to take off the branches from
the bottom because they are taking off energy. This is
the third time we do it this season, which is not normal
and you can see they are rich. It is because it rained
a lot this May and last week as well. This is a work
that must be done in this week. Because the longer the
offshoots will stay the more energy they take from the
vines and therefore intervene the ripening of the grapes.

Robbert How do you define quality? What is for you quality
in a vineyard?
Marina I think that the best quality of grape to make the
wine is a grape without mold or any kind of disease that
can compromise the flavour. Naturally work by hand during
the harvest so we can choose and take off the berries
that are bad. But it is a human activity and humans make
mistakes. The best is to arrive to the harvest with
the perfect conditions. We do that by using natural
products. Also it’s important to order them and not
cut them. Because the fines are growing vertically and
not diagonally. As they go up they start losing the
first leaves in July and August, meaning that the grapes
are already free automatically. Sometimes they do it
automatically while others need a little bit of our help
to take of the leaves that are compromising the breeze
of the wind. Removing the leaves is a very important task
because leave can function as towel or wet towels that
keep the grapes in moisturised conditions and avoid them
to properly dry. This is very important for the quality.
And also the quality is defined by the life of the vines.
If you see a vine which is a little bit poor and yellow,
you know that she’s working with difficulties. If you
see this in July you’re already too late. You need to
see this and noticed this before so you can give her
some extra water or some extra fertilizer. Naturally the
work that you do for quality is an all year process. The
quality is not only defined by the work of a month or
the work of the season/year, however quality is defined
by work over the long term (5 -10 years). For instance
to use a lot of fertilizer in a year then you will have
the illusion that the plants have a lot of energy. But
for me this is not quality because all this energy is
transformed in green and they lose energy for leaves
which they do not need to much. The quality in my field
the vineyard and not the winery is by making a long work
in order to provide them with everything they need. And
then we arrive to the harvest which is the time where
we can verify the quality of the grapes because we can
taste them. And some percentage of the quality is defined
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we’re in the end of July, so in this moment it’s all
about ripening grapes instead of growth of the vines.

Robbert What is for you quality in a good harvest/wine?
Marina For the last 10 years, working like a new year,
beginning to consider the work I have to do every time a
new work. So valuing if it’s good what I have done the
year before. I can say that year by year the quality of the
grapes is increased. Especially from the correct arrest
exist the berries and and the bunch. The berries getting
thicker skin year by year. And because the skin is sticker
it’s also more flexible or elastic which makes it that
the berries can carry more juice and without breaking.
And also the thickness of the skin is good for the wine
because the skin is what gives character and power to the
wine. In terms of flavour and intensity of the wine the
wine receives it from the skin. Therefore it is important
to treat the skins of the grapes best way possible and
also use them in the fermentation. I left the skin of
the Manzoni Bianco for 5 days because I believe the skin
gives something extra to the wine. Another important
phenomenon that has happened on the bunch is over the
past 5 years is that the branch became more widened,
meaning that the grapes are less mashed together on the
bunch. And although the bunches are smaller with less
grapes, the risks of getting bad grapes or bad bunches
is also lower because the wind can dry them. This is an
evolution of the vines happening in my vineyard. The
vines are smart in real life how to go on with the life
and to reach the perfect ripe. The vines want to reach
the perfect ripe so that birds can disperse the seeds in
order to reproduce themselves. However the most important
evolution in our vineyard was the natural fermentation.
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during a harvest in the last 20 days. Because the longer
you wait and if you’re able to keep the grapes in good
condition you will reach the best amount of sugar in the
grape but also to the good polyphenol. And that’s the
best because that’s brings the flavour of the wine. High
quality is just done the last couple of days. This is
very important because if you make all the work in the
last 5 years; biodiversity, fertility, good energy and a
good equilibrium year by year. But if we’re anxious and
taking the grapes 5 days before the perfect ripe, we will
lose quality. So we must take risks until the last days
and is also for me quality.
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Use nothing, only the grapes with the natural yeasts. We
began the natural fermentation in 2011. And although my
husband had a scientific background and what’s more in
favour of chemical yeast, I was curious to use natural
yeast only coming from our vines. Therefore in 2011
we decided to make an experiment with the fermentation
and compare the natural yeast with the chemical yeasts.
Similar conditions we had two 2000 containers one with
his wine and one with my wine. While his was finished
only after 8 days, mine only started fermenting after 2
days. I was anxious because this was my first time I used
only natural yeast but the process started very slowly
and after some time it started working. I needed a lot
of movement of the my wine. The only way to increase to
help the natural fermentation is by moving the wine so
put the wine on top of the skins in order to give a lot of
energy to the juice so they can work better and get more
oxygen (oxidation). Nowadays that’s the only work that
were doing during the fermentation is helping the grapes
to become better. We are assisting them. We only give
them our energy which is helping them to get more oxygen.
Naturally we control the density and the temperature to
see how the process is going in terms of energy. Compared
to the chemical fermentation, which is strong and heavy,
the natural fermentation is a slow process which is more
soft and smooth. Indigenous yeast is less energetic but
more working together as a family of different kinds of
yeasts to reach the same end result. After 20 days the
fermentation was ready and all the sugar was fermented
into alcohol. We divide the skins from the liquid. First
we tried the wine of my husband the wine was good,
perfect, correct, clean. All the characteristics that
a good wine should have. Then we tasted my wine and my
husband became white in the face because my wine was
more complex more interesting more curious in terms of
flavours while it was the same grape harvest it on the
same day under the same conditions. Every sip was a new
discovery and evolving in the glass. Therefore, we can
understand the difference between the natural wine and
non-natural wines. A very important characteristic of the
wine is the minerality and I think that natural yeast is
better in dividing the minerals, and not remaining in the
skins, compared to the lab yeast. In natural wines you
can taste the minerality. For me the best wine wine is

Robbert Is the wine that you produce in the field a
representation of the wine that you like most?
Marina I believe that we are producing very good wines
but I don’t want to be satisfied with only one outcome
because I believe it’s important to evolve as a vineyard.
Especially it’s hard to get the perfect composition in a
bottle. Inside a natural line the complexity is present
from the beginning it’s not built it’s not modified. In
general human species like to modify everything and in
this vineyard that we don’t like that. we respect the
natural nurse and integrity of the wine according to its
natural elements and don’t want to modify it.
Robbert How do you see quality in terms of standards or
certification?
Marina I think quality has a very large meaning. For me
a good wine is that all elements are in balance with
one another. High quality wine can be granted from the
certification so if you take a bottle and you’ll see a
symbol of desertification you can see that somebody is
controlling the farmer and the control can be serious. I
like to be controlled and I pay to be controlled because
it’s a guarantee of quality. It’s not quality but it’s
a guarantee of quality. And naturally you also have
biodynamic and organic wines that are not perfect. So we
divide, quality is the wine and how to make the wine and
how the vines make the wine and how you assist to this
process.
We are here making a wine that has some rules because of
the DOC Bolgheri. A set of rules in the field are for
instance 2 kilos plant and not more and it’s 4500 plants
per hectare. the quality of the DOC Bolgheri is done
also by the quantity per hectare of the kilos grapes
that you are taking. So if you produce more grapes than
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to have a good harmony in this wine between the alcohol
the tenants and the acidity. Naturally the flavours must
be in the smelling and in the tasting. the smelling and
tasting should be the same so the tasting should confirm
what you smell before in the wine only then the little
bit more intense.

Robbert How does the market define quality do you consider
this at the vineyard?
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the limit then the wine cannot be named DOC Bolgheri,
but for instance IGT. I think it’s good to have these
limitations because the quality is done by low number
of grapes. And this is quality of the DOC Bolgheri. To
use the DOC Bolgheri name you must sell it after their
tasting and their analysis and this is done to maintain
the high quality of the DOC. This is the kind of quality
that we can describe as a standard of wine a kind of
wine of a region in terms of intensity, elegance of
fruits and tannins and woods. Naturally every DOC has a
characteristic that defines their wine so it’s a quality
more theoretical. In order to make a wine that is similar
to each other, but it is not per se a quality but a
kind of wine. Then there is real quality. For me high
quality wine is natural wine. Also, using techniques that
respect the ambiancy (low sulphur and copper) outside
the vineyard. This is always a high quality wine because
it’s connected with the surroundings and nature on the
vineyard. Another high quality wine is a wine that can
live and is alive with character, with style, with
personality and is characteristic for that place. For me
a quality wine is wine that is connected to the soil and
coming from the soil for that reason I don’t fertilize at
all. I like to find this wine that is coming from this
land and therefore its unique. you will only find this
one here and I’m using this technique and the vines are
choosing what they like to eat and a grape is a product
of the land. A high quality wine is also a wine that
is fermented in a natural way, the minimum quantity of
sulfide. And also when you open a wine you must get a
positive feeling from it, that is coming from nature.
Something real or the truth, an honest wine. The aging of
the wine must respect a time that is needed to become a
good wine. Sometimes you taste a wine that is still young
and has just put on the market to sell. We’re living
in a society where everything is going too fast and
especially wines need a lot of time. High quality wines
are wines that needs all the time to be perfect and have
the perfect evolution. I like the wine that has got the
time to give the best of themselves.

Our vineyards I knew exactly what kind of wine we wanted
and they’re producing the wine that we like, so we were
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Marina The market is less relevant for us because we are
producing a low quantity wine and therefore it’s easy to
sell. Also the natural ability of the wine and minerals
in the wine make it easier to sell our wine. So problems
with marketing are already solved because if you sell
your wine and it’s a natural wine and people love to drink
a natural wine you you have an advantage. And people in
general are more aware of help and health of their body
so producing a wine that is more healthy for the body
is helping people to maintain this healthiness. It is
important to be open to this argument. For instance,
low quantity of sulphite and no other chemicals inside.
The feedback from the market is also easy because of
the activity that I’m doing with tastings because I’m
directly connected to the market and therefore people
tell me about my own wine. Personally I can have a
feedback every tasting. therefore I can understand that
the way and approach is giving good results and people
appreciating it. I like to make events to give personally
my wine and to share my wine. To share wine is an
appropriate way to also sell the wine. It’s not really
marketing because we don’t spend any money on marketing
advice or an advisor. But we spending a lot of energy
talking about our wines. Marketing is less relevant for
us because we’re selling all out of wines before actually
investing in marketing but probably if we increase in
size then marketing will be also more important for us.
For now I’m just using the tastings and events to get
feedback on my wine and that’s more or less like what we
do in terms of marketing or marketing or wine. You can
read statistics on which wine sells best or which kind
of wine sells best but it’s completely different from
talking to a person because you can see their face, eyes
and smile. We decided to produce a wine that is different
from the classic DOC Bolgheri. It’s a wine more fresh
more typical. There is more acidity and less alcohol and
tannins with tastes of acid fruits. It’s a wine more
easy. And we get this feedback from people visiting
the vineyard but also people visiting my husband’s wine
bar. The wine bar is also an important instrument to get
feedback on our wines.

Robbert How do you, as a former architect, acquire the
skills and knowledge to sell your wines?
Marina I didn’t study about how to sell my wine. I begin
to sell my wine by explaining two other people how I’m
making my wine and offering them the wine. Talking about
the farm is a way to sell the wine. Wine is not only the
wine but it’s what’s behind it so talking about what’s
behind it is a good way to make people curious for your
wine. In the beginning I brought my iPad to events to
show the vineyard of photo while people were tasting the
wine. So I learnt how to sell the wine while talking
about the farm. And for me that was very easy because
I know the farm, I am the farm, I work here. So I can
describe with passion about the vineyard. And I noticed
people were fascinated by the fact that they could talk
to somebody who was actually working and living on the
farm which has all the knowledge in only one person. This
is the same for my husband. So we’re both using the same
technique when we’re talking to people, whether they
are wine lovers, sommelier, bloggers or even buyers. And
although buyers are on a different level and you need
to conquer them with different kind of words. Having
different arguments with different people we both use
always the same approach, namely letting them know how
we make a wine. I also need to learn more more about
different marketing strategies for instance the use of
social media. Not every social media platform but mainly
Instagram to post photo with just some text. I would like
to buy GoPro And place it on my heart so I can make videos
of how I’m working at post it online.
Robbert You were talking about the network (e.g. buyers,
visitors etc.). Who are involved in the making of your
wine?
Marina I have two two boys from Albania. They’re working
every day for the last 3 years. And have been teaching
them learning them how to work more independently and
also that they can suggest what kind of work is needed at
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lucky. So here in the woodlands near the stream we found
the perfect microclimates to produce this kind of wine
with more acidity, more fruit flavour and more elegance.
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the moment. Then there’s Alan who’s only coming once a
week. I would like to have them permanently because he’s
already working for 13 years in this vineyard and he’s
making everything. I like to work together with people
who think along in the process. So I can discuss with
them about the work and also so they can decide what kind
of work do you like most. I like to see work as a creative
process but not as an obligation of money. I like my
employees to alternate between the Works that they are
doing and therefore keep it interesting for them to work
I don’t like them to work as robots I like them to work
with compassion to understand what the vines need. Then
we have a lot of voluntary workers with wwoofing. This
is a very important labour source. Then there are the
authorities with whom we need to communicate everything
from the harvest to selling the wine is communicated with
the authorities. This is a bit heavy, something I don’t
like but it has to be done. Then the authorities that are
controlling the DOC or IGT. The DOC is controlling the
quality. Then we have two distributors one for Tuscany
and one for the rest of Italy with whom we build a very
important friendship. We don’t sell our wine we share
our wine we trust them to spread and share are wine with
rest of Italy. They like to come here to taste the wine
every year. They are more friends than sellers, I like to
have more human relations and people who share the same
passion about wine. Then we have the importers who are
buying our wines directly. They often find us either on
markets or online mainly because they’re interested in
biodynamic or organic wines. Because there small scale
importers I work with them but I’m always the one who
decides about the price. So if they want to sell my wine
for a low price I just say no I’m going to somebody else
because I believe that my wine is worth more than this
low price. For instance we have a special relationship
with an importer from Switzerland who are also winemakers
and they understand the process of making wine so I went
there one time for an event. What’s important for me
is that people appreciate your approach in making wine
and making a high quality wine. I’m not interested in
selling my wine for a low price in a high quantity and
because I’m making a low quantity I need a special kind
of distributors. I’m lucky because I don’t need to search
because they find me. Probably because we are also in

Robbert Do these standards influence your product?
Marina Yes. The first important thing that I can say it’s
the quality of the wine. The wine must be, however, a
high-quality wine, good in the substance. This quality
is granted by the standards like Demeter or other
certifications. However, if the quality is not good it
is difficult to sell. For people who don’t know what’s
yet it’s easy and convenient to have the certification
and the identity of DOC Bolgheri. Naturality in the wine
is helping a lot.
Robbert So you’re saying the standards are helping. But
would you also say that if you didn’t had the standards
that you would still produce the same wine? Or would it
be different?
Marina The wine is the same. Because this is the one that
I want to produce. However I could have difficulties
in selling my wine, because people like to drink wines
that are granted and controlled. I like to have this
certification because it also provides a guarantee to
the sellers or to the consumer of this wine a guarantee.
Me and Emilio decided to certify the wine as fast a
possible.
Robbert You don’t see these certifications or standards
as a limitation?
Marina No absolutely not. Naturally I lose a lot of
time a lot of time with preparing the documents for the
control, the day of the control and to ask the permission
for these certifications. It’s work for me but that’s
natural because I’m the one who wants to be certified,
so I need to make this work.
Robbert I could give an example. For instance, the DOC
Bolgheri resists winegrowers to 2 kilos per plant. Would
you have followed this rule if the DOC was not there?
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a very good wine region of DOC Bolgheri. And what also
helps me a lot is the certification of biodynamic and
organic as we were the first in organic in 2012 and the
first with biodynamic in 2017.

appendix 2

Marina The DOC has this rule to increase the quality and
make a high quality wine because you limit the production.
You can cut the grapes if you want but I don’t cut because
I don’t fertilize and I have the right number of grapes.
Two kilos are perfect to reach the perfect ripe. I could
probably sell my wine without the DOC for the same value
or even more but I’m not sure and I need to try that.
I think then it makes it more difficult to sell your
wine without certification because I think that I sell
all my wine because of the certification. And although
I sell all my wine before without certification you see
that certification is more and more needed. Even here in
Bolgheri 35% of the vineyards are natural which says a
lot.
Robbert Do you have the feeling that other people influence
the process of making your wine?
Marina I don’t want that. It’s our farm and we like to
produce how we like. And if we would have difficulty we
would need a consultant, but at the moment we don’t have
any difficulties and everything is going well. Firstly
the vines decides the wine. How can I listen to someone
who asks that they want more cherries flavours? I like to
produce a wine that is a result of nature. We produce our
wine and offer our wine. We are following the taste of
the people, the movement of the wine. We like to produce
a wine that is easy to drink, however we don’t modify
our wine.
Robbert How do you define sustainability?
Marina It’s a very large word. It’s important to understand
the sense of it. Sustainability is done by us. We must
work to increase the sustainability. Sustainability is
like a level that can grow or can go back down, so every
action that you take you can make a mistake in terms of
sustainability. There are many kinds of sustainability
for instance the Earth. you must respect a 4 till 80 of the
soil and you must respect that because this is probably
the most important one. then we are sustainability of
the people working in the fields. As a farmer you must
think that you need energy but you must use this energy
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respecting the sustainability of the people were giving
you this energy. I believe this is very important because
workers in agriculture are often not respected. Then you
have sustainability of the product itself so in our case
the quality of the wine must be perfect. A product that
it’s not giving you problems with too much chemicals
too much alcohol too much acidity. In the end you want
to deliver a product that is not only high quality but
also high sustainability for its consumers. And now
we’re only talking about the substances in the wine,
but there are other forms of sustainability for instance
the way the wine is produced. This means respecting the
ambience not giving any chemicals product and respecting
the biodiversity. Seeing our vineyards means seeing
everything is natural. Not forcing the vines, exhausting
the soil or cutting trees to make a new vineyard. That is
the argument that this more evident for the people. We
can see sustainability also as a message of communication
for future generations. And of course sustainability
of the people. so for instance that they don’t have
to work 8 hours per day with the cutter or 8 hours per
day under the hot sun. Give them every two hours fresh
water. Make them understand their bodies resources. We
must make a compromise between you, your body and our
necessities and we must respect this compromise and the
sustainability of your work. Also we must respect the
sustainability of our technologies. For instance, I’m
using a tractor and I want to minimise the use of the
tractor because of the gasoline and also the pressing on
the soil and the noise for the birds. I would like to
go with a horse, but that’s not so easy for me now now
probably in the future. However you should use techniques
that can avoid with good technology and good tools, for
instance the ‘automaser’ that can take back spillovers
chemicals instead of ending up in the fields. This aspect
of innovation in technology is very important. However,
sometimes in a little vineyard it is difficult to invest
in these sustainable technologies. Another interesting
point is that until now pharmacy get a compensation in
Italy and in the rest of Europe as well if you were
organic. But from this year onwards they decided not to
give any contribution anymore for organic farms. Why? To
be organic is more expensive and you need to take more
risks and it should be supported. For every hectare I

Robbert What I get from your last answer that
sustainability and biodynamic are two different things.
Because sustainability is something bigger it includes the
worker and its heath. This is not included in biodynamic
certification?
Marina No, the certification is now only what I’m
doing, the practice. The ‘conotale’, if I’m using the
‘servecio’ a good way to make the harvest without adding
anything. Naturally they are controlling the invoice
if I’m using certified plants while I’m planting a new
vineyard. So everything is controlled but they don’t
control the finality of the work. It’s a practical
control, a bureaucratic control of what you buy etc. And
organic is the same. When you decide to be organic or
biodynamic you can make it for a practical approach, but
generally the farmer inside the something more like a
conscious. In the little farm you have this because the
farmer still connected to the field. In the big farm
however your are paid to work in a farm with managers not
working in the fields. This is a completely different
approach. I experienced this when I came here as an
ignorant architect following the advice of a friend,
using chemical cordingly. And I saw that the animals
disappeared like butterflies lizards ladybugs and even
the mosquitos. Nobody says it but we can’t use chemicals
like at some point these chemicals will end up in your
body and you even will become intoxicated and everybody
is silent because the business is too important.
Robbert Why did you change from conventional to organic
to biodynamic?
Marina I decide immediately the first year to change
my approach to sell the farm or begin organic. So my
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took 1.700 euros, it’s not much but it is something. It’s
5% of what I spend on costs of my vineyard. The approach
is important. Organic agriculture is important because it
is sustainable for the ambiency, the people, the workers.
And with this decision probably a lot of famers will go
back to conventional. Because when you want to follow a
road you must have to knowledge, knowing the risk and
keep going on but in my opinion going back is a mistake.
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husband said we don’t like to sell so we continue but
organic. And I’m reading about organic viticulture and
gaining knowledge I decided not to use the banal concept
of fertilizing so I decided to change the approach to be
more natural. So do not fertilize immediately and make
the ‘servecio’. And this approach was positive I saw that
defines year-by-year could follow my approach and were
reactive going deeper with the roads resisting more to
the changing of climate and also giving us a fruit that
is connected to the soil, to the earth and to the rocks.
This was our finality to make a wine really connected to
this land. When my husband and I saw the rules of making
an organic wine in a winery we saw that there were a
lot of products that we were allowed to use and that we
didn’t even use while we were conventional. We could not
agree with this system. So to be only organic felt like a
limitation because we don’t make a wine like they allowed
us to make. We feel more identified in the biodynamic
association because they make a wine without anything
only a little bit of sulfide and we don’t use lab yeast.
Knowing that in biodynamic you can only use the grapes
and not anything else is what we like to do and what we
like to be. To the identification with an approach or an
association or the rules we decided to follow them in a
way to give to a farm and identity that is very simple:
making wine with grapes and stop. However the difference
you will find in the vineyard, in the farmer and the farm.
Meaning you will see the difference between an organic or
biodynamic field or even between two biodynamics fields.
I think that in biodynamics you need a conscience which
is more strong compared to organic, because it’s a next
step. Another approach which is more complex and more
holistic. You’re not only considering your opinion and
your business it’s more. you see that there is harmony
between every element of the farm. In biodynamic you
leave a part of the farm wild because this is important
for animals, insects and bird that need a wild place.
It’s a bit more it’s like a philosophy or a concept
of live. And then even within biodynamics there are
different levels of following this concept for instance
you have fanatics who follow the moon calendar and the
planets etc. Me personally I agree with a lot of concepts
of biodynamic by reading a lot of books and concepts.
It feels like walking around it is always changing and

Robbert Do you always use the 3 kilos of copper that are
allowed in biodynamic viticulture?
Marina This year I used 2,6 kilos. So I used less because
this was a good season so it is not needed to use the
maximum of course.
Robbert Is biodynamic important for the quality of the
wine?
Marina The quality of the wine is about the wine. Show
me the quality of the wine is like an emotion it’s like
all the components it’s the wine in itself. Biodynamic
is a way to make a wine more related to nature and for
this reason I think it’s important viticulture. To make
a biodynamics wine is to make a wine that is more related
to the land, the rhythm of nature and the resources of
nature. As you know we don’t fertilize so the finds will
find only what’s in the ground so therefore it’s important
that the land is rich. If the soil is poor the vines will
be poor as well. As you can see this is not the case but
every year I need to work for it. I must go forget and
organic substance to nitrogen the quality is increased
from by biodynamic however. We can say it is a quality
more sustainable. Quality is just a characteristic of
the wine but if this characteristic is also related to
nature, it give some points or more value to the wine.
Robbert I’m now thinking about a lunch we had with the
distributors. Some of them liked the 2006 even more than
the other ones. The 2006 was still conventional.
Marina Yes, the 2006 was still conventional. However, we
decided already to be low in quantity, like integrated
agriculture. What’s the first step to leave conventional
agriculture and respect the low limit of chemicals and
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therefore it is very important in biodynamics to be open,
open to change. This year I started using nettle and
equisetum and essential oils of agrumes to increase the
effect of copper so we can use less. We bought a weather
station to which tells us in which period the mould is
more aggressive and then we use more copper. This is
sustainability and precision agriculture.

Robbert Is there
sustainability?

friction

because

quality

appendix 2

register what you are using. And then after this phase
of integrated agriculture we changed to organic. But I
believe this step was needed for my husband because he
was not ready to go immediately into organic. However,
it was a step important for us to control the quantity
of organic fertilizer. Then in 2008 I began to make the
‘servecio’, two years before we became organic. 2006 was
wine made with very low quantity of chemicals and then
in a winery without any chemical product, only grapes
and lab yeasts. Probably the microfiltration was a bit
more thin, 64 micron (half of what we are allowed with
Demeter). However, you can taste a wine that is alive and
not build in the winery but just grapes fermented, put
to age and put in the bottle. A simply wine but strong
and alive. It’s not natural, because we used chemical
treatment. Every 15 days we used the chemical treatment
and then 2 months before the harvest you stop.
and

Marina No there is no friction. The sustainability is
increasing the quality. It is not against the quality.
I do not understand you why think there are problems
between sustainability and quality.
Robbert Do you ever have the feeling that you compensate
between sustainability and quality? I was thinking about
examples because it seems like it was not completely
clear so for instance I was thinking about sustainability
and not per se in terms of the field but more in terms of
the people who work here. So let’s stake the wwoofers,
they are working 6 hours a day and they get good food,
good wine and are treated well. However, if they would
work 8 hours instead of 6 hours you might be able to
finish some activities, like folding the vines, faster
which could be good for the vines maybe.
Marina I think you must always organise your season first
looking at what the vineyards need and how to assist them
and help them in a good way, but also also for the people
who are giving their energy on this vineyard. Naturally
we must make a compromise making the work and following
the rhythm of nature and sometimes we need to work more
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I don’t agree that sustainability and quality contrast.
Quality is quality it’s an absolute concept after wine
and also of the viticulture. Natural approach is an
approach that can respect nature and be sustainable it’s
a characteristic it’s an adjective and value of this
quality and giving another aspect to this quality. For
instance, if you have a wonderful wine but it’s made
with chemicals you might think differently about this
wine. The quality is not increased but characterized
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and I know it but we need to make it. Because the problem
in this case is that the vines are not waiting, they are
growing and losing energy if you don’t handle it in time.
First you have to organise the work that is necessary
and then you need to respect the sustainability of the
workers. So every day you need to finalise the work and
choose the best way to make it. probably the best way
to make it is to do it 5 days before so it’s important
that you know the life of defiance and consider also the
changing so if it’s raining they also have more energy so
you have to take off the branches of the bottom so because
they’re taking a lot of energy. The sustainability of the
person who’s working with the finance is more connected
with the work. So as a farmer you must know the work
and you must have done the work and then be able to
understand the time in which the work has to be done.
And sometimes you cannot choose. Naturally in a little
farm with little energy you sometimes are late, but you
must go one and cannot get stressed about the situation.
I chose to work with wwoofers and it’s normal that you
only do like 70% of the work compared the paid workers.
Not because you are lazy, but because it’s the first
time. But working together with wwoofers is working with
different cultures. It’s not only a payment in shelter
and food, but I consider it a bit more. I like to stay
amongst young people and give them experience of nature
and production of high-quality wines so that they can
understand that we can respect both nature and make
high-quality wine which is an important lesson in life
and a message that they will spread in the world. So I
believe this is also sustainability. It’s not a mission
but to host people is To make sustainability and talk
about sustainability and make people more rich in terms
of sustainable thinking.

Robbert That’s why I asked, because I think when you want
to follow some approach you always have to compromise in
a certain way.
Marina I like to be biodynamic, but my mind is not free
from all the rules. I grew up with a scientific mind from
being an architect. It is an approach more scientific and
rational. But I am also an instintic woman with passion.
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by the sustainability. It can give a new aspect to the
quality. Is quality is obtained by using an approach that
is respecting The life of the consumer and the health of
the consumer and health of the soil in which the vines
are growing and all the ambiency around. It’s not quality
exactly it’s something that is necessary to obtain a
good quality so it’s better to make it in that way it’s
a value that you add to the quality. A high-quality
wine do not increase in quality when it is produced
sustainably, it is simply more ethically right. I can say
that probably the quality of a wine is also to be able to
control all the passage in the process of fermentation.
For instance, a big discussion about biodynamics is that
if you use indigenous yeast you don’t know which are
the protagonists of the fermentation because you cannot
control. So you can also have a family of yeasts that are
not making a good work and so probably the quality is not
the best because you are using a sustainable approach.
I have this objective doubt. That’s why I contact the
university to make a study about our yeast. Not to select
them but to see which ones are working or not. If there
are yeast family present that are not good, I could
decide to select them and taking off the ones that are
damaging the quality. It is a doubt that I have, because
I don’t lie to make it in an artificial way but also
in the other hands like nature is not always positive
or perfect. For instance, the mould is nature but it is
damaging the grapes and I am using an artificial way to
safe my grapes. I have to doubt that sometimes to be
sustainable, I mean to be absolutely natural without
making any control and any action against nature is
giving to you it’s probably compromising the quality. We
don’t know until we can control the yeast in present in
the harvest and that is why I want to make a research
about it.

Robbert Do you want confirmation by the scientific world
as well or do you get that from the wine that you produce?
Marina The first gratification is given from the wine
and that’s probably enough can be enough for a lot of
people. But I have a husband who is a PhD in agriculture
So naturally he is a little bit more scientific approach
so he’s very happy with the contact with the university
because he likes to be involved with this approach and
to be sure what we’re doing. So we would like to make a
study about some aspect. I would like to understand the
equilibrium between the insects that are damaging the
vineyard (e.g. Lobesia botrana) and other insects in
the vineyard. I would like to understand all the insects
and all the relations with the vines. A work Janine is
doing at the moment, I gave her the book of Luci. And
this is science. Biodynamic is not simply technique or
a philosophy it’s a way to grow vines and make wine but
why not try to make it more scientific and study a little
bit more the process. I think it is better to do it. When
using biodynamics it can have this effect but it can
also have bad effects for instance by an insect that you
cannot control. And we must control in an organic way.
After 7 years of studying the normal biodynamic approach
I feel the necessity to relate with someone who has a
different approach. Problem is about the biodynamic is
not scientific and it’s not that scientific is right or
wrong, I only want to know for sure. Based on that we can
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I like to be biodynamic but there are some dogmas that
are difficult for me to metabolise. I need to know. I
like to follow biodynamic but I also want to understand
why the biodynamic wines are so alive and if there is
some correlation between all the natural processes you
use absolutely natural. Probably growing biodynamic is
less impacting on the quality. I mean it is determining
the quality. We’ve been biodynamic for 6 years or at
least we’re doing the fermentation biodynamically since
6 years and it’s only this year that are realise they
should contact the university. Probably also because I
want to understand more about and have more specification
of the process. Then I can decide to be natural and make
selection, but I want to know which yeasts families are
working.

Robbert How do you control pest and disease while working
sustainable and biodynamic?
Marina Naturally were using the traditional system
to spread copper and sulphur. We decided to help the
couple with other products like nettle and equisetum and
essential oils. And sometimes I spread ‘siero di latte’
(whey) which is full of bacteria. I tried it one year
and it helped a bit. Why? They conquer the spice of the
leave, but then you don’t know if the vines like to have
this spice so I stopped. But it was helping a bit because
it was a difficult year and it helped me to limit the use
of copper and sulphur.
Robbert I noticed that you like to experiment a lot in
the vineyard. Is there something in terms of pest and
disease treatment that you kept using?
Marina The Essential oils of agrume are very important
and working well. However they are very expensive So
next year I want to try to make my own essential oils by
myself and try to put it in a liquid.
Robbert Is it something you read somewhere or something
you came up with yourself?
Marina And something that I read in a review. A producer
of a product send me an email and then I was the first to
use it and I saw that it was increasing the activity of
the copper so therefore I can use less copper. And about
the animals we don’t like to hunt the animals but keep
them outside of the vineyard so we are using an electric
circuit or a lamp. We need to make it and then we need to
control if it’s working for 10 days so the animals know
they cannot go inside. And then sometimes we’re using the
music, radio’s around the vineyard and then we use smell
of other things that they don’t like to avoid them from
entering. However, it works. And of course the dogs that
are around to protect the territory. The problem where
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choose. I would like to make a selection of them and then
using a micro fermentation of my vines and then compared
to others and see if there is a difference in quality.
But we need a scientific approach to make experiments.

Robbert how did you do it before when you were still
conventional?
Marina Animals are probably more sensitive than human
so they don’t choose the grapes that are treated with
chemicals. In the first years when we were limiting or
use of chemicals and growing towards organic we did not
understand why we lost so many graves and then after some
years we started discovering that it’s probably because
the animals are more attracted to the grapes without
chemicals and then you’ll be here we started to come up
with solutions to avoid graves by animal damage. And over
time we became more efficient and experienced to safe
the grapes.
Robbert What do you think the role of terroir is for the
establishment of the quality of wine? Or maybe phrase
it differently, how much are the surroundings and the
climate doing for the quality? Or how much is established
by management or other factors?
Marina I believe that the high quality wine is done with
with the nature. For me high quality of wine is done from
a microclimate where the vines leaves the possibility
to directly the resources of that land and also the way
in which the farmer is growing them and assist them. So
if terroir is a complex meaning where is the climate,
the land, the man and the kind of vines is making the
uniqueness of the wine. It is necessary to follow the
climate and the land and have a good interpretation of
the growing of the vines. However the concept of terroir
is often empty and full of blah blah. I like the wine
is made with the land in its original state.
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the birds. For some years they were eating a lot and the
birds just make a hole in the grave and then the grapes
go bad. Therefore we found a way to avoid the birds from
coming in by using nets. It’s not something that we found
in Tuscany but it’s something that we found in South
Tyrol and we began to use it. Making the nets is a big
work because you need to cover every row individually and
then we try to make birdscare kites to peacefully avoid
bird damage.

Marina I would like to spend not more than 10% on it
especially making the bureaucracy of registration of the
wine. I like to use the computer to increase my knowledge
so I think it’s very important to use technology. It is
fundamental for an activity of the farm. Because naturally
you use the computer for everything; making a label,
making relationships with people, accepting visits, and
I use Google Calendar. I also use the computer to analyse
what I have done and to analyse the costs of my business.
And also I’m a creative woman I don’t like to spend too
much time on this but every now and then you need to
check with the facts about how the business is going
because you cannot keep dreaming and and not checking the
facts. The computer fundamental now because we make to
bill with a computer and it’s easy now because I have the
software to make an electronic invoice and this software
immediately calculate how much revenue and cost I have in
my opinion so it’s easier to analyse the data. Especially
the cost of the farm are important because you can maybe
safe some more and have more investment for the future.
And also to understand which wine is selling better than
others. The only problem we have in this area is the
problem of connection we often have power cuts.
Robbert Because I was checking with Emilio and Guido the
website of the microclimate. It is beautiful.
Marina It is a beautiful way to use it and to understand
nature and to understand life here it is important to
have these kind of archives. So you can understand what
is giving problems or richness to the grapes and thus the
wines. So for the quality to have these kind of reports,
it’s very important. Important to control year by year
what is happening and you can understand the quality
of the season. I look at the programme and it can be a
guide. But then the farmer is always the one who decides
so it’s more like a tool.
Robbert Do you think that technology and quality go hand
in hand? Or is there a trade-off between the two?
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Robbert How much time do you spend on the computer? And
what does this work include?

Robbert How do you decide the price of the wine?
Marina That’s a good question. I don’t decide the price
to look to the resources that are used to make it. I
look to the price of other producers in this place and
naturally to the bigger picture of how many costs I have
in a year of production. In the beginning a price for
absolutely under the cost but it was necessary to make
us known on the market and then we increased the price
year by year. And I think now that the prices are near to
the right price in relation to the costs. Every year it’s
more expensive because I have too much small projects
and these small projects must be taken into account to
the price of the wine. So we must make a valuation of
the price and also looking to the market Looking to the
pudding charity of the distributor and of the customers.
I don’t want to be too high and that people don’t want to
buy my wine and I don’t want to be cheap either so that
people just buy it and don’t appreciate it.
Robbert On a yearly basis is it now more or less balanced
out in terms of cost and revenue?
Marina We’re now selling for a price with his little bit
under the right price. but were selling around 12000
bottles every year and we reach about with the tastings
and the sellings and the wine bar and we arrive more or
less to 100.000 euros revenue and 70.000 euros in costs.
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Marina I don’t like a lot of technology in the process of
fermentation I like to have a natural wine. but I believe
that technology is important in the fields or to make
precision agriculture. so nature is something that you
follow and with technology you can control and you can
have a system to go deeper. For instance, with the drone
project. I think that technology can help increasing the
quality. But I don’t believe that only technology can
make it good wine it’s an instrument. However, I like to
think with my head and then used technology to make make
my research but not becoming dependent on technology.
Also I believe that technology is seen as a solution
of the problems and then it will be enough to only have
technology. But I believe that technology is of help or
assistance. It must be used with your brain.

Robbert Do you always take visits?
Marina Yes. In winter when it’s raining on appointment
naturally. I like to be always available. You must
organise your life around it by waking up earlier or
working later. Then in October and November I have less
visits so I have a couple of months in the year that
I can relax. And of course I can understand that other
farmers might sometimes refuse visits in busy period
for whatever reason, but actually I’m testing my own
resources. I could increase a bit by getting assistance
from someone who can prepare the tastings and even make
the tour through the vineyard and then I can take over
and do the tastings. Next year I’ll probably increase the
price just a little bit of the visits to be a little bit
more relaxed and less stressed to take on so many visits.
Robbert I wrote down an example in relation to management.
During the time Alin could not do the treatment because
of personal issues and you had to go to Firenze to drop
of a box, you decided to do it the following day. Why do
you choose to go to Firenze rather doing the treatment?
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So it’s positive at the moment. And a lot of revenue
comes from the visits that I do, because this is a way to
sell the wine for the full price and naturally the price
to the distributor is much lower. However these revenues
good for the size of vineyard that we had before and
now we increased with 45% of the total area so probably
I will also increase a lot in next year also using the
grapes of the new vineyard. And then I’m increasing the
Business by 30% but taking more visits and selling a more
wine. And also to to offer more arrangements with the
visits and also be open on Saturdays and Sundays. So, I
am diversifying the activity, not only selling a wine to
distributor but also making it directly in the vineyard.
This is a fairly new activity and it can be increased
more. Probably I can also produce my own vegetables
and use them during tastings and make the price of the
tastings a little bit higher because I offer more. Or,
for instance, make a tasting a bit more scientific by
using a sommelier or wine tasting course. I have a lot
of ideas. I think this is also a big other aspect of the
vineyard.

Marina The distributor needed to wine so. And he was
giving it to the restaurant before they were closing in
August so I decided to make it. And of course I took a
risk but the season was not so terrible and probably a
bit of mould attacked the leaves but not so much to be
dangerous. Indeed situations I would like to have an
extra person at the vineyard. and normally the treatment
is more important but because the season was good we
could say we make the treatment tomorrow. And also for
me it was a moment of stress because it was the first
time that I was driving on the quad to do the treatment
so a new vehicle and doing it for the first time. I did
3 hours and then I stopped but it was not easy. And 6
hours outside on the quad is not easy. I need to know my
resources and not 32 and 61 years old and I need to think
about the consequences because maybe the next day I can’t
move and I cannot make the visit.
Robbert In these cases do you make a risk analysis?
Marina Yes in these cases I tell you which is the worst
and then I make a decision. I try to to organise the
life so that I can do everything but I choose for the
best way. At this moment, or even since two years now,
I can say that the farm needs another person and I know
that the wwoofers are working in the field but it’s the
activity of the farmer that is already too much for this
size. But you cannot have another person if you cannot
increase the production, so for the moment we need to
wait the new vineyards.
Robbert You said that the farm needs another person for
two years already. Do you think there is a trade-off
because you cannot do everything? In other words, giving
problems to the farm because you do not have another
person.
Marina I believe that the limit is already passed and I
believe that the farm could be in a better condition if
it had already another person and I’m already searching
since March already 6 months. And it’s not for me because
I’m full of energy and I can go on but it’s for the farm
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Is there a reason or you just do?

Robbert I noticed that already, not per se in quality of
the vineyard, but more in terms of how many hours you
work in a day. I realise it would be desirable to have an
extra person or maybe even two. Do you think this will
change when Emilio retired from his work in Firenze?
Marina Naturally because then we can divide the work and
the visits and he’s also the owner and some people are
actually coming here because they want to talk to Emilio
because he’s the oenologists. He will be half for me
controlling the work of the people working here. Anyway
I cannot decide for him but I would like to decide for
the farm that probably he will be here in 3/4 years and
then take a decision based on this. And that will be much
better, but for now I need to keep organising the farm
with my eye.
Robbert Do you think you’re losing authenticity when the
size of the farm when increase the vineyards?
Marina No absolutely not if you’re just increasing a bit
to 5/6 hectares you won’t lose any authenticity. But
naturally we must try to keep doing the work in the same
way and even try to make it better and maintaining the
varieties of the vines and make the tours even bigger.
It’s important to maintain the philosophy of the wine and
and the farm you like. The identity of a farm is already
decided by the people who are the farm so it’s difficult
to change it when you’re already over 60. You can change
something in your thinking but the approach will stay
the same.
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that everything is done in the right time and the right
way. And sure we need to find another person but you
cannot take the person randomly without knowing his way
of working is right. So first you need to increase the
vineyard and I started 2 years ago so now we have one
hectare more is a lot of production. it is a bit more
than a cost of a person but the person then can increase
the quantity and make a new vineyards because there is
a person to take care of them. Living here and working
here you can understand that I’m trying to go on but not
under perfect conditions.

Marina No I must not and I need to control everything. I
can even increase the quality if I am able to diversify
the vineyards. I can begin to produce a special wine
made only from the terrace. I can increase the quality
by making new varieties of vines. I need energy I need
human energy with me to increase the vines naturally.
It could be easy with higher quantities to make more
mistakes and it is a risk, but naturally I need to be
organised. I cannot keep on increasing the vineyard and
keep organising the vineyard like little garden of vines.
Robbert How would you describe your own management style?
And if there is a difference between the wwoofers, the
boys and Alin?
Marina It is different because you are talking to different
people. Some of them are paid and some of them are not
paid. With wwoofers you need to give a lot of knowledge
and give lessons every night during dinner. It is a work
for me because you need to explain the work more because
they must know the sense of the work and I tried to
give this sense to everyone but especially with wwoofers
because they’re not used to make this work. And then
with the boys it’s easy because they are already working
for the third year here. So to them I can easily say
go and take off two branches of the Merlot and then in
one day they make all the work. The work like machines.
With Alin I speak in another way because he’s the senior
of my help. He’s the one that I actually want in the
vineyard as manager because he’s already working here
for 13 years. So everybody I find will be less compared
to Alan because he already knows everything. I define my
management style probably a little bit too creative. And
I probably need to be a little bit more rigid Sometimes
I have the feeling that I go from this world to another
work I need to plan a little bit more and find a way to
be less anxious and to be more precise.
Robbert Does Alin have a say in decision making processes?
Marina Yes I like to include everyone. I like that
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Robbert Do you think you can maintain the same quality
when increasing the size of the vineyard?

10
08
19

Robbert What is your role at the vineyard?
Emilio My role is the responsibility of the cantina. And
together with Marina I help organise the vineyard. The
management of the sales together with Marina.

Robbert During the weekends, when you are at the vineyard,
what are you doing? For instance, on the vineyard?
Emilio I am checking vineyard every week. Because it is
always better if more people check the vineyard. Because
if the same person checks the vineyard, he/she does not
see what is missing and what else is necessary in a
vineyard.
Robbert How do you define quality of a wine and a vine?
Emilio Quality is difficult in the sense that it is
our role, as producers, to identify wine quality within
the territory where the wine is produced. And what is
a quality wine? Quality for me is an elegant wine. For
me an elegant wine can be a wine which is a non-elegant
wine for another person. To me the quality is also the
representation of the territory where the vineyard is
located. For instance, in a region if you have a difference
in location, then that difference is a quality. It is
the territory that is presented in how the vines grows.
According to me this is quality. After all, wine is
something of emotion. Compared to conventional wines,
natural wines make you understand how the vines grew
in the vineyard. This complexity you can taste in the
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everyone who’s working in this vineyard takes part in the
vineyard. Alin especially because he’s already working
here for a long time. In the morning that he’s coming
I make a list of the things I would like to do and then
with him I can decide which tasks have priority at that
moment. So with him I decide which work has priorities
and which has not. I believe it’s very important to not
dictate while managing a vineyard but to take all ideas
into consideration and decide together with orders.
Because it’s a wonderful place when you work in a good
team and everybody is gratified.
Semi-structured
Interview
Emilio

Robbert What do you think how the market at this moment
defines quality?
Emilio The market is changing. Until now the correctness
of the wine was very important, but now the quality of
the wine gets much more respect and attention. Condition
of culture but especially the possibilities thus far
are from a higher level. The market is diversifying and
rediscovering itself as they are looking for local wines
from a specific territory. These different areas produce
different wines. We are in the Bolgheri Classico area
with a rich, concentrated wine. However, our vineyard
is located in a region abundant with forests and water,
therefore we have to deliver a fresher, more drinkable
wine. Sometimes this is a bit difficult because we produce
a different wine than the standard Bolgheri Classico, but
some people understand it and above all they trust our
company. Trust in our company and the type of wine we are
making. People keep returning because we are organic/
biodynamic and they understand that our invention is
reduced to a minimum. Natural wine means less human
intervention and more and more people nowadays start to
understand this. Before I always had difficulties with
the naturalness of wine, but now I begin to understand
that wine can become less natural due to the possibility
of human intervention.
Robbert Do you think that biodynamic is important for
quality?
Emilio I think that biodynamic agriculture is important,
especially in the management of the vineyard. In the sense
that all the interventions that we have done here, have
normalised the quality in the vineyard, have improved
the quality of the earthly substance and therefore the
quality of the grapes and the type of soil. I read a lot
of books about biodynamics and I also belief that the
quality of the wines improve because the taste is not
changed due to intervention in the cellar. Basically wine
is the expression of what is done in the vineyard until
now.
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natural wines, but in conventional wines this sensation
is absent.

Emilio This is true. The difference is in the nutrient
of the yeast, not the kind of yeast used. The nutrients
you put when the natural yeast is fermenting. This is my
opinion.
Robbert How important is the winebar for the vineyard?
Emilio The winebar is important because you can compare
our wines to other products in a different setting, which
helps me with the production of our wines. Reactions on
our wine are great as feedback. Also I see a trend in
recent years that the winebar that we are selling more
‘other’ wines rather than only conventional one’s.
Robbert You change from conventional to organic to
biodynamic. Was this also an influence of the winebar?
Emilio In the beginning when we started with the vineyard
we were helped/advised by friends who worked conventional.
At that time I had an conventional approach as well, and
knew nothing about organic or biodynamic approaches.
Marina was the one who eventually decided that we should
move away from conventional agriculture. She was more
concerned with these things that I was at that time
because my education was traditional oenology at the
university. This traditional approach no longer exists,
and nowadays we are open to the biodynamic approach.
But it is also a matter of economics. It is a process
of finance, industry, technical people and climate, and
trying to combine them.
Robbert Do you see that people (including these with
an university background) are more shifting towards
alternatives instead of conventional agriculture or more
open to it?
Emilio It is a very slow process. I have many friends
in this industry who are changing but who are still
very conditioned. People also understand that the entire
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Robbert You did an experiment to compare natural yeasts
with artificial yeasts. And it turned out that the natural
yeasts created a wine with higher complexity compared to
the artificial one.

Robbert How do you select the grapes? How do you select
the blend? Which technologies do you use?
Emilio I believe it is also good to read books about this
and talk to a team of people who have also studied this
to understand what is good and what is bad. It is now an
important moment and it is good to be confronted with the
future, with new techniques, with plans etc.
Studies also deliver important results for our vineyard.
We do not yet have the resources to change everything
right now, and this also requires a lot of money. Now
we are looking for other means to invest instead of all
kinds of techniques. The composition of the territory
where the vineyard is also growing.
Robbert How do you avoid making mistakes in the selection,
or in the selection of plants or in the selection of
grapes for a certain wine?
Emilio The difference in making blends differs every year
in achieving a final result because of different growing
conditions. So, all the wine is separated in tanks per
variety and then the blends are made at the end. We try
to optimise every step in the process. Every now and
then we try something completely different depending on
the quantities. For instance, next year we want to make
a wine only with Cabernet Franc. Therefore we try to
optimise the characteristic of Cabernet Franc to make a
good wine with only one variety. Until now I have a large
amount, we try to optimise on that we have in the cellar.
Robbert I heard that you doing the tasting with four
persons. Marina, you and 2 friends. How do you come to an
agreement? And are choices always unanimous?
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culture is changing. There are more and more people who
drink wine, and produce wine. People are looking for a
good wine. The techniques are changing. Therefore I think
it is necessary for somethings to change on our vineyard.
We do not want to lose the market. People come here to
see and see the changes and get a good impression of a
biodynamic vineyard.

Robbert Do you think that the two like technology and
wine can help each other to get to a better quality?
Emilio It would be ideal if the techniques were at the
same level. The technology has not yet focused on the
biodynamic industry. For example, if you are looking
for books about the technological biodynamic industry,
you will not find them because the biodynamic industry
is currently changing. So take it easy. All kinds of
studies are also being conducted at the universities. The
research, the techniques, the economy, everything goes
further and further. But it is a whole process and also
a difficult process. The differences at the moment are
still very large. At the moment we are not dependent on
the economic market. We follow a certain plan, a certain
process. But it is not easy, because there are no books
about the biodynamic industry.
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Emilio It seems strange but the sensations we experience
are not very different from one another. Perhaps because
we all come from the same process and the same way of
understanding wine. One person is good at organising wine
markets, the other knows the vineyard very well, it is
a fact that this group of people has a lot of knowledge
and has been working together for many years and we know
that what we choose together is good.
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